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Abstract  

 Technical modernization develops rapidly in recent days. Digital Technology is transforming invariably all healthcare sectors. 

The ingestible sensor is an emerging technology in healthcare. This paper deals with the usage of an Ingestible sensor pill which can 
be consumed by patient and in treating for many health ailments. It assesses the person’s various body functions soon after 
consuming the pills. This is taken under doctor’s prescription and data are displayed with the readings for the patients’ body 

responses to the given medicine. The ingestible sensors deliver information once it is consumed by a patient & pass necessary 
information through a Smartphone application to doctors and physician who can conclude the medicine’s effectiveness. In 

addition, the Smartphone app shares precise information at user’s convenience with their families and peers to collaborate and 
improve health. This type of sensors do not need a battery to operate. Stomach acid and other bodily fluids enable the sensors to 
function normally. It will be no more a dream, but is likely to become a prevalent medical aid in the near future. 

Keywords: Digital pill, ingestible sensors, wearable device, cloud enabled sensor, smart phone apps. 

 

Introduction to Healthcare 

 A healthcare system should provide good healthcare services for the patients whenever they need it. 

Time and place is not the things to care by the Healthcare System they should be ready to serve the 

patients anywhere and anytime in an affordable and should treat the patient in a friendly manner. In this 

current stage, the healthcare system is going to change from a traditional approach to a modernized 

patient centred approach. In the traditional way approach, the doctors has the major role. Patient has to 

visit doctors for many reasons. Basically, there are two main problems related to this approach. Firstly, 

the healthcare professionals must be at position of the patient all the time and second where the patient 

leftovers admitted in the hospital, necessary instruments should be available for a long period of time. 

The patient oriented approach has been evolved to resolve these two problems. In this concept, the 

patients are conscious with knowledge and information to play a more lively role in disease analysis, and 

prediction. The vital element of this second approach is a consistent and readily available patient 

monitoring system (PMS). According to World Health Organisation (WHO) the height feasible preferred 

of health is an essential proper for an individual. A person who is healthy can secure their lifetime 

income; expand in gross domestic product and in tax revenues. Healthful individuals can also reduce 

stress at the already crushed hospitals, clinics, and medical specialists and decrease workload on the 

general public protection charities, networks, and governmental or non-governmental centres. 

 

Digital Pill 

 Tuberculosis (TB) cures successfully and involves patient to remain a multi-drug routine for a lowest 

amount for 6 months. If the medication is not correctly given that may leads to drug-resistance, 

treatment failure, and TB transmission. In 1980s, these penalties were verified in New York City when 

almost half of the patients started on therapy unsuccessful to finish treatment and the rates of both drug-

susceptible and multi-drug resistant (MDR) TB increased. In recent times, similar events in Africa have 
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led to an increase of extensively-drug resistant (XDR) TB and nearly untreatable form of the disease. The 

public health cost of non-adherence to active TB action led to directly observed therapy (DOT) fetching 

the standard of care in the U.S. and around the world. on the other hand, DOT is not possible around 

world, including parts of the U.S due to cost constraints or long distances between patients and 

providers. Programs are stressed to rely on modified DOT or self-administered therapy (SAT) and it‟s 

conclusion rates are lesser. Technology which adapts 

to monitor adherence has been studied using 

medication event monitoring devices which usually 

record the date and time a pill bottle is opened. 

 These type of devices do not document when 

the medication was ingested and until recently have 

been limited by their inability to serve random 

adherence information to clinicians. Video phones 

also been used as a substitute for in-person DOT. 

When the cost effective evaluated to direct encounters, they need a scheduled time for video observation 

and cannot make sure that medications are swallowed rather than unseen in the mouth to be leftover 

later. Both technology have an insufficient capability to perceive selective drug adherence where a patient 

chooses to take some but not all of their medications. Selective drug adherence is mostly concerning for 

TB as it increases the risk of acquired drug conflict. 

 

Body Sensors 

Ingestible Sensor 

 Ingestible medical devices aren't new, but traditional battery systems can pose health risks when bobbing 

around in the gastrointestinal tract, and miniaturization of the battery severely limits the power output. 

Using the body's Natural acids neutralizes those issues. The device acts as its own voltaic cell using the 

nearby stomach acid to assist electrical current, similar to the 

lemon-powered battery experiment frequently used in middle-

school classrooms. In that experiment, the citric acid connects 

two electrodes, usually through a galvanized nail and copper 

pin. Researchers replicated this system with zinc and copper 

electrodes on the surface of their ingestible device. In the initial 

experiment, the prototype device, a pill-shaped cylinder about 

1.6 inches long and a half-inch in diameter took temperature 

readings and beamed them from inside the stomach to a base 

station about 6½ feet away. That may seem like a big pill to 

swallow, but researchers are optimistic they could get it down 

to about one-third of that size by using integrated circuitry. In addition to applications as an internal 

sensor, the pill could also be used as a delivery device for time-released drugs. In tests on pigs, the devices 

took six days to work their way through the digestive tract. 

 

Wearable Sensor 

 Wearable sensor is used to identify transient physiological events, continuous and long-term 

physiological monitoring can provide insights for this. This wearable sensor monitor patients those who 

are critically ill or susceptible to major critical effects. Single application contains multiple body sensor. 

The wearable armband device invented and it can be sample electrocardio gram (ECG) and 

photoplethysmogram (PPG) by Ag-Ag/Cl electrodes and infrared sensor respectively. The developed 

 

Figure 1 Digital Pill 
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Figure 2 Illustration for Showing and Classification of Colorectal  

Polyps of WCE System Based on Cloud Enable Services 
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integrated motion sensor provides activity information and used for justifying motion artifacts during 

data analysis. This device was modified to include an accelerometer and gyroscope to collect multiple 

motion signals. In micro-SD, the data can be stored card for 10-minute for recording files and it file 

contain approximately 2.65 MB. A Bluetooth transceiver module is integrated to enable the wireless 

connection of the device. 

 There are two types of cloud services were considered. They are a commercial cloud storage service 

and a locally-hosted cloud storage service. Amazon Simple Storage Service, was achieved with the 

provided mobile software development kit for the directly forwarding armband recorded data files to a 

commercially available cloud storage service is implemented. The main advantage of using commercially 

is that cloud storage service is used concurrent user uploading can be handled by the cloud service and 

reduces development workload. 

 In Fig.3. A cloud service was imitation on a 

local workstation with main functions. A multi 

thread scheme is used by the connection 

management and it handles users‟ requests through 

connection of socket. For registration and 

verification, User identity database unit consumes a 

weightless relational database. It is used to store 

users‟ identity information. It also saves a file 

address for each user pointing to a respected location in the File Storage Unit. By sending a connection 

request with each user identity information, the mobile device enables the connection. The cloud service 

verifies each user identity and replies accordingly. Connections will be aborted from unverified users, 

while identity verified users can able to start the data uploading process followed. 

 

Treatment for Showing Data 

Table 1 

Treatments Description 

Wireless 

Observed 

Therapy 

(WOT) 

 Under Wireless Observed Therapy(WOT), once patients consumes an ingestible 

sensor. This ingestible sensor is made of minerals that would seen in food and 

breaks down in the body. These types of sensor also release small size of sand that 

transmits data to a patch worn on the patient‟s chest. This patch records all the 

data til it comes into contact with a mobile device through a tablet or any mobile 

phone with Bluetooth. This respected mobile device encrypts the data and 

transfers it via wireless network to the patients‟ healthcare provider and which 

facilitate through remote monitoring which resolve the burden of treatment on the 

patient. 

Directly 

Observed 

Therapy 

(DOT) 

 Directly Observed Therapy (DOT) is especially essential for patients with drug-

resistant TB, HIV-infected patients, and people on irregular treatment routines. 

 DOTS or Directly discovered Treatment Short course is that the internationally 

suggested strategy for TB control that has been recognized as a extremely efficient 

and cost-effective strategy 

 DOT may be a manner of serving to individuals throughout their treatment. 

Rather than being sent home along with your tablets, you would possibly visit 

your native hospital or pharmacy, or a nurse will come back to your home. This 

suggests you've got someone to talk to, and that they will check that you're taking 

your treatment properly. 

 

Figure 3 Illustration of Cloud Enabled Wearable System for Monitoring  

Multiple Physiological Signals Continuously 
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Performance Analysis 

 For the Treatment of TB, Directly Observed Therapy (DOT) is commonly recommended. A Novel 

of Wireless Observed Therapy (WOT) technology provides date- & time-stamped recording of 

medication ingestions via an ingestible sensor and monitor patch worn on the patient's chest. Ingestion 

data is transmitting to a paired mobile device and then uploaded to a secure Internet server, where 

healthcare workers can confirm ingestions remotely. In this Performance analysis DOT performance is 

analysed. 

 

Figure 4 Functioning of Digital Pill Speed Vs Time 

It is Observed that the Speed and Time for a Digital Pill Varies 

 

 

Figure 5 Usage of Digital Pill Vs Traditional Therapy 

It is Observed that Digital Pill is used Widely used than Traditional Therapy 

 

Prescribing Smart Pills to Patients 

 Proteus A new technology is been invented by Proteus Digital Health. They have been established a 

methods that consist of a Smartphone, sensor patch and pill. Pill of each one includes a one square 

millimetre sensor which is wrapped by two digestible metals that is copper and magnesium. Those 

digestible metals are not harmful to health because they presently exist in multi vitamin supplement and 

naturally it is in our diets. If patients once swallow a smart pill then the sensor is activated by electrolytes 

within the body. A smart pill sends signal to a tiny battery-powered patch worn on the user‟s chest and 

transmits the necessary information via Bluetooth to a caregiver‟s or family member‟s through 

Smartphone devices. If patients are not remember or choose not to take their given medicines rightly, in 

this case Proteus are very helpful to resolve those problems in the health sector. Sometimes there is also 

the chance that patients may take their medicines mistakenly. Patients might be combine medications or 

taking the wrong dose, which can prove to be very risky and damaging to the body. In Canada, this is a 
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rising concern among senior citizen which is 50%  and they take more than five unique medicines in 

routine. Ingestible are effective to various issue nearby chronic disease management and also eliminate 

the need for endless physical checkups.  

 

Conclusion 

 More number of sensor-enabled pills are going to allow in future that would be utilized by patients 

by taking medication for chronic conditions like diabetes and high pressure, who will observe but ideal 

gains if they get off their medication schedules. Proteus has worked with researchers on early testing with 

infectious diseases, as well as the technology in pills to prevent HIV in risky patients and within the 

elegant medicines used to cure hepatitis C, that are typically reluctant to approve for patients who they 

establish as not being probably to not adhere to treatment schedules.  
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Abstract  

 The growth of Cloud Infrastructure and Internet of Things is emerging tremendously due to the advancement in recent 
technologies. These days, the mix between Cloud and Internet of Things is seeking after new levels of proficiency in conveying 

administrations, speaking to an enticing business open door for IT administrators for expanding their incomes. Be that as it may, 
security is considered as one of the central point that backs off the fast and huge scale selection and organization of both IoT and 

Cloud, it has been comprehended from the writing study that the joining of Internet of Things and Cloud Computing is in its 
beginning time and it has not been actualized in all application spaces because of its inadequate security highlights. This paper 

points out some of the security issues arise during the integration of Cloud infrastructure and Internet of Things. 

Keywords: Cloud Computing, ECC Cryptographic Algorithm, Internet of Things, IoT Security, IP/MPLS. 

 

Introduction 

  The Internet of Things (IoT) has been called the next industrial revolution [1]. The IoT is a rising 

topic of technical, economical and social significance. It is as of now changing the way organizations, 

governments and shoppers collaborate with the physical world[2]. Gartner recognizes IoT as one of the 

main ten vital innovation patterns, Cisco[3]forecasts 50 billion gadgets associated by 2020, a potential 

market in abundance of $14trillion, and furthermore asserts that IoT is entirely here. Likewise, it isn't just 

organizations with a mechanical concentration, for example, Ericsson, Bosch or Siemens that utilization 

IoT to promote their bleeding edge advances –media organizations, for example, the BBC are directing 

examination exercises and have plans for IoT arrangement. 

 The term “internet of things” (iot) was first used in 1999 by british generation pioneer kevinashton to 

describe a gadget wherein items within the physical global can be linked to the net through sensors. 

Ashton coined the term to demonstrate the power of connecting radio-frequency identity (rfid) tags used 

in company supply chains to the net to be able to matter and tune goods without the need for human 

intervention. These days, the internet of factors has turn out to be a popular term for describing 

eventualities wherein net connectivity and computing capability extend to a selection of gadgets, gadgets, 

sensors, and everyday items.  

 Iot is described as “a pervasive and ubiquitous network which enables tracking and control of bodily 

environment with the aid of amassing, processing and reading the records inferred from sensors and 

generated through clever gadgets and object”. In other words, IoT is an incorporated a part of destiny 

internet which may be defined as dynamic worldwide network infrastructure with self configuring talents 

primarily based on well known and interoperable communication protocols. In those protocols physical 

and digital matters have identities, bodily attributes and digital personalities with the assist of RFID and 

relevant technologies which can be in addition related to net for processing and for replacing records for 

communique [4]. The Smart America Global Cities Challenge description of IoT is defined by 
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“Cyberphysical systems sometimes referred to as the Internet of Things involves connecting smart 

devices and systems in diverse sectors like transportation, energy, manufacturing and healthcare in 

fundamentally new ways. Smart Cities Communities are increasingly adopting CPS/IoT technologies to 

enhance the efficiency and sustainability of their operation and improve the quality of life(NIST)[5]. 

 IoT enables the user with the several smart applications by connecting millions of devices and 

sensors. The IoT infrastructure is larger than the conventional network and thus the security challenges 

are more while connecting the heterogeneous devices to infer information for smart services anywhere 

anytime from the integrated smart environment. As the services and applications are realized in 

Integrated IoT smart services environment, the raising security issues of different nature must be 

addressed properly. 

 The fundamental parts of Cloud Computing have been accounted for in the definition gave bythe 

National Institute of Standard and Technologies (NIST) "Cloud Computing is a model for empowering 

pervasive, helpful, on-request arrange access to a common pool of configurable registering assets (e.g., 

systems, servers, stockpiling, applications, and administrations) that can be quickly provisioned and 

discharged with negligiblead ministration exertion or specialist co-op interaction[6]. 

 Since the integration of IoT and Cloud is in its advance mentorganize, it has not been executed in 

every one of the fields. The review of literature articulates the state of the art in this field with its 

expanded application areas in making the savvy condition challenges in sending this new situation to 

every one of the fields. The huge difficulties to be settled with the current keen applications are security, 

interoperability, stack adjusting, Nature of Administration, portability, information stockpiling 

administration, System reliance, Idleness, association hand over and meandering. These are obligatory 

for enhancing system unwavering quality, ensuring constant network, information administration. These 

days, security is considered as one of the central point that backs off the quick and substantial scaleap 

propriation and arrangement of both IoT and Cloud Computing. Truth be told, security in IoT and 

Cloud Computing is a broadly examined topic[7]. Thus, in this paper we have exhibited a portion of the 

security issues in Internet of Things and Cloud Integrated environment. 

 This paper is organized as follows. Section II briefs the security issues in Internet of Things. Section 

III briefs the security issues in Cloud Computing. Section IV briefs the security issues arise integration in 

Internet of Things and Cloud Computing. Section V shows the comparative study. Section VI concludes 

the paper. 

 

Security Issues in Internet of Things 

 Richard W Hamming states that Data hypothesis is normally thought of as "sending data from here 

to there"(transmission of data), yet this is the same as "sending data from now to then"(storage of 

information).Both circumstances happen always when dealing with data. Plainly, The ENCODING OF 

INFORMAITON for effective capacity and also the dependable recuperation within the sight of 

"clamor" is basic in software engineering. 

 Vimal et al. [8] have proposed a security architecture for Iot enabled integrated environment for 

Smart services. Several sectors like agriculture, meteorology, health care, education, government – e 

services, domestic appliances monitoring, security and emergency, banking, Surveillances, traffic 

surveillance are integrated and the various objects and devices are connected using RFID technology. It 

deals with how various sectors are connected by means of RFID technology and sensor networks. It also 

brings forth an idea of establishing IoT information Kendra which infers and processes the data extracted 

by the various sectors in the smart environment. This paper has brought out some feasible applications in 

each domain. As the IoT based smart environment has enormous benefits the number of challenges and 
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issues are many and they have to be addressed properly. The deployment of this proposed IoT based 

Smart Environment will be difficult but at the same time it has numerous benefits to the society in near 

future. 

 

Figure 1 Architecture for Integrated IoT Smart Environment 

 

 Ngo Manh Khoi et al.[9] have proposed an IoT based remote health observing framework. The 

Proposed design has five layers specifically sensing layer, home portal, network infrastructure, cloud 

computing and application layer. The sensing layer with sensors and actuators which is in charge of 

gathering information for collection. Gateway layer is in charge of separating or pre processing and 

transmits the information for next level. Encryption is additionally done as the wellbeing pertinent 

information is touchy and should be secured. In the cloud layer sensor information is changed into 

significant learning and activity utilizing proper calculation and with intercession of programming. Data 

storage is done with efficiency and elasticity in cloud storage service. The application layer associates 

with the client and through application and web interfaces. The model execution is do neutilizing CoAP 

and HTTP independently. The execution comes about demonstrates that the usage utilizing CoAP 

essentially decreased the transmission capacity necessities and volume of created information. For the 

medicinal services information, the no of bundles sent diminished essentially. It isled that IReHMo is 

equipped for sending social insurance IoT administrations utilizing IoT gadgets for Encryption of 

information, 128 bit AES calculation is utilized as a part of the proposed engineering which isn't 

productive as of RSA, DES and ECDSA. Subsequently, it is fundamental to enhance the encryption 

approaches utilizing ECDSA which is similarly productive. 

 

Security Issues in Cloud Computing 

 Bai et al. [10] have proposed a novel integrated, secured and intelligent architecture for integrating 

Internet of Things and Cloud Computing. It is envisaged to offer secure smart services and applications 

anywhere, anytime, any firm, any device and any network independent of any underlying technologies 

with one IoT enabled Intelligent Smart Card (ISC). ISC eases the secure access of diversified applications 

and services distributed in a cloud environment with one Unique Identification (UID)number per citizen 

through the intelligent systems. The intelligent system processes the data at smart gateway and then 

uploads the necessary data to the cloud through IP/MPLS core network. The information on the ISC is 

widely spread throughout the world at different data centers to enhance the authentication process and 

the availability of data anytime, anywhere and any firm since all the sectors are interlinked through an 

integrated platform to exchange and retrieve information instantly and intelligently. This system adopts 

elliptic curve cryptography and ECC based digital certificate to ensure authentication, confidentiality, 

privacy and integrity. 
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Figure 1 Proposed Architecture 

 

 The proposed architecture consists of four key components, namely intelligent system, security 

gateway, IP/MPLS core and integrated cloud IoT platform. Jmeter tool is used to analyze the overall 

performance under different priority based services with different load type. The test lab is equipped with 

smart gateway, IP/MPLS core switch, security gateway and the required servers with Jmeter tool. The 

performance test is carried out to measure the system throughput. The average time taken to perform the 

various transactions during every second of the load is tested using the JMeter tool. The performance 

results prove that the proposed system is very efficient in processing there quest and the time taken is 

relatively less. There are many drawbacks on this system. The significant challenges to be resolved with 

the existing smart applications are interoperability, security, QoS, load balancing, mobility, IPv6 

deployment, data management solution and acceptability of IoT and Cloud applications by users and 

citizens. 

 

Security Issues Arise Integration of Internet of Things and Cloud Computing 

 Shafagh et al. [11] have proposed” Talos: Encrypted Query Processing for the Internet of Things” 

which analyses Talos is a practical secure system that provides string communication and data security 

features for privacy preserving and could be seamlessly integrated into various IoT application scenarios. 

Talos relies an optimized algorithms stores IoT data securely in a cloud database while still allowing 

query processing over the encrypted data. Talos is a software platform to address energy and 

computation concerns for integrating encrypted query processing into IoI systems. Talos copes with the 

limited energy budget of constrained devices and requires a modest energy budget to provide a higher 

security level. Talos is provide with high level security with a reasonable overhead. To achieve this and 

overcome the unauthorized entities utilize optimized elliptic curve ElGammal encryption schemes 

specifically for the expensive Paillier‟s additive homomorphic and order preserving encryptions, 

accelerating them by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude. But Talos is not designed to run with unmodified web 

clients but rather to facilitate an end to 

end integration with IoT devices. Talos 

provides the following guarantees first, 

at no time the cloud database has access 

to any keying material. Second, during 

query processing, the data remain 

encrypted.  

 A few difficulties about the security issue in the mix of Internet of things and Cloud Computing are 

recorded. 
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Heterogeneity 

 A major test in Cloud Computing and IoT mix is identified with the wide heterogeneity of gadgets, 

working frameworks, stages, and administrations accessible and potentially utilized for new or enhanced 

applications. 

 

Performance 

 Regularly Cloud Computing and IoT mix's applications present particular execution and QoS 

necessities at a few levels (i.e. for correspondence, calculation, and capacity angles) and in some specific 

situations meeting prerequisites may not be effectively achievable. 

 

Reliability 

 At the point when Cloud Computing and IoT mix is embraced for mission-basic applications, 

unwavering quality concerns commonly emerge e.g., with regards to keen portability, vehicles are 

regularly progressing and the vehicular systems administration and correspondence is frequently 

discontinuous or problematic, regularly irregular or inconsistent. At the point when applications are sent 

in asset obliged situations various difficulties identified with gadget disappointment or not generally 

reachable gadgets exists. 

 

Monitoring 

 As to a great extent archived in the writing, checking is a basic action in Cloud situations for scope 

quantification, for overseeing assets, SLAs, execution and security, and for investigating. 
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PP ray et al. Yes Yes Medium 
Denial of 
service 

Scalability 
Role 
based 

AES Medium COAP 

M. Diaz et al. No No Low Protocol attacks Performance 
Identity 
Based 

RSA Low MQTT 

Hossein Shafagh 
et al 

Yes No Low Eaves dropping 
Power limited 
devices 

Role 
based 

DES Low AMQP 

Z. Zhang et al. Yes Yes High 
Physical 
security 

Scalability 
Identity 
Based 

ECC High XMMP 

J. A.Guerrero 
Ibanez et al. 

No No Low 
Privilege 
escalation 

Performance 
Role 
based 

RSA Low DTLS 

Alessio Botta  
et al. 

Yes No Medium 
Key 
management 

Performance 
Identity 
Based 

DES Medium MQTT 

R. Buyya et al. Yes Yes Low Spoofing Scalability 
Identity 
Based 

ECC Low COAP 

Hui Suo et al. Yes No Low Masquerading Memory 
Role 
based 

AES Low OSCOAP 

  Answer for defeat the security issue for combination of Internet of Things and cloud computing. 

The security System is part into 4 sections, this structure incorporates an arrangement of required and 

prescribed vital standards important to help secure IOT gadgets in addition to their information, when 

transported, all through their whole life-cycle. 
 

Security Standards 

 Security Standards are material to any gadget or sensor and all applications and back end cloud 

computing administrations. Guarantee gadgets and related applications bolster for the most part which is 
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acknowledged security and cryptography conventions and security measures. Gadgets ought to 

incorporate instruments to dependably confirm their backend administrations and supporting 

applications. Web supporting things and the locales must execute general checking and ceaseless change 

of webpage security and server setups to acceptably diminish the effect of vulnerabilities. Must have an 

instrument for mechanized protected and secure techniques to give programming. Such updates should 

either be marked or checked as originating from a put stock in source. Updates ought not change without 

client notice. Utilize for the most part acknowledged code and framework solidifying systems over a 

scope of average utilize case situations and arrangements, including keeping any information spills 

between the gadget, applications and cloud administrations.  

 

User Access & Credentials 

 It incorporate solid confirmation as a matter of course, including giving special or utilize secure 

testament certifications. It gives recuperation instruments to IOT application and bolster passwords in 

addition to systems for qualification re-set utilizing multi-factor check and confirmation. Find a way to 

ensure against 'beast drive' login endeavors. 

 

Privacy  

 IoT gadgets must give notice and demand a client affirmation when at first blending, on boarding, 

and interfacing with different gadgets, stages or administrations. Reveal the length and end-of-life 

security and fix bolster. Such revelations ought to be adjusted to the normal life expectancy of the gadget 

and imparted to the buyer preceding buy. It is perceived IoT gadgets can't be uncertainly secure and 

patchable. 

 

Notifications & Related Best Practices  

 It is keeping up gadget security is having components and procedures to immediately advise a client 

of dangers and activity required. Standards incorporate requiring email validation for security warnings 

and that messages must be conveyed plainly for clients of all perusing levels. Moreover, sealed bundling 

and availability necessities are featured. End-client correspondences must receive verification 

conventions to help forestall phishing and satirizing. Spaces should actualize SPF (Sender Strategy 

Structure), DKIM(Domain Keys Distinguished Mail it is an encryption verification technique that is 

utilized by numerous ISPs to set up if the email began from an approved framework and keeps spammers 

from taking the character of genuine elements). What's more, DMARC (Area based Message 

Verification, Announcing and Conformance convention is and how it guarantees that email senders are 

really their identity pronounced to be to help avoid ridiculing, spamming and phishing) for all security 

and protection related interchanges and notification and in addition for stopped spaces and those that 

never send email. IOT sellers utilizing email correspondence must receive transport-level classification 

including by and large acknowledged security strategies to help in securing interchanges and improving 

the protection and respectability of the message. 

 

Conclusion 

 The Internet of Things and cloud computing is another innovation which is developing quickly in 

the field of telecommunications, and particularly in the cutting edge field of wireless 

telecommunications. The primary objective of the association and participation amongst things and 

items sent through the remote systems is to satisfy the target set to them as a joined element. Likewise, in 

view of the innovation of wireless networks, both the advancements of Cloud Computing and Internet of 

Things grow quickly. In this paper, we display a review of IoT and Cloud Computing with an attention 
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on the security issues of the two advancements. In particular, we join the two previously mentioned 

innovations (i.e Cloud Computing and IoT) with a specific end goal to inspect the regular highlights, and 

all together tο find the advantages of their incorporation. These security challenges that reviewed in this 

paper could be the area for additionally look into as a contextual analysis, with the objective of limiting 

them. In this paper Security of the Internet of Things systems has been discussed, to overcome some of 

the Issues and Challenges in Privacy and Security. 
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Abstract  

 Most of the flowers especially the Jasmenum growers grade the flowers manually. Grading and classification of flower is based 

on observations and through experience. New algorithm techniques have to classify and grade the quality of flowers. A novel 
jasclassify algorithm [5] the quality detection of Jasmenum Flower has been achieved. In this correction it is need to compare the 

Quality detection of Coffee bean and Apple fruit by the same so called algorithm, because of this great efficiency, it works well for 
the two new categories. An experimental comparison of a number of different coffee bean and Apple fruits were carried out. 

Keywords: Average Color Difference, Color and Edge Directivity Descriptor (CEDD), Local Binary Pattern (LBP) Zernike 
Moments. 

 

Introduction 

 Coffee bean defect detection [2] using Image processing. Now it is a labor intensive work. It will 

inspect by manual inspection through visually to identify the defect whether the coffee bean full, half or 

broken. The grain quality inspection [3] has done by the computer vision based machine used color 

feature to inspect and classify into four categories. A low cost line scan imaging system was developed 

[7] for the inspection and sort out the grains and other products at high speed. 

 A dichromatic image was captured from opposite sides of each kernel and processes the images in 

real time using high speed microcontrollers. An automatic inspection machine used an image processing 

for machine vision inspection of grain quality were constructed by a handling visit which has been 

developed [4] by wan. Color feature and shape feature such as area to evaluate corn damaged were used 

by steen hock[5], colour features in the RGB images of grain to classify sample of Soy bean seeds 

damaged has been investigated [1]. 

 Traditionally grading of fruits is performed primarily by visual inspection using size as a particular 

quality attribute. Image processing offer solution for automated fruit size grading to provide accurate, 

reliable, consistent and quantitative information apart from handling large volumes, which may not 

achieved by employing human graders. A fruit quality management [7] to get high accuracy of grading, 

high speed and low cost. Quality detection of fruits by using and techniques [7] developed. The system 

initializes image processing technique to classify and grade quality of fruits. 

 An automated grading system using image processing have developed [5] where the focus is on the 

fruits internal and external defect. Using fuzzy logic the proposed system [11] which find size of different 

fruits and accordingly different fruits can be sorted. 

 

Materals and Methods 

 The uniformity in coffee bean size is very important because it was difficult to roast large beans 

together with very small bean or broken beans. It is due to the over roast of the smaller beans are burnt 
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completely before the larger bean were roasted. The analysis of Image processing technique [2] for the 

coffee bean is done by using computers with machine vision devices and also based on the parameter 

such as metric value depend on the area and perimeter of the coffee bean. Morphological feature has 

been presented to measure some key factors and metric value, each coffee bean to identify the damaged 

coffee bean compares the differences with the model parameter. The system [7] consist of several steps 

like feature extraction, sorting and grading. Features like colour of fruit, shape, and size of fruit are 

extracted. Size features are extracted in height and width. Extracting the size of fruit is called grading. 

Features such as colour, shape and size of the fruit sample are extracted. Neural network is used for 

training the data and then fruit sample is selected for testing from database by using ANN training 

module.  

 Automatic Quality Detection system of Jasmine Flower is proposed in this paper with training phase 

and testing phase classification using SVM/RFT. The sequence of Algorithm focused based on four 

kinds of technique to extract the features. The first technique is used to extract the colour difference 

feature which estimates the colour difference as function of the distance between the pixels in YUV 

space. 

 In the second technique, CEDD performs to extract the colour feature in order to measure the 

CEDD colour difference feature between the images the Tanimoto coefficient has been used HSV colour 

components are extracted. The HSV colour space decouples brightness from chromatic component and it 

gives better feature compared with RGB colour space. 

 The third technique of LBP is used to extract the texture feature. The fourth technique Zernike 

Moments has an advantage of calculating rotational invariance, robustness and expressiveness. The 

Zernike Moment scaling translation and Rotational feature are calculated. 

 The Classification is done using SVM and RFT classifier. In classification, for the testing samples, 

the final decision label will be made based on all the decisions contributed by the set of classifiers  

{Cj}j= 1,...,2. The final class label L detects the quality of the Flower whether it is normal or defected. The 

RFT classifier traverse over the tree structure data in a randomize manner to identify the best training 

samples and the best data measured from information gain.  

 The training phase and testing phase for the proposed techniques are summarized in Algorithm 

Sequence .The Quality Determination is calculated by two Algorithms namely Training Phase and 

Testing phase. The Algorithm of training phase is used to calculate the ACD, CEDD feature vector 

which brings the colour feature Acdj
wi Ceddj

wi vectors have distinguished the normal and defected 

Flowers. ernike Moments feature vector which brings shape feature Zmj
wi vectors are also distinguishing 

the normal and defected Flowers.  

 The calculated LBP feature vector which brings texture feature LBPj
wi vectors are used to distinguish 

the normal and defected Flowers. The above mathematical calculations are helpful to find out the 

defected Flowers and normal Flowers by the trained SVM and RFT classifier. The Algorithm of testing 

phase which can be used to match the features of normal Flower and defected Flower by the SVM and 

RFT value which indicates whether the tested Flower is in good condition or not. It also predicts the 

defected part of the Flower. 

 

Jasclassify Algorithm 

 Step 1: Extract single Jasmine Flower from Group of Flowers using Segmentation 

 

Training Phase 

 Step 2: Extract the colour feature using ACD and CEDD methods 
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 Step 3: Extract the Texture Feature using LBP method 

 Step 4: Extract the Shape Feature using Zernike Moments 

 Step 5: Stored into Training Database 

 

Testing Phase 

 Step 6: Extract the colour feature using ACD and CEDD methods 

 Step 7: Extract the Texture Feature using LBP method 

 Step 8: Extract the Shape Feature using Zernike Moments 

 Step 9: Stored into Testing Database 

 Step 10: Classified the flower whether normal or defected using SVM 

 

Results and Discussion  

 The proposed Algorithm [5] focuses on the color, shape and texture feature combined together to 

identify the quality of the Flower. In the first phase of implementation, the colour features are extracted 

using Average Colour Difference and Colour and Edge Directivity Descriptor (CEDD) Method.  

 The second phase of implementation, the shape and texture features are extracted using Zernike 

Moments and Local Binary Pattern (LBP). In the third phase of implementation, the classification has 

done by Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Random Forest Tree (RFT) classifiers. The performance of 

the Algorithm has been checked with the. trained and existing data. 

 The same algorithm is applied for the quality detection of Coffee bean. The defect detection [2] of 

coffee bean by image processing, in their study three quality parameters used. 100 sample of coffee bean 

investigated in which 78.32% and 19.68% was damaged and 2% were wrong detection. 

 Now the Jasclassify algorithm is applied for the Quality Detection of Coffee Bean. Here 100 samples 

are taken for the studies and the results are tabulated as Table 1. 

 

Table 1 

Criteria TP FP TN FN Sensitivity Specificity Precision Accuracy F1-score 

Jasmenum Flower 38 12 45 5 0.88 0.79 0.76 0.83 0.82 

Coffee Bean 45 5 38 12 0.79 0.88 0.9 0.83 0.84 

 

Table 2 

Criteria TP FP TN FN Sensitivity Specificity Precision Accuracy F1-score 

Jasmenum Flower 38 12 45 5 0.88 0.79 0.76 0.83 0.82 

Apple Fruit 40 10 48 2 0.95 0.83 0.8 0.9 0.87 

 

 The results shows that there will be same accuracy 83% in the case of the quality detection of 

Jasmine Flower it were showed 83%. A method used [7] to increase the accuracy of the fruit quality 

detection by using colour, shape and size based method with combination of ANN. This proposed 

technique accurately detects the quality of fruits.  

 The accuracy of the above investigation is done by using Jasclassify algorithm. 100 samples of apple 

fruit were taken for the studies in which the results brought out exact percentage of the accuracy (90%) of 

the quality detection of Apple Fruits. This is tabulated in Table 2. 

 

Conclusion 

 Correlation and comparison of the grading and quality factor measurement enhances and bring out 

the effectiveness of our novel jasclassify algorithm method by observing the functions AVD, CEDD, 

LBP, Zernike Moments values for various coffee beans and apple fruits. We found excellent efficiency 
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towards the grading and the detection of quality of the materials taken in this consideration. Our 

algorithm works more effectively for similar quality detection as like as jasmenum flower. To achieve 

more accuracy and efficiency this detection techniques were subjected to the different kind of object other 

than flowers. It has been observed that our jasclassify very newly operated algorithm is worked well for 

the detection of the quality of jasmenum flowers and it has been investigated by the comparison studies 

of the coffee bean and apple fruits are taken into account. 
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Abstract  
 The manner of moving disorders in the focus of persons with an Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) has been gaining greater 
notice over modern lifetime. This paper aims to investigate gait patterns of children with autism using foot pressure variables. The 

clinical investigations on stance and swing phase, the step length, stride length, cadences are being considered .The cadence and step 
length is much similar in the case of abnormal category. The step width may be wider; while cycle time, double support time, 

stance time is longer for the experimental group. The result of children with autism having abnormal gait is being compared with 
that of normal groups. 

Keywords: Gait analysis, Autism, Modified Independent Component Analysis (MICA), Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) 

 

Introduction 

 Gait recognition is a popular pattern recognition problem for which attracts a lot of researchers from 

different communities such as computer vision, machine learning, biomedical, forensic studying and 

robotics. An efficient self-similarity based on gait recognition system is being discussed for human 

identification with MICA [1].Walking model of autism children can be lead to pain, fatigue, extra joint 

stress, which can affect a child's functional capabilities and an overall reduction in quality of life [3].In 

this paper ,purpose of study, to develop an effective treatment specific to autistic children, it is more 

essential and accurate evaluation of individual autistic gait patterns. Initially the background modeling is 

done from a video sequence. Subsequently, the moving foreground objects in the individual image 

frames are segmented using the background subtraction algorithm [5].Then, the morphological skeleton 

operator is used to track the moving silhouettes of a walking figure. Finally, when a video sequence is 

fed, the proposed system recognizes the gait features and thereby humans, based on self similarity 

measures.  

 

Recent Literature on Gait Analysis 

 Biometric systems for individual identification at distance have ever been an increasing demand in 

various significant applications. Many biometric resources, for instance iris, fingerprint, palm print, hand 

geometry have been systematically studied and employed in many systems. In spite of their widespread 

applications, these resources suffer from two main disadvantages: 1) Failure to match in low resolution 

images, pictures taken at a distance and 2) Necessitates user cooperation for accurate results [5]. For 

these reasons, innovative biometric recognition methods for human identification at a distance have been 

an urgent need for surveillance applications and gained immense attention among the computer vision 

community researchers in recent years. In this modern era, the integration of human motion analysis and 

biometrics has fascinated several security-sensitive environments such as military, banks, parks and 

airports etc and has turned out to be a popular research direction. 

 This paper deals with analysis of autism has to be investigated gait in newly diagnosed children. In early 

study of 6 - to 14-year-olds children are hypothesized that motor symptoms indicative of basal ganglia and 

cerebella dysfunction would appear a cross the developmental trajectory of autism. The GAITRite Walkway 

used to calculate the average of gait and intra-walk measurements. Experienced physiotherapists define gait 
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qualitatively based on the age, height, weight, and IQ; although not significant, IQ is minimum children with 

autism the children with autism of gait data are compatible with results of autism with cerebellar ataxia: The 

greater difficulty walking along a straight line, and the coexistence of variable stride length and duration. 

Children with autism are less coordinated and rated as more variable and inconsistent (i.e. reduced smoothness) 

relative to the comparison group. The gait features of autism is stable across key developmental periods and 

promising for use in clinical screening for autism. 

 Disease on gait functions: only one study using instrumented measures focuses on this region in 

autism (see also [6]). The qualitative neurological assessment of individuals with autism by Hallet et 

al.[7] revealed irregular gait in four of the five participants, a finding imputed to cerebellar rather than 

basal ganglia dys-function. Consistent with qualitative observations, quantitative measures indicated 

elevated coefficient of variation (CoV; a quantitative measure of increased variability and irregularity 

in gait) scores for velocity and step length. Our more recent study of gait of 10 normally intelligent 

young people (6–14y) with autism indicated that although postural features of the upper body of children 

with autism resembled the pattern seen in early Parkinson‟s disease, the variable, rather than reduced, 

stride length suggested cerebellar involvement. While variable stride length has also been reported in 

patients with Parkinson‟s disease [8], Ebersbach et al.[9] demonstrated that variability in stride length is 

more defining of cerebellar ataxia. Furthermore, unlike patients with Parkinson‟s disease, cerebellar ataxic 

patients also show increased variability in stride duration (also known as „stride time‟).[9] Ebersbach et al. 

postulated that the coexistence of variable stride length with variable stride duration may underpin the 

clinical features of cerebellar disease, in particular the deficiencies in adjusting the relative movement of 

multiple joints (see also Stolze et al.[10] ). 

 The aim of the present study was to explore further the extent to which the gait characteristics of 

newly diagnosed children with autism (i.e. 4–6y) may be consistent with the clinical features of cerebellar 

ataxia. This was achieved by using a more advanced gait analysis system (cf the Clinical Stride Analyzer 

used in Rinehart et al.[11] to assess whether individuals with autism show variable stride length together with 

variable stride duration. The GAITRite technology also enabled us to investigate whether individuals 

with autism showed deficits on a tandem walking task similar to those reported for patients with 

cerebellar ataxia.[9] Stolze et al.[11] reported an increased number of missteps, increased step width, and 

higher ataxia ratios (i.e. the pathway of the foot during tandem walking was very variable) when patients 

with cerebellar disease tandem walk. 

 Among the existing machine learning techniques, Extreme Learning Machine(ELM) algorithm 

serves better and can classify the data precisely. In this paper, a two phase algorithm is proposed and 

implemented to detect the abnormal gait. In the first phase, ranking is performed to determine the top 

gait features. This paper uses T-Test techniques for this purpose. In the second phase, Machine learning 

algorithms are used for training and testing the occurrence of abnormal gait. For this purpose, this paper 

uses a modified version of Extreme Learning Machine called Hybrid Extreme Learning Machine 

(HELM). HELM uses the Analytical Network Process (ANP) for choosing the input weights and hidden 

biases. The proposed technique is evaluated using CGA Normative Gait database. Experimental results 

prove that the proposed technique for gait classification results in better accuracy compared to the 

existing techniques.[2] 

 

Method 

 Comparison participants were children of the authors‟ colleagues, but not known to the research staff 

involved in data collection and analysis. Groups were matched according to sex, age, and IQ (Table I). 

Clinical patients were recruited through their involvement in a Monash University Early Intervention Parent 
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Education Program.[12] Children were recruited during the month after diagnosis from consecutive referrals 

to two metropolitan and two rural regional assessment services for young children suspected of having 

autism. The children had a strict Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th edition (DSM-IV) 

diagnosis of autistic disorder [17] based on a standardized clinical interview, the Developmental Behavior 

Checklist [13] for children with developmental disability, and the Autism Diagnostic Interview – Revised.[14] 

Each diagnosis was confirmed using a screen observation or video record of the interview by an independent 

clinician. Inter-rater reliability of the diagnosis of autis- tic disorder was high: percentage of agreement 0.98 

(95% confidence interval [CI] 0.93–0.99), calculated on the sample of 108 initially referred to the Early 

Intervention Program. 

 

Procedure 

 The GAITRite is an electronic walkway, 830cm long and 89cm wide, with pressure sensors 

embedded in a horizontal grid. The recordable area of the mat is approximately 732cm long X 61cm 

wide. Sensors are separated at a distance of 1.27cm, with a frequency of 80Hz and temporal resolutions 

of 11ms. The walkway is connected by a serial interface cable to a desktop computer running MS 

Windows XP. 

 

Table 1 Gait Features: Autism Vs Normal category [17] 

Variables Autism category Normal category 

Average Standard Deviation Average Standard Deviation 

Step time (s) 0.49 0.04 0.46 0.05 

Cycle time (s) 0.99 0.09 0.92 0.1 

Single support time (s) 0.39 0.04 0.39 0.02 

Double support time (s) 0.22 0.04 0.18 0.04 

Swing time (s) 0.38 0.04 0.39 0.03 

Stance time (s) 0.61 0.06 0.53 0.1 

Ambulation time (s) 2.47 0.72 2.14 0.47 

Distance (cm) 291.54 34.34 292.62 23.73 

Cadence (steps/min) 120.79 10.07 132.72 19.55 

Velocity (m/s) 1.25 0.23 1.43 0.3 

Normalized velocity 

(m/s/cm) 

1.62 0.21 2.04 0.5 

Stride velocity (m/s) 1.15 0.39 1.43 0.3 

  

 For each individual trial, the participant walked along the length of the GAITRite walkway. 

Participants completed five trials of preferred gait followed by tandem walking. For each condition, 

participants were given a demonstration and were then required to show their understanding of the 

instructions by walking down the mat. No participant required more than one demonstration and practice 

trial. 

 

Preferred Gait 

 Participants walked using their preferred (normal) gait. Participants were instructed to „walk to the 

line at the end of the mat, keeping in the middle as you go‟ and told to „keep in the middle of the pink mat‟. 

 

Tandem Walking 

 A white strip of elastic (width 20mm) was placed along the centre of the mat, from beginning to end. 

Participants were instructed to walk along the line, placing one foot in front of the other. 
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 All participants completed the preferred gait condition. The data for one comparison participant were 

removed from the final analysis of the Tandem walking condition after it was ascertained that their data 

represented an extreme outlier (e.g. above three SDs from the mean); however, re-analysis of the 

demographic data showed that there was no group difference after this participant‟s data were withdrawn 

from this condition. 

 In addition to the GAITRite quantitative gait measures, walking trials were videotaped (sagittal and 

coronal plane views), to allow qualitative observational analysis of gait motion.. A sub-group of six children 

from each group were selected for the qualitative analysis based on tape availability (e.g. not all parents 

consented to their children being videotaped and video recording malfunctioned on two occasions). Three 

videotaped walks at their preferred pace from each of the 12 children were edited onto a single videotape 

with the participants presented in random order. 

 Three experienced physiotherapists with experience in gait analysis were recruited as observers to 

evaluate key qualitative movement characteristics during walking (clinical experience 10–20y; mean 16y). 

Observers were blind to participant diagnosis. Like our previous study,[18] specific aspects of qualitative 

movement and postural control during walking were observed and rated. Observed variables included 

coordination, smoothness, consistency, and head and trunk posture. These items were derived from previous 

descriptions of gait abnormalities associated with autism and Asperger‟s disorder. Observers scored the gait 

characteristics on visual analogue scales (VAS) similar to those used for observational movement analysis by 

Bernhardt et al.,[17] and reported in our earlier study.[18] Data were extracted from each VAS, and mean 

scores derived from the three observer scores for each item (see Graph II). Inter-rater reliability was high 

(mean interclass correlation coefficient [ICC; 2,1]=0.73; two-way random effects). 

 

Results 

Inter-Walk Analyses 

 The following variables were compared between groups by using independent samples t-tests: 

velocity (cm walked per sec), cadence (steps taken per min), stride length (combined length of left and 

right steps in full gait cycle), double sup- port (% of time that both feet are grounded in a complete gait 

cycle), and heel-to-heel base of support (width [cm] between grounded left and right heel during gait cycle). 

Average values are presented in Graph I.  

 

Graph 1 Gait Characteristics: Autism Vs Normal [17] 

 

  Consistent with our research examining gait function in older children with autism,[17] there is no 

significant difference between the mean values for the autism and comparison groups across velocity, 

cadence, stride length, double support, and heel-to-heel base of support. In our inter-walk analyses, we 
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were also interested in the ability of children with autism to walk in a straight line; some components of 

ataxic gait, including lateral veering, might be indicative of cerebellar dysfunction.[18] . 

 

We Examined Three Variables  

1. Missteps in the tandem line walking condition; 

2. Range of sensors activated on the y-axis (width) of the gait mat during each walk; and  

3. An adjusted ataxia ratio.[11] 

 

Missteps 

 Missteps (i.e. footsteps that did not fall on the line) were calculated across all trials for the line 

condition. As all participants took a different number of steps, the percentage of missteps across all line 

trials was calculated. A misstep was defined as a step in which the midpoint for both the heel and toe 

placement was further away from the edge of the line than half of an average child‟s shoe width. There 

was a strong statistical trend for individuals with autism to have a greater percentage of missteps (mean 

10.91% [SD 8.10]) than participants in the comparison group (mean 4.52% [SD 4.89]; t[18]=2.07, 

p=0.052). 

 

Y-Axis Range 

 The GAIT Rite provides an index of where each footfall occurred in relation to the length and width (x- 

and y-axis) of the mat. The sensors along the y-axis number sequentially from 1 (left edge of mat) to 48 (right 

edge of mat).The Average range of sensors activated on the y-axis (width) of the gait mat during a walk was 

calculated for each individual. This is a measure of an individual‟s ability to maintain a straight line when 

walking, with a higher value indicating that more of the mat‟s width was covered by an individual (i.e. 

deviation from a straight-line walking pattern). By contrast, a smaller range is analytical of less lateral veering 

(i.e. walking in a straight line). The range of sensors covered on the y-axis was converted to centimeters. 

Participants with autism demonstrated a greater y-axis range (mean 27.21cm [SD 3.93]) than comparison 

group participants (mean 22.42cm [SD 4.32]; t[20]=2.73, p=0.013), suggesting a compromised ability to 

walk in a straight line. 

 

Ataxia Ratio 

 Stolze et al.[16] calculated an ataxia ratio, which provided a measure of three-dimensional (length, 

width, and height) stride regularity: (SD of step length + SD of step width + SD of step height)/3. As 

GAIT Rite only allows for two-dimensional measurement, we calculated an adjusted ataxia ratio: (SD of 

step length + SD of step width)/2. Participants with autism had a significantly larger adjusted ataxia ratio 

(mean 19.98 [SD 8.07]) than comparison group participants (mean 13.35 [SD 3.93]; t[20]=2.45, p=0.024). 

 

Intra-Walk Analyses 

 The GAITRite enables us to compute CoV using within-trial Standard deviation values. Thus, the 

final CoV value for each condition is the mean of the five CoV values from each of the five trials for that 

condition. CoV compared between groups, using independent samples t-tests, for the following variables: 

velocity, stride time (time taken to complete full gait cycle), stride length, double support, and heel-to-heel 

base of support. Children with autism display greater CoV than participants in the comparison group for 

velocity (t[20]=2.08, p=0.05), stride time (t[14]= 3.27, p=0.033), and stride length (t[14]= 2.30, p=0.037) for 

the preferred gait condition. No differences in gait variability emerged for the line condition. 

 The subjects started barefoot walking 5 m before they stepped onto the GAITRite pressure mat and 

finished 5 m beyond. Each trial the subjects were encouraged by the coach to maintain their most natural 
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gait pattern and speed. For two subjects who didn't have a consistent gait pattern the coach held their 

hand lightly and walked beside them. The average of three trials for the right foot was calculated for 

analysis. The temporal-spatial and pressure distribution variables were calculated by the GAITRite 

software (version 3.2b). All dependent temporal- spatial and pressure distribution variables were entered 

into SPSS (version 18.0). To investigate the differences between the two groups means an independent t-

test was performed with a significance level of 0.05 applied. 

 

Results 

 The outcome of statistical implications of the temporal-spatial variables are shown in the Table1.  

  

Children Abnormal Gait Classification 

 Analyzing human gait has earned significant interest in recent computer vision researches, as it has 

enormous use in deducing the physical well-being of people[19]. Detection of unusual movement 

patterns can be performed using Support Vector Machines classification with T-Test pre-normalization. 

Support Vector Machine classifiers are powerful tools, specifically designed to solve large-scale 

classification problems. Almost all recent works broadly uses SVM method for gait analysis because of its 

remarkable learning ability. But when dealing with time complexity there exists a limitation with the 

SVM. As the computation cost for the SVM is high, the recently developed Extreme Learning Machine 

(ELM) is being used for the gait classification as a better option in this paper . ELM avoids problems like 

local minima, improper learning rate and over fitting commonly faced by previous iterative learning 

methods and completes the training very fast. The multi category classification performance of ELM 

with T-Test is evaluated with the Virginia gait dataset. The results indicate that ELM produces better 

classification accuracies with reduced training time and implementation complexity when compared to 

SVM. 

 

Conclusion 

 We analyzed that Children with autism can be very problematic, It is important to improve social 

communication between the children and their caretakers. To overcome these problems the portable 

GAITRite system can be advantageous as it can be transported to where the subjects are in a familiar 

environment. The paper has to be investigate gait patterns of children with autism using temporal-spatial 

and foot pressure variables. 

 The paper describe a gait similar in characteristics to that of elderly gait i.e. a reduction in cadence, 

gait velocity, step length and an increase in step width. Any implement of the treatment Prescribes for 

autistic children should focus on improving the control and strength of the plantar flexors. Even though, 

it may do well to perform more studies focusing on the other factors such as age and fitness level that 

affect autistic children‟s gait. 
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Abstract 

 Cyber attack is a common term that hears everywhere. Data that are transfer and store should be secure. Social media play a 
vital role in today’s world. Information storage is repository that enables the users to persistently store the data. Each and every 

second the data is proliferated. So, in this paper we discuss about types of hackers to hack data, Survey on cyber attack and latest 
news on cyber attack, various prevention methods and analyzing which is the best one. So, we conclude with that combining the 
crypto and stenography is a more powerful method in the cyber useful to safeguard the data from cyber attack. 

Keywords: repository, Persistently, Proliferation, cryptography, encryption, stegnography 

 

Introduction 

 Social media plays a vital role in today‟s world. Data that generated is proliferated for every second. 

Organizations are also process the data and store as a repository that enables users to persistently store 

and retrieve the digital data. Now all the data generated by the users are in the digital form eg: book as e-

book, magazines as e-magazines, letters as e-mail, photos and videos as digital photos & videos. The data 

stored are beyond the limit such as big data. Data are collected from the various devices and from 

multiple locations. The data is transfer from and to the various sectors but we simply sit before the 

monitor and click the send button we don‟t know how secure the data are transfer through the social 

media. As the technology is evolved the crime rate also increases rapidly. We are in the digital era and 

we talk about the digital India all the transactions are done through online. In the petti shop itself they 

have the machine to collect the amount from the customers. Now a day‟s all the organization are pay 

their salary through ATM. Through the social media such as What‟s App, Facebook, twitter, Instagram 

we are sending and receiving lots of messages, photos and video So we need a high rate protection on the 

data that we transfer. Common word that we talk in this commercial world is Cyber attack. Cyber attack 

is that any type of offensive that attempt by hackers to damage a computer network or system. Hence the 

word Cyber Security places a vital role. The aim of the cyber security is not only to secure the 

information in the IT sector but to secure all types of data that transfer through network. Even the 

emerging technologies like e-commerce, mobile transaction, pay tm, cloud computing, net banking etc 

needs the high level of security. Protecting the data is not only essential for IT field it should strictly 

maintain by the government by passing laws towards the crime that done hackers. Many Foreign 

countries pass strict laws on cyber security to prevent the loss of data. Everyone should know the way 

how to secure our personal data from the hackers. And to detect the way how our data is hack by the 

intruders. In this paper we discussed about the various types of hackers, statistical survey on cyber attack, 

various detection methods and the prevention measures taken by the cyber security agencies. 
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Types of Hackers 
 Different types of hackers are there to trace our information without our knowledge here they are 

categories into ten types. 

 

White Hat Hacker 
 Those hackers are the legal persons who support the government or the business organizations to 

find the vulnerability and to help to remove the viruses and malware from the system. They penetrate 

and identify loopholes in their cyber security. They protect from the black hat hackers and other 

malicious cyber crimes. 

 

Black Hat 
 Those intruders trace out the pinholes and access the secret information. They harm the personal 

system, data in organizations and bank systems. They can hack into the networks and get access to 

personal, business and financial information. 

 

Gray Hat 
 Those who falls between white and black hat they use their knowledge for good and for bad 

intension.eg: a hacker who hack into a bank and find some information and leak through the internet or 

inform bank about it. It depends upon the wish of the intruder. If they use for personal gain they are 

black hat hackers and at the same time they are not the legal person to hack the information from the 

organization. 

 

Script Kiddies 
 A derogatory term often used by amateur hackers who don‟t care about the coding skills. They 

download or hack the code written by the other developer or intruders. The main purpose of this type 

person are to impress the friends and to gain the attention. They don‟t bother about the quality of coding. 

 

Green Hat 

 They are same as the script kiddies but they are very eager to learn they are engrossed in the hacking 

communities. 

 

Blue Hat 

 Another form of novice hackers much like script kiddies whose main idea is to take a revenge on 

anyone. They have no desire for learning it is done for some intention. 

 

Red Hat 

 They are similar to white hat which is in simple words that is halting the act of black hat. They are 

ruthless. They perform series of aggressive cyber attack in the hackers that the hackers may as well have 

to replace the whole system. 

 

State/Nation Sponsored 

 Those who have been employed by their state government to snoop in and penetrate through full 

security and gain confidential information from other government. 

 

Hackvist 

 They are group of anonymous hackers who think they can bring about social changes and often hack 

government and organization to gain attention and to share their displeasure over opposing their line of 

thought. 
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Malicious Insiders or Whistle Blowers 

 It may be an employee with a grudge or a strategic employee compromised or hired by rivals to 

garner trade secrets of their opponent to stay on the top of their game. They take privilege from their easy 

access information and their role with the company to hack the system. 

  

Latest News on Cyber Attack 

Cyber Attack & Ransom Ware 

 Town of Wasaga Beach recovering from ransom ware attack, 

negotiating with hackers 

 Allied Physicians of Michiana report SamSam attack 

 Ransom ware attack on Family Planning NSW 

 Police Dept Loses 10 Months of Work to Ransom ware. Gets I 

nfected a Second Time! 

 Hacker Shuts Down Copenhagen‟s Public City Bikes System 

 

Data Breach 

 Privacy Commissioner says Avenue Living privacy breach poses a risk 

 Jaguar Land Rover data leak reveals employee records, upcoming layoffs 

 Aultman data breach may have accessed patient information 

 County Clerk‟s Office tossing personal, sensitive customer information in the trash 

 

Financial Information 

 BMO and CIBC-owned Simply Financial reveal hacks of customer 

data 

 Hacker Steals $1.35 Million From Crypto currency Trading App 

Taylor 

 Aflac says agent emails were hacked, exposing personal information 

of clients 

 Comcast website bug leaks Xfinity customer data. 

 

Analysing the Prevention Method 

 In this emerging trends and fast growing world there is a proliferation of data. T6o protect the data 

from whackers is a hectic task for the programmers. Terabytes of data is transfer through the network. So 

it is a mandatory to educate and use tools to prevent data from cyber attack. Moreover, the cyber attack 

can‟t be stop or identify completely but can be limited. 

 There are various methods to prevent the data from cyber attack. 

1. Choosing the strong password 

2. Keeping your information confidential 

3. Antivirus software 

4. Using public WI-Fi 

5. Safe provisioning 

6. Keeping software up-to-date 

7. Firewalls 

8. Free software Downloads 

9. Avoiding peer-to – peer downloads 

More than One Choice Permitted 

 

Figure 2 What types of Attacks did  

Your Business Experience? 

 

Figure 1 Survey of Cyber Attacks in 2018 
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10. Backups Important data 

11. Data encryption 

12. User account Privilege 

13. Automatic Check operating systems 

14. Turn off the unused services 

15. Beware of extend devices 

16. E-mail security 

 These are various methods to protect the data from hackers. From these methods data encryption is 

the best method. Although hackers are brilliant and they generated new methods each and every time. So 

when the data is safeguard by encryption method using the cryptography and stenography techniques the 

data can be safeguard. 

 And one type of prevention method is not enough to safeguard the data. More than one biometric 

identification also used to safeguard the data from hackers. Biometric templates should collect and 

combine more than one biometric templates such as Iris and knuckles, iris and palm print, Iris and voice 

should combine and that data can be encrypted and the hash function that we used should can hide by 

stegnography then the data is more secure. 

 Some of the basic rules to protect from cyber attack 

 Don‟t share their password 

 Recognizes suspicious activities 

 Don‟t leave computer unattached 

 Browse safely online 

 Don‟t type password on public computers 

 Clear browser after leaving computer. 

 

Methods to deal with Cyber attack, 

 Find out if computer have some suspicious activities 

 Fix the problem and try to restore the computer to service 

 Unplug internet cable and shutdown the infected machine immediately. 

 Take the computer to a certified computer technician 

 Take appropriate action based on cyber security policy. 

 

Ethics of Post- Cyber Breach Actions 

 Ethics of Post-Cyber Breach Actions Since its breach in 2013, Target has allocated more funds to 

increase its cyber security, and restructured its upper management team – with the replacement of its 

CIO and CEO.  

 The theory of Utilitarianism, Target responded ethically by acting in the best interest of the An 

Analysis of the Ethics 28 majority of its stakeholders, and prospective Target customers. In terms of 

Kantian ethics, it also acted ethically – it would be agreed that investing more resources to a cyber 

security team is a universally accepted response in the wake of such an extensive breach. 

 While Ashley Madison went through the most controversial cyber hack, the cyber security 

implemented after the data breach was not as strong as many thought it would be postcyber breach, 

according to a variety of sources. 

 An article through CBC news reported that the massive effect that Ashley Madison went through 

during the cyber breach scandal has faded, and that “there‟s no evidence the company has actually 

changed its protocols” (Loriggio). 
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 The company has worked with IT specialists to “close the unauthorized access points” (Loriggio). 

Using Utilitarianism as a lens, Ashley Madison does appear to be performing ethically, ensuring that 

their once existing vulnerabilities are no longer an issue, and seeking external help to increase it security 

for its growing customer base. 

 Since its cyber hack in 2014, Liverpool has remained quiet on any new cyber security measures. 

Akin to the situation of Ashley Madison, there is no clear indication that Liverpool has An Analysis of 

the Ethics 29 implemented new cyber strategies for protecting information. Within the beliefs of a 

Utilitarian approach, Liverpool‟s actions seem unethical in that there have not been blatant changes in 

the cyber security systems, or even results from an investigation of how the information was taken. In 

essence, the actions Liverpool has carried out after the cyber attack does not bring a lot of benefit to the 

majority of its stakeholders. From a Kantian ethics perspective, the actions go against the belief system as 

well. Applying the same behaviour of Liverpool after the cyber breach would create a sense of dishonesty 

between a company and its stakeholders for most companies. Some ethical views considered the 

company‟s actions ethical, while others showed that the company was unethical in its response to the 

cyber breach. The findings also shed light on the cultural differences when it comes to the perception of 

cyber security and raised other questions regarding the future of cyber security.  

 

Conclusion 

 In this paper we discuss about cyber attack and how the data are protect through the network while 

transfer the data. And the various types of hackers. Giving awareness on various type of hackers or 

hacking methods. Now a day‟s huge amount is spend for secure the data for data transmission and in the 

data centre. We analyzing the prevention method and come to conclude that encryption method in 

cryptography and using the biometric templates with multimodal method to encrypt the templates and 

hide using the stenography method is a most secure task to safeguard the information and at the same 

time we discuss some basic methods and ideas to prevent the data from hackers. 
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Abstract 

 A brain tumor is a collection, or mass, of abnormal cells in your brain. The widely used imaging technique to assess tumors is 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). Tumor Detection is the main objective of the system. MRI Image is used for this purpose. In 

this paper, an image segmentation method was proposed for the identification or detection of tumor from the brain. The proposed 
method extracts the tumor from the MRI Image and then the area of the tumor is calculated. 

Keywords: Brain tumor, MRI, Pre-Processing, Threshold, Watershed Segmentation. 

 

Introduction 

 The abnormal growth of cells in the skull that grows from the cells of brain, blood vessels and nerves 

is defined as Brain Tumor. These tumors can be detected using MRI scan or CT scan. The most widely 

used technique is MRI because it is less harmful than CT scan. It is a non-invasive medical test that uses 

a powerful magnetic field, radio frequency pulses and a computer to produce the detailed view of organs, 

soft tissues and bone. It does not use any ionizing radiations and allows the physicians to evaluate 

various parts of the body to determine the presence of tumor. It is also used to find the problems such as, 

bleeding, injury and blood vessel infection. Segmenting the tumor portions in the MRI has become an 

interesting and emerging research area in the field of medical imaging. The proposed work consists of the 

following steps: Pre-processing, Filtering, Segmentation. 

 

Proposed Work 

 The objective of this paper was to detect the brain tumor using segmentation method. In this the 

input image is being processed by various methods and then finally we segment the input image of the 

tumor infected brain and hence tumor area in detected and its area is computed. 

 The MRI image is given as an input to the system. In the Pre-processing step, the filtering techniques 

are applied to the image and the image is converted to a grayscale image. The filtering techniques used 

here is Median filter. Median Filter is a non linear digital filtering technique which is used to remove 

noise from an image or signal. 

 

Watershed Segmentation 

 In this proposed work, Marker-Controlled Watershed Segmentation is used for the segmentation 

purpose. After completing the process of filtering segmentation is done. Segmentation is a process of 

partitioning a digital image into multiple segments. 

Marker-controlled watershed segmentation follows this basic procedure: 

1. Compute a segmentation function. This is an image whose dark regions are the objects you are 

trying to segment. 

2. Compute foreground markers. These are connected blobs of pixels within each of the objects. 

3. Compute background markers. These are pixels that are not part of any object. 
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4. Modify the segmentation function so that it only has minima at the foreground and background 

marker locations. 

5. Compute the watershed transform of the modified segmentation function. 

 

Implementation 
 The MRI image is loaded into the system. 

 

1) Input Image 

 

2) Median Filter 

 

3) Gradient Magnitude 

 

4) Watershed Segmentation 

 

5) Opening and closing by reconstruction 

 

6) Opening and closing superimposed on original 

 

7) Detected Tumor 

 

8) Calculated Area 
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Threshold Segmentation 

 The simplest property that pixels in a region can share is intensity. So, a natural way to segment such 

regions is through thresholding, the separation of light and dark regions. Thresholding creates binary 

images from grey-level ones by turning all pixels below some threshold to zero and all pixels about that 

threshold to one. If g(x, y) is a thresholded version of f (x, y) at some global threshold T. g is equal to 1 if 

f x( , y) ≥ T and zero otherwise. 

 

Implementation 

The MRI Image is loaded as an input to the system. 

 
1) Input Image 

 
2) Median Filter 

 
3) Detected Tumor 

 
4) Calculated Area 

  

Results 

Input Image Watershed Algorithm Thresholding 
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Input Image Area Computed by Watershed Algorithm Area Computed by Thresholding 

Image 1 2.622250e+003 6650 

Image 2 2.580250e+003 8.470625e+003 

 

Conclusion 

 Magnetic resonance image (MRI) is a critical part in many researches. So the MRI brain image is 

used to implement the system. The preprocessing step is important to segment the brain image. After the 

preprocessing, the brain image is free from noise and this smoothed image is ready to be used in further 

processing. And then, marker controlled watershed segmentation has been done. Finally, the area of the 

detected tumor has been calculated. By comparing the results of watershed segmentation and 

thresholding, we can understand that watershed algorithm gives better results. 
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Abstract  

 Transmitting the significant information or data over internet is a challenging issue in these days. Encapsuling the significant 
information safely inside videos can help in any environment. This can be achieved with help of cryptography and steganography 
enabled techniques. Video steganography is a promising tool for storing a large amount of data that can be in any form of 

information including images. The most of the color image stored in the RGB color model, but three primary colors is not sufficient 
to reproduce all colors and also medical researchers proved the human eye has different sensitivity to color and brightness. So, RGB 

color transform to YCBCR color model. It is a best representation in the image or video steganography. Because the human eye is 
sensitive to small changes in luminance but changes in chrominancepart cannot alter the image quality. In the proposed method, 
an image hiding and extraction procedure in using YCBCR color transformed Mosaic image. Skillfull techniques are designed to 

conduct the color transformation process so that the secret image may be recovered nearly losslessly because result of YCBCR is best 
better than RGB. 

Keywords: YCBCR Color Transformation, Data Hiding using RSA Encryption, RMSE and MSSIM. 

 

Introduction  

 Most of the research work in video steganography is the extension of image steganography. Video 

can be considered as combination of audio and a collection of still images which moves in constant time 

sequence. Videos are getting popular as a cover object in steganography due to high embedding payload 

than a digital image and temporal features of video also provide perpetual redundancy, which is not 

available in digital images. Due to availability of a large number of frames secret data can be easily 

disguised inside a video. Disguising secret information on some network protocols is known as protocol 

steganography [3]. Video steganography is still explored by the researcher for better performance. The 

advantage of this method is its robustness. The loss of data after applying the geometric transformation is 

very less in this method. The security of this method is also very strong and difficult to break. 

 

Literature Review 

 Ya-Lin Lee et.al .discussed about the mosaic image, which looks similar to an arbitrarily selected 

target image and may be used as a camouflage of the secret image, is yielded by dividing the secret 

image into fragments and transforming their color characteristics to be those of the corresponding 

blocks of the target image [1].  

 Ramandeep Kaur et .al .talk about video steganography has become a strong tool to hide a large 

amount of data rather than image steganography. An idea about a hybrid approach for video 

steganography to achieve high capacity data & high quality of stego video on the basis of quality 

metrics like PSNR, MSE and BER. In this method hide text message inside of the all layers RGB 

color frames of video[2]. 

 Hemalatha.S et .al .conversed different techniques have to be used for color image steganography 

and grey scale image steganography since they are stored in different ways. The color image is 
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normally stored with 24 bit depth and gray scale images are stored with 8 bit depth. Color images can 

hold a large amount of secret information since they have three color components [3]. 

 

Secred Videography 

 Existing work, implemented RGB color model for image hiding, but it‟s not more, the secure and 

storage level is not enough in video steganography. So move on to the YCBCR color transformation is a 

best method for image hiding [4]. YCBCR color transformed image hides in the videos that has 

recommended for hiding image imperceptibility inside the stego video.It contains the various techniques 

such as color transformation, image tiling, random location hiding, RSA encryption, Huffman encoding. 

The steganography, video files canstore large amount of data in all frames. The experimental results are 

analyzed in MATLAB software and information embedded video that term is stego video. 

 

The Proposed System Model 

 

Figure 1: Data Flow Model 

 

 

 

 

I/P Video File (.avi) 

Frame Conversion I/P Secret Image 

Image Fragment into Mosaic Tiling (8*8) 

Image Conversion into YCbCr Channels 

Color Transformation based on M&SD values 

 

Compute the RMSE based on tile rotate 

location Transform Secret Image 

 

 

Embedding all the information and 

mapping the location 

Stego Video 

RSA Encryption  
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1.  Frame Conversion 

 First, selectthe cover video (.avi file) any formats of cover video. The basic .avi format video 

provides per second, 20-25 frames, but our video time are three second in that 50 frames are produced. 

vid.NumberOfFrames;a function used in MATLAB for converting the video into a number of frames and 

converted frames are stored in „n‟ variable. Here, randomly select a video frame at the same time select a 

secret image. After selecting, the images are resized equally that is 256*256. So it‟s useful for image tiling 

and also equal size gives a high imperceptibility [5]. 

2.  YCBCR Color Channels 

 Video steganography can be done in any color space domain. One of the best representations for 

steganography is YCBCR. The human eye is very sensitive to changes in luminance but not in 

chrominance. So small changes in chrominance part cannot alter the overall image quality much [4,5]. 

Luminance component is Y and Cb, Cr are the blue and red chrominance components respectively. The 

conversion formulae are used to convert values from one color space to another color space.  

3.  Image Tiling 

 The propose work, both target frame and secret image are converted into equal size such as 256*256. 

So that provides 1024 blocks for the image tiling process like 8*8 matrixes. Tiling is useful for 

calculation. After tilling calculate average the Mean and Standard Deviation for each block in the mosaic 

tile. Depend on the average values of Mean and standard deviation, a color transformation process made 

in the secret image[6]. Each pixel mean and SD are calculating time is 0.2 seconds and the average of 

these each block value calculating time is 0.002 or 0.019 seconds depends on the color model values[6,7]. 

4.  Color Transformation 

 Color transformation performs based on the average mean and standard deviation of cover frame so 

that secret image color can be changed. The color transformed image again tiling for calculating the root 

mean square error (RMSE). The color transformed mosaic image rotate four directions are 0o, 90o, 180o, 

270o. In which angle is similar to the cover image based on the rotate degree in that compute the root 

mean square error and residual value. The color transformation process is conducted as some pixel 

values in the new tile image might have overflowed or underflows. The ranges of possible residual values 

are unknown, and to solve this problem, record the residual values in the untransformed color space 

rather than in the transformed one[8]. 

5.  RSA Encryption 

 It converts the secret message in an unreadable format and increases its security from hackers. In our 

work, we have used an RSA encryption algorithm instead of symmetric key based encryption. Both 

sender and receiver are using their own public and private keys to encrypt and decrypt the secret message 

and key sizes are up to 1024 to 4096 bits and also used a large factorial number for encryption, which is 

hard to decrypt by attackers. Huffman table has prefix free codes and corresponding symbols. Huffman 

table is used during Huffman decoding.  

 

Result Analysis 

 The performance analysis is a measurement of the image quality of the videos. In that, using RMSE 

and MSSIM formula to calculate the quality of image in the videos. The RMSE is a comparing 

restoration results requires a measure of image quality. So that, the RMSE value is increased than the 

image quality is low, but it decreased means the image quality is high. The MSSIM is a perceptual 

metric. The purpose to quantifies image quality degradation caused by data compression or data 

transmission. The MSSIM is a full metric, which requires two images from the same image capture. In 

this, two ways used to analyze the performance of the image quality in the video. 
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1. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)  

 The quality metric of root mean square error (RMSE) is utilized, which is defined as the square root 

of the mean square difference between the pixel values of the two images. Compute the RMSE value of 

the new color value in pixels. Rotate the each pixel in different directions and in which direction the 

pixel values got minimum RMSE value, maintain that optimal direction. This value computes the 

following formula,  

 

 In which X0 is the of the original image X0 (X1,X2,…..Xm) 

and resulted image Xr(X1,X2,…..Xn ). In that, calculate the 

root mean square error of both images. It is a frequently used 

measure of the difference between values of original image X0 

and values of resulted image Xr. These individual differences 

are also called Residuals value.  

2. Mean Structural Similarity (Mssim)  

 The structural similarity (SSIM) index is a method for 

predicting the perceived quality of digital television and 

cinema pictures, as well as other kinds of digital images and 

videos. SSIM is used for measuring the similarity between the 

two images. The SSIM index is a full reference metric, in 

other word, the measurement or prediction of image quality is 

based on an initial uncompressed or distortion free image as 

reference. The SSIM is designed to improve on traditional 

method such as peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and mean 

square error (MSE), which have proven to be inconsistent 

with human visible perception. The SSIM is a perception-

based model that considers image degradation as perceived 

change in structural information, while also incorporating 

important perceptual phenomenon, including both luminance masking and contrast masking terms. 

 

 

Result & Performance Analysis 

 The correct key gives the exact output, in that, 

it show the RMSE and MSSIM of the output. The 

RMSE value is decreased such as 0.1 and the 

MSSIM is increased such as 0.9. So in that, result of 

the image quality is better manner. This result is 

compared to the existing method, so that, the 

proposed method is give a good quality in video. 

The existing method RMSE value is 1.0 and 

MSSIM value is 0.2. In this, proposed method gives 

a good quality of image in video of secured image 
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transmission. The wrong key gives a irrelevant output in that, the RMSE and MSSIM of the error output 

values is different to the exact output. The figure 6.1 shows the comparison graph of the existing and 

proposed method.  

 

 

 The above chart describes the RMSE and 

MSSIM of the existing and proposed methods. 

Existing method have a highest error and lowest 

similarity so it is not secure and sometime loss the 

secret data or information. But in the proposed 

work, improve similarity and reduce the error so it 

gives the better security rather than existing and 

lossless data recovery.  

 

Conclusion 

 A modern, secure image transmission method 

has been proposed, which creates meaningful 

mosaic images and also can transform a secret image into a mosaic one with the same data size for use as 

a mask of the secret image. The use of proper pixel color transformations as well as the converted values 

of the pixels‟ colors, secret-fragment visible mosaic images with very high visual similarities to arbitrarily-

selected target images. The proposed methodology is color transformation and tiling the mosaic images 

and hiding the random location of mosaic image and using Huffman encoding. Also, the original secret 

images can be recovered nearly losslessly from the created mosaic images. The proposed method 

achieving high imperceptibility, high security and hiding large amounts of data in all formats of videos. 

In future, this method of color transformation used in various applications. 
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Abstract 

 Information Systems (ISs) is one of the important tools for different organizations in managing and coordinating business 
processes. At present we are entering the era of the Internet of Things (IoT). With the advancement of IoT technologies, the number 

of physical things is connected increasing rapidly. Thus there is a need for selecting an appropriate service that satisfies a client 
wants from such services becomes a time consuming confront. It provides user friendly automation in terms of simple and protected 

life for home as well as city. Its main purpose is monitoring, tracing, positioning and controlling all kind of home appliances as 
well as industrial based appliances for better interaction for the users with the help of sensors. The idea of smart cities is one of the 
rapid growing domains that integrate grid based services, able to interact, connect and control the devices for the achieving of 

quality of service. IoT used to provide better energy efficiency management system. Due to this reasons it is applied in the variety of 
application for home, transportation, health care, resources management and industrial purposes. In this paper mainly focuses on 

how IoT helps to achieving a better quality of service for smart cites.  

Keywords: IoT, quality, control, smart cities, sensors. 
 

Introduction 

 The term IoT was defined by Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) community in the year 1999. 

IoT is a prototype [14] in which real world physical objects are connected through Internet and provide 

services through the computing devices attached. The IoT communications is starting to be integrated 

with ISs thereby moving back the boundaries between the physical world and the business IT systems. 

IoT is a collection of network of physical objects. It acted as an interface between user, machine and 

things. IoT works on the basis of monitoring and control by supervisor, sensors, intelligence, GUI design 

and standard communication. This digital environment creates an excellent trove of information, which 

enables the wisdom into objects. IoT added by making objects at smarter cost savings and increased 

efficiencies, thus allowing for long term economic growth. According to CISCO report projected [1] 

during 2008, the number of things connected to the Internet exceeded the number of people on earth and 

in the year 2020 there will be 50 billion, shaping a rich digital environment. Sensors, intelligent fixed and 

mobile platforms applications like smart phones and tablets, massive scale cloud infrastructures and 

other network enabled devices will all need to cooperate and interact to create value across many sectors 

in smart cities.  

 

Review of Literature 

 Realizing the vision of sustainable [3] smart city applications requires for enhancing Internet of 

Things (IoT) technologies with new ways that will enable things and objects to become more reliable, 

more resilient, more autonomous and smarter. As highlighted in humans evolve because they 

communicate, creating knowledge out of data and wisdom based on experience. Report published by 

Economist said the future smart cities will base IoT service provision on the digital reflection of things 
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and citizens, which will bring much greater efficiency. Towards this direction, approaches have been 

already proposed as for example through the use of using intelligent parking reservation policies or 

decision support systems for environmental crisis management. 

 As digitization has become an integral part of everyday life, data collection became a massive 

concern. Any smart city initiative [7] requires an extensive, mobile, networked infrastructure to collect 

data. Smart phone is a suitable platform that connects people and their mobility pattern in multimodal 

transportation systems. The smart phone-based data collection and analysis is gaining attention and is 

the basic method for the implementation of smart mobility in a developing country. 

 Gill et al. [1] projected Zig-Bee based home automation system. The core part of the development 

was the interoperability of different systems in the home environment. Smartphone and Wi-Fi as a 

communication protocol and raspberry pi as a server for monitoring and controlling the appliances of the 

home. Kovatsch et al. introduced the IPv6 and 6LoWPAN [9] a single network server for classical 

emerging aspects of home automation, but the installation cost of this home automation was high. 

Wireless solutions like ZigBee and 6LoWPAN were deployed since no cables have to be laid. 

 

IoT for Smart City 

 The concept of IoT is an interaction between user and device. It was driven with the help of 

technology. The term smart city includes the various subsystems like smart home, transport, community, 

identify national resources and smart grid. The mainly focuses on improve the quality based smart city 

for improve the quality of life.  

 

Figure 1 Environment of IoT for Smart City 

 

 From the above Figure 1 shows the application of IoT, it includes networked smart home, transport, 

community, national, medical, etc. A few applications for IoT are discussed below.  

Smart tourism 

 Smart city and tourism layers are usually combined as communities of network city daily lives and 

their tourism environments. The term BSmart [13] is connected with resource sharing for optimization 

through the make use of of advance technologies by sustaining the residential government policies and 

systems amalgamation. Both general business players and touristic guides are environmentally 

communicating and engaging. 

 This novel model changes the quickly door-door within the city for both citizen and tourist feel a 

new experience and improve tourism cities destinations competitiveness. Smartness pushes to connecting 

 
IoT (Internet of Things)  
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more networking layer, which hold the collaboration of tourism players and business partners 

effortlessly, either humans or IoT. With the expansion of daily life innovations in smart city, it should be 

relevant to smart tourism systems at the same time for travellers being connected one another. In recent 

years, industrial people and researchers have started screening smart connected tourism from a more 

holistic point of view integrating smart city and smart tourism. In fact it has become obvious that smart 

and connected tourism businesses give more opportunities to take advantage of tourist people benefited 

than traditional ways of getting around general businesses.  

Healthcare  

 Healthcare is another vital application of IoT. A variety of medical sensors and wearable devices are 

attached to people to collect health information. For example My Behavior is a smart phone based 

application that mechanically learns a user‟s physical activity and dietary behavior and strategically 

makes idea to those behaviors for a healthier lifestyle. Another example is Dopple Sleep provides a single 

sensor solution to roadway sleep related physical and physiological variables including coarse body 

movements and subtle and fine grained chest movements due to breathing and heartbeat. In addition to 

System detect the function of respiratory system based problems like sneeze, cough, sniffle and throat 

clearing. Deep Ear is the first mobile audio sensing framework built from coupled Deep Neural 

Networks that concurrently perform common audio sensing tasks. In addition to a wearable wireless 

sensor network is used for detect the health conditions. 

 

 

Figure 2 Classic Example for Smart city using IoT 

 

 The above figure 2 shows classic example for Smart city using IoT. It will intelligently analyze 

patient status, create “smart alarms” by combing instrument readings, and ensure proper patient care. 

Social Network Service 

 Social IoT aims to integrate the IoT with human centric social networks to capture various 

interactions between humans and physical things. An implementation of a SIoT platform is presented, 

where objects can create their own relationships, create groups and produce and consume services. 

Besides a network based multidimensional structure to model SIoT for efficient management and 

discovery of IoT objects. 
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Supply chain 

 Wireless sensor networks and RFID that existed already played roles in supply chains. There are 

different types of sensors used in assembly lines and RFID to track the products. It gives public logistics 

services an IoT enabled supply hub in an industrial park to enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of 

sharing physical assets and services. Besides, a collaborative cloud based platform is proposed to support 

the data sharing, integration and processing for logistic goods tracking and tracing. 

 

IoT for better Quality of Service  

 The term quality denotes fitness for use or conformance of customer requirements. Quality is a 

enduring. Every business starts and ends with customer. The service provider gathers the invisible needs 

and wants convert and fulfilling through visible product IoT tries a maximum level of achieving 

customer satisfaction. Nowadays, cities become smarter [1] and smarter by going digital: they deploy 

digital equipment that is utilized by various applications (e.g. street cameras for traffic jam control, 

sensors for transportation times, etc), while there are also enterprises that use objects to provided added-

value services (e.g. Google street views). Moreover, there is a multitude of mobile devices used by 

individuals contributing services and information. 

 There are two types of IoT namely Consumer IoT (CIoT) and the Industrial IoT (IIoT). The 

Consumer IoT attracts more attention, because it was more understandable by most of the people. 

Consumer systems typically connect only a few points, for instance, a watch or thermostat to the cloud. 

Reliability was not usually critical. Most systems are “greenfield,” meaning there was no existing 

infrastructure or distributed design that must be considered. There are many exciting new applications 

that will change daily life. However, the Consumer IoT was mostly a natural evolution of connectivity 

from human operated computers to automated things that surround humans. IIoT was grows slower 

than CIoT. IIoT needs huge economic support and they need a entirely new infrastructures to our most 

critical and impactful societal systems. The opportunity to build truly intelligent distributed machines 

that can greatly improve function and efficiency across virtually all industries is indisputable. The IIoT 

was the strategic future of most large companies, even traditional industrial manufacturers and 

infrastructure providers. 

 

Conclusion 

 The mantra made by IoT for better life is true. IoT is applied in every domain with high refined life. 

IoT was clearly in its infancy. Like the early days of the internet, the most important IIoT applications 

are not yet envisioned. However, once connected, the real power of distributed systems created an 

entirely new ecosystem of value. This included web pages, search, social media, online retail and 

banking, and so much more. The real power of the Internet was barely hinted in its early days. Future 

holds much more promise than optimizing current systems. By combining high quality connectivity with 

smart learning and machine intelligence, the IIoT future holds many new systems that will revolutionize 

our world.  
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Abstract 

 Educational Data Mining is one of the emerging disciplines which includes the process of analyzing the students’ performance 

using different attributes. The main goal regarding this paper to develop a framework with Augmented Reality applications to be 
used in advanced level of all science and art subject as a teaching learning technique, to evaluating the performances of the students 

with developed Augmented Reality (AR) applications running on the computer. AR application was developed using R language 
and with available supportive tools. The classification process based on C5.0 MapReduce algorithm is resulted with good 

classification accuracy. Thereafter, both student samples were exposed to the common examination to assess the performances. 
Augmented Reality techniques are very useful to identified the students’ performances to visualization reality based digital 
information to student interest, best understanding, attitude ability and growing the pass percentage result rate of the students. 

Keywords: Educational data mining; Performance appraisal; Augmented reality; Teaching pedagogy technique; Autonomous 
learning; ICTs for education; Decision tree algorithms;  

 

Introduction 

 Augmented reality is the integration of digital information with the user's environment in real time. 

One of the first commercial applications of AR technology was the yellow "first down" line that began 

appearing in televised football games sometime in 1998. Today, Google glass and heads-up displays in 

car windshields are perhaps the most well-known consumer AR products, but the technology is used in 

many industries including healthcare, public safety, gas and oil, tourism and marketing [1].Augmented 

reality apps are written in special 3D programs that allow the developer to tie animation or contextual 

digital information in the computer program to an augmented reality "marker" in the real world. When a 

computing device's AR app or browser plug-in receives digital information from a known marker, it 

begins to execute the marker's code and layer the correct image or images.AR applications for smart 

phones typically include global positioning system (GPS) to pinpoint the user's location and its compass 

to detect device orientation. Sophisticated AR programs used by the military for training may include 

machine vision, object recognition and gesture recognition technologies. 

 Educational data mining is an emerging discipline, concerned with developing methods for 

exploring the unique types of data that come from educational settings, and using those methods to 

better understand students‟ and teachers‟ academic performance. It plays a major role in the educational 

environment. In the educational field the data were increasing rapidly. So, the huge amount of data leads 

to the new technology called big data. Big data is a term for data sets that are so large or complex that 

traditional data processing applications are inadequate. In this system big data includes students‟ 

performance evaluation.  

 There are three main goals in educational data mining: Pedagogical: to guidance in the pattern of 

enlightening themes and improvement on the intellectual pursuance of the students‟. Managerial: to 

improve the construction and conservation of education framework, field of significance and study 

researches. Commercial: to succor in students‟ enrollment in any private education [2]. This research 

https://searchsoftwarequality.techtarget.com/definition/application
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/plug-in
https://searchmobilecomputing.techtarget.com/definition/Global-Positioning-System
https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/machine-vision-computer-vision
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/gesture-recognition
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focuses on pedagogical educational data mining. To evaluate the usability of AR technology on mobile 

devices and assess the students‟ academic performance improvement, the experiment was performed in 

the following three stages: Previous Test, lectures and Post Test. 

 

Literature Survey 

 Literature review gives an innovative idea of the selected research topic to the researcher. It is the 

theoretical base of the research topic [3].  

 Lawrance, R., et al. [4] present a paper on students‟ performance analysis on educational data 

mining as one of the emerging discipline which includes the process of analyzing the students‟ details 

using different attributes. The attributes such as students‟ name, roll number, previous semester marks, 

attendance, assignment, seminar performance, lab work and gender are used to evaluate the students‟ 

performance (Pass / Reappear). In this paper, classification techniques are described and come to that 

C5.0 algorithm gives good classification accuracy. 

 Agaoglu, M., [5] used to various types of classification techniques are decision tree algorithms, 

SVM, ANN and DA to frame the classifier models. This paper, correlated by a data set composed of 

responses to the students‟ questionnaire using accuracy, precision, recall, and specificity performance 

metrics. The main aim is to improve the instructor performance. In this paper C5.0 algorithm was used 

to predict and improve the instructor performance.  

 From, these literature review, it is inferred that students‟ performance can be evaluated by applying, 

data mining techniques, classification, fuzzy logic and overall performance can be evaluated by 

classification using AR techniques. Based on the literature survey our research work classified as three 

stages. They are applied for this research work. 

1. Augmented Reality Tool Performance 

2. Preprocessing 

i) Removing Missing Values 

ii) Categorization without and with MapReduce 

3. Feature Selection Methods 

i) Gain Ratio Feature Selection without and with MapReduce 

4. Classification 

i) C5.0 Classifier without and with MapReduce 

ii) C5.0 Classification Accuracy 

 

Data Set Report 

Data Acquisition 

 The instruction data have been poised from AyyaNadarJanakiAmmal College, Sivakasi from the 

students and the staffs of computer applications department (MPhil, MCA, BCA, Staffs and Students). 

Initially data size is 13000 students records 46 attributes total 46 attributes as well as the following steps 

are pre-processing, feature selection methods, classification algorithms to applying students‟ performance 

evaluation. 

 

Data Construction 

 The student‟s data are collected from analysis of the students‟ for the academic year 2017 - 2018. 

Students‟ straightforward and honest analysis of the teacher/teaching helps the teacher as well as the 

department to improve teaching – learning process. Given below are some points / aspects of evaluation. 

Selected the appropriate grade in the box (E - Excellent, VG – Very Good, G – Good, F – Fair,  

P – Poor). Attributes used in this study are specify the Table I. 
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Table 1 Data set information format 

Attributes Description Possible Values 

PTC Punctuality to the class E, VG, G, F, P 

LP Lesson planning E, VG, G, F, P 

EO Expression of objectives E, VG, G, F, P 

SOSM Systematic organization of subject matter E, VG, G, F, P 

PSC Preparation of the subject for the classes E, VG, G, F, P 

PHSSM 
Provision of handouts / Synopsis / Study 

materials 

E, VG, G, F, P 

ESS Encouragement of self-study E, VG, G, F, P 

CL Clarity of the lecture E, VG, G, F, P 

LWD Legibility of writing & drawing E, VG, G, F, P 

EOD Explanation of the concepts E, VG, G, F, P 

UMICTEL Use of modern techniques / ICT / E lessons E, VG, G, F, P 

MRS Meeting the requirements of students E, VG, G, F, P 

ACS Assistance and counselling to students E, VG, G, F, P 

MS Motivation of students E, VG, G, F, P 

ISET Interaction with students for effective thinking E, VG, G, F, P 

PSAQ Permitting students to ask questions E, VG, G, F, P 

CDRS Clearing the doubts raised by students E, VG, G, F, P 

ESO Encouraging the students to be original E, VG, G, F, P 

ITS Impartiality towards students E, VG, G, F, P 

MDC Maintenance of discipline in the class E, VG, G, F, P 

COS Coverage of syllabus E, VG, G, F, P 

ASS Acceptance of suggestions from students E, VG, G, F, P 

CGD Conduct of group discussions E, VG, G, F, P 

LWIPSA Lab work instruction / Problem solving ability E, VG, G, F, P 

EILELPPP 

 

Encouragement of innovative learning, E-

learning, power-point presentation 

E, VG, G, F, P 

TEPEPIAL 

 

Teacher explains the practical / experiments and 

pays individual attention in lab. 

E, VG, G, F, P 

PCQ Periodic conduct of quizzes E, VG, G, F, P 

VAS Valuation of answer scripts E, VG, G, F, P 

CLWC Correction of lab work / composition E, VG, G, F, P 

CSA Conduct of seminars / assignment E, VG, G, F, P 

EASST 

 

Evaluation of answer scripts within stipulated 

time 

E, VG, G, F, P 

SIBE 

 

Suggestions given for improvement based on 

evaluation 

E, VG, G, F, P 

STPT Suggesting the topic / problem in time E, VG, G, F, P 

PRM Provision of reference materials E, VG, G, F, P 

PRW Periodical review of the work E, VG, G, F, P 

CPRT Consolidation of project report in time E, VG, G, F, P 

EPPS 
Encouragement for paper presentations in 

seminars 

E, VG, G, F, P 

PMP Preparation of manuscripts for publications E, VG, G, F, P 
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 The data set information format will be categorized into 5 groups, such as Excellent – 0.95, Very 

Good – 0.85, Good – 0.75, Fair – 0.65, Poor – 0.30. 

 

Preprocessing Methods 

 The students‟ and teachers‟ data have been taken from preprocessing step. During preprocessing all 

individual tables are combined into a single table formed with all sufficient data and also missing values 

are also omitted. Preprocessing can increase the classification accuracy. The proposed system of 

preprocessing contains three process and then one main phase is Augmented Reality Techniques applied 

for further process.  

 Step 1: Replacing Missing Values 

 Step 2: Categorization 

 Step 3: Categorization with MapReduce 

 

Methodology Process 

 Now-a-days, educational data drilling plays a main aspect in the society. This paper, educational 

data mining was used to improve the students‟ performance using feature selection and classification 

techniques. Teachers‟ performance evaluation for a college has been done, in order to improve students‟ 

performance by decision tree in classification technique. Educational data to predict the teachers‟ 

performance as well as students‟ performance in return improve academic performance. 

A. Feature Selection  

 For feature selection, a number of techniques are available in data mining some of them are chi-

squared feature selection (CFS), information gain feature selection (IGFS), gain ratio feature selection 

(GRFS) and correlation based feature selection (CBFS). Feature selection is also known as attribute 

selection [8].  

 The best feature selection method is gain ratio with mapreduce feature selection have been applied 

on the preprocessed data. It is a modification of the information gain that reduces its bias. It takes 

number and size of branches into account when choosing an attribute.  

B. Gain Ratio Feature Selection (with and without mapreduce) 

 One of the best feature selection method is gain ratio feature selection. The purpose of feature 

selection method is to extract the relevant features and discard the irrelevant features[9]. In gain ratio 

feature selection, the subset has been selected using entropy Djvalue (1) and information gain A(D), (3). 

Gain ratio (4) is calculated using the equations (1) and(3) 

 Entropy (Dj) =  − 𝑝𝑗 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝑝𝑗)
𝑚

𝑗=1
    (1)  

 Info Gain (D, A) = Entropy (Dj) -  
Dj

D
∗  Entropy (Dj)

𝑣

𝑗=1
 (2) 

 Gain Ratio (A) = Entropy (D) – Information Gain A (D) (3) 

 Information Gain A (D) =  
Dj

D
∗  Entropy (Dj)

𝑣

𝑗=1
  (4) 

 

 From the above equations, gain ratio subset selector has been produced. It is used to improve the 

classification accuracy because it extracts the relevant attributes only. Here, redundant attributes are 

removed.  

 Figure 1. Represented by general structure of students‟ performance assessment using augmented 

reality methodological process. 
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Figure 1 General structure of AR methodological process 

 

 

Figure 2 Students’ Performance Evaluation using MapReduce Classification Block Diagram 
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 Figure 2. Methodology framework uses three process: The removing missing values are removed in the preprocessing 

phase. The attributes are transformed into a categorized format using categorization process phase. The final phase is 

classification process using mapreduce techniques. 

 

Classification 

 Classification is the process of finding a model that describes the data classes. It is one of the 

supervised machine learning algorithms [9]. In classification, the preprocessed dataset has been divided 

into two sets, such as training set and a test set. Using the training sets the classifier model has been 

developed. The test set was applied to the classification model, and it will be classified. 

 

A. Decision Tree  

 Decision tree classifier classify the data into predetermined class labels. A decision tree is a simple 

structure where each non-terminal node represents a test or decision on the considered data item. A 

decision tree can be used to classify an instance by starting at the root of the tree and moving through it 

until a leaf node [10]. 

 

Experimental Result 

 
Figure 3 Data Loading 

 
Figure 4 Select CSV file 

 
Figure 5 Augmented Raw Data Set 

 
Figure 6 Augmented Categorized Data 
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Figure 7 Augmented Reality Tool using student interest 

 

Figure 8 Gain Ratio Importance 
 

Figure 9 Proposed AR Tool System Performance 

 

Figure 10 Students’ Performance 

 

Figure 11 MCA Department Overall 

Students’ Performance 

 

Figure 12 Students’ Performance using MAPREDUCE 
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Figure 13 Oversll Students’ Performance 

 

Figure 14 Overall students’ performance with 

and without feature selection 

 

Figure 15 Overall Students’ performance accuracy with and without mapreduce 

 
Conclusion 

 Educational data mining produces the better decisions for the students‟ performance using big data 

MapReduce techniques with classification decision tree algorithms. In this proposed work, teachers‟ 

performance has been predicted based on the students‟ feedback and teachers‟ academic performance 

using MapReduce decision tree classification methods. At the end of the phase I, missing values are filled 

up and the data are converted into categorized format. In the phase II, feature selection techniques were 

applied on preprocessed data to select the relevant attributes. The gain ratio with MapReduce is the best 

method for feature selection, which takes less time compares to the other feature selection methods. The 

selected attributes were feed into phase III. At phase III, the students‟ feedback and teachers‟ 

performance evaluation reports are tested using classification algorithms, to predict the students‟ 

performance. The C5.0 classification with Map Reduce algorithm resulted with 100% classification 

accuracy. This research study is useful to the students‟ to perform digitalized information in real life 

analysis. They can identify their strengths and weakness and improve their academic performance based 

on the Augmented Reality information with users‟ environment in the real time. 
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Abstract  

 In this paper, we propose novel method of removing redundancy of code vector to optimize codebook for Vector Quantization 
(VQ) to compress still images. VQ is a simple and efficient compression technique which comprises of three phases: 1. Codebook 

Generation 2. Index Map Generation and 3. Image Reconstruction. The initial codebook generated first and is improved by 
removing redundancy vectors called code vector. Also the codebook optimization technique proposed in this paper improves the 

quality of reconstructed images to a greater extent where the average bpp is decreased by a value of 0.79 which is a significant 
improvement Benchmark images such as Lena, Kush, Cameraman, Barbara are tested with proposed technique and this technique 

produces better result. 

Keywords- Image Compression, Vector Quantization, Redundancy, Optimization, Index Map, bpp, Still Image 

 

Introduction  

Vector Quantization 

 Image compression is a technique for reducing the storage space required for storing the data. This 

leads to reduction in cost associated with storage and transmission of data [1]. Compression techniques 

are of two types: (i) Lossy Compression and (ii) Lossless Compression. The image that has been 

compressed using Lossy compression method cannot be reconstructed exactly and the Lossy 

compression technique is suitable for compressing natural images. The reconstructed images out of 

Lossless compression technique will be exact replica of the original images and the lossless technique is 

suitable for medical images [2]. The process of Compression procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Compression Model 

 

 In compression model, as in Fig. 1, the encoder transforms the input image into reduced set of data, 

which in turn is used for reconstructing the compressed image. The reconstruction of image is done in 

Decoder [3]. The quality of the reconstructed image is measured using a metric called Mean Square 

Error (MSE) and the inverse of the same is Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). Hence the MSE must be 

less and the PSNR value must be high. MSE and PSNR are calculated using the equations (1) and (2). 
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 Quantization is a process of transforming large image values into reduced set of values [4]. There are 

two types of Quantization (i) Scalar Quantization (ii) Vector Quantization. In Scalar Quantization, all 
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input values are treated separately. In Vector Quantization (VQ), all input values are grouped into 

number of vectors. VQ is one of the simple and efficient compression techniques. VQ enables to have 

improved coding efficiency. Vector Quantization comprises of three phases: 1. Codebook Generation, 2. 

Image Encoding and 3. Image Decoding.  

 In VQ, the input image is divided in to non-overlapping blocks of size 4 x 4 pixels and the set of 

these blocks is called Training Set (TS). The individual vectors in the TS are called Training Set. 

Representative vectors from TS are selected to form a codebook of desired size n. All training vectors are 

searched against the codebook and the corresponding indices are stored collectively as Index Map. The 

compressed image is stored or transmitted in the form of Codebook and Index Map. In the receiving end, 

image decoding is done. Each index in the Index Map is transformed into the corresponding code vector. 

The image thus reconstructed will be an approximation of the original image [5]. 

 d(xi, ci) = d(xi - ci)/N  (3) 

Where, N=Code Book Size   

 

Existing Method 

VQ Operation 

 Divide the image to be coded into vectors or blocks. 

 Select the representation vectors to form to codebook. 

 Vector quantizes each block by searching the codebook and finding the codeword that matches the 

image block with lease distortion. 

 Transmit the index of the selected codeword. 

 At the decoder, retrieve the codeword that corresponds to the received index. 

 The image is reconstructed when all the codeword have been retrieved. 
 

Codebook Generation using Vector Quantization 
 An image is first converted into the set of X = {X1,X2,X3,...XN} of N training vectors in a K-

dimensional Euclidean space to find a codebook C= {C1,C2,C3,...CM} of M code vectors. The distance 

between two vectors is defined by their Euclidean distance. 

 D=∑N
i=1 || Xi - Ci ||  (4) 

1. Linde Buzo Gray (LBG)  
 In this method, the image is divided into the number of vectors which is called as training vectors 

[6]. The Centroid vector is generated by calculating the average of all vectors in training set. A constant 

error is added and subtracted respectively to the Centroid to obtained two vectors V1 and V2. Compare 

these two vectors with the each vector in training set and find the minimum distance. Based on these 

distance group all vectors in to two clusters and again the constant error is added to the centroid to get 

further code vectors. Repeat these steps until the desired size of codebook is generated [7]. 
 

LBG Algorithm 
Step 1:  Input the given image of size N × M pixels. 

Step 2:  Divide the input image into 4 × 4 blocks. 

Step 3:  Generate Training set with N vectors. 

Step 4:  Calculate the average to find the Centroid vector. 

Step 5:  Add and subtract the constant error {1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1} to the Centroid respectively

  to get two vectors V1 and V2. 

Step 6:  Calculate the minimum distance to compute two clusters which is grouping the nearest Vectors

  of V1 and V2. 

Step 7:  Repeat the Step 4, 5, and 6 until the desired size of codebook is generated. 
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2. Improved Differential Evolution (IDE) 

 The IDE method is combined with LBG algorithm to improve the codebook efficiency. The input 

image is converted into N number of blocks to generate the Training Set. Each code vector from the 

codebook is compared against all the training vectors. The closest vectors are identified by computing the 

Euclidean Distance using the equation ( ). The codebook is revised by adding the centroid generated 

from vectors of the same group. Calculate the total distortion (Dn) between the centroids of subsequent 

iterations of all vectors is calculated from respective centroid values. If (Dn-1 – Dn) < ε then the above 

process terminates & the current codebook is taken to final otherwise repeat the above steps [8]. 

 

Proposed Method 

Improved Code Book Optimization 

 In the proposed work, the performance of VQ is improved in terms of the quality of reconstructed 

images and also improves the initial codebook to compress still images. In the existing techniques such as 

Simple Codebook Generation (SCG) all the input blocks are treated equally. The initial codebook thus 

generated is further improved using the clustering method. This improves the quality of the reconstructed 

image. Pick up the codebook from Ci in CB. Find all training vectors Xi that are closer to Ci to form a 

cluster i by computing the Euclidean Distance using the equation (5). 

 d(Xi, Ci) < th for i ≠ j (5)  

where th is a threshold value, 1 <= i <= 4096 and 1<=j<=256. 

The distance between the training vector Xi and the code vector Ci is computed using the equation (5)  

 d(Xi,Cj) = ∑k
j=1 | Xik – Cjk |  (6) 

Calculate the sum vector by adding all the training vectors Xi that are closer to Ci using the equation (6).  

 Sumjk =  𝑋𝑗𝑘
𝑛
𝑗=1    (7) where 1 <= k <= 16 and n is the size of the cluster. 

The centroid for the cluster j is generated using the equation (8) 

Cenjk = Sumjk/n (8) where k ranges from 1 to 16 and j is the cluster number. 

The jth code vector in the codebook is now replaced with the newly generated centroid. 

Every time, a new centroid is generated, the difference between the present centroid and the previous 

centroid is computed. If this distortion is less than a minimum error value ε, the iteration is stopped and 

the current set of centroids form the code vectors of the final codebook, which is a refined one. The 

algorithm for codebook optimization is:  

Step 1: Input image is converted into blocks called training vectors and generate the codebook to select 

  every pth position from the taining vectors.  

Step 2: Remove the duplicate vector using the equation (5) to optimize the codebook size which helps to 

  reduce the bpp. 

Step 3: The Training vectors are grouped into M clusters based on the distance between the code vector 

  and the training vectors using the equation (6). 

Step 4:  Compute the sum vector for every cluster by adding the corresponding components of all the  

  training vectors that belong to the same cluster using the equation (7). 

Step 5: Compute the centroid for each cluster by dividing the individual components of the sum vector 

  by the cluster size n using the equation (8). 

Step 6:  Find the distortion between the present centroid and the previous centroid. 

Step 7: If the sum of distortion is less than ε, then terminate the process. Otherwise replace the existing 

  centroid with the new centroid to form the revised codebook. 

Step 8:  Repeat the steps 1 through 4 till the codebooks of the consecutive iterations coverage. 
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Results and Discussion 

 Bench marks images such as Lena, Kush, Cameraman, Barbara and Baboon are tested with the 

proposed method using Mat lab R2014b version. VQ and IDE give an uniform bpp of 1 for storing the 

images but the proposed method is an adaptive vector quantization, where the bitrates changes 

depending on the nature of the gray level distribution and yields an average bpp of 0.79 bits per pixel, 

which is a significant improvement.  

 The simulated results of the proposed method in terms of bpp are compared against the results 

obtained with the existing techniques such as VQ and IDE. In all the cases, the results of the proposed 

method are better. A minimum bpp of value 0.62 is obtained for Cameraman image and a maximum bpp 

value of 0.94 is achieved for Kush image.  

 

Table 1 Results in terms bpp with respect to VQ, IDE and the proposed method 

 

Image 

VQ IDE 

Proposed Method 

Threshold Value 

32 48 

BPP BPP BPP BPP 

Lena 1 1 0.86 0.69 

Kush 1 1 0.98 0.94 

Cameraman 1 1 0.74 0.62 

Barbara 1 1 0.91 0.81 

Baboon 1 1 0.98 0.91 

Average 1 1 0.89 0.79 

 

 The reconstructed images using the methods VQ, IDE and the proposed method are given in Fig. 2, 

3, 4, 5 and 6 for visual comparison. Fig. 2 gives the input images taken for the study. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 

give the list of compressed images that are reconstructed using VQ method and IDE method respectively. 

Fig. 5 and 6 represent the images reconstructed using the proposed method with two different threshold 

values 32 and 48, used for reducing the number of duplicate vectors.  

 

 

Figure 2 Input Images 

  

 

Figure 3 Vector Quantization Technique 
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Figure 4 Improved Differential Evolution 

 

Figure 5 Adaptive Vector Quantization (Threshold: 32) 

 

 

Figure 6 Adaptive Vector Quantization (Threshold: 48) 

 

Conclusion 

 In this paper, the initial codebook that is generated using SCG is improved by eliminating duplicate 

code vectors leading to improved coding efficiency. The quality of the reconstructed images is also 

improved by optimising the initial codebook using the Clustering method. The average bpp is reduced by 

a value of 0.79 which is a significant improvement. This method is simple and efficient and gives better 

results both in terms of bpp and PSNR. Generally when bpp is improved, there will be a fall in PSNR and 

vice-versa. But the proposed method gives better performance in achieving both improved bpp and PSNR 

values. This method is also applicable for compressing color images.  
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Abstract 

 Virtual Reality is one of the hottest and fastest growing technologies in the world. VR plays a vital role in various 
environments and it drawn a much attention by researchers and scientists from the last few years. It allows user to interact with a 
computer-simulated environment that incorporates mainly auditory and visual. The immersive environment is an experiencing 

simulation of the real world or an imaginary world. It makes it possible to experience anything, anywhere, anytime in the world. It 
is the most immersive type of reality technology and makes believe the human brain that it is really not. In this paper, a historical 
overview of Virtual reality, Uses of virtual reality, types of virtual reality, fields used in virtual reality, challenges faced in virtual 

reality. 

Keywords: Virtual reality, applications, virtual environment 

 

Introduction 

 Virtuality is a concept in philosophy elaborated by French thinker Gilles Deleuze. Virtual means 

"being something in essence or effect”. Virtual reality means experiencing something that it is really not 

(or completely imaginary worlds) using high-performance computers and sensory equipment, like 

headsets and gloves. It allows user to see the surrounding world in different perspective and experience 

things in other dimensions. A new realistic three-dimensional image or artificial environment that is 

created with a mixture of interactive hardware and software, and presented to the user in such a way that 

the any doubts are suspended and it is accepted as a real environment in which it is interacted with in a 

seemingly real or physical way. 

 Virtual reality is a real world technology and it is applied to various domains nowadays. It is an 

interactive technology from which the computer is able detects the user inputs and provides it in different 

environment. It gives a feel like a real world. It immerses the user completely. 

 Today‟s virtual reality technologies build upon ideas that date back to the 1800s, almost to the very 

beginning of practical photography. In 1838, the first stereoscope was invented, using twin mirrors to 

project a single image. The concept of Virtual Reality has been knocking around since the 1950s. Morton 

Heilig – often called „the Father of Virtual Reality‟ – was an American cinematographer who, in the 

1960s, developed the Sensorama. An impressive machine, particularly for the 1960s, the Sensorama was 

a single-user entertainment console that brought together a number of sensory outputs; namely 

stereoscopic display, stereo speakers, odor emitters, fans, and a vibrating chair. It is used in the mid-

1980s when Jaron Lanier, founder of VPL Research, began to develop the gear, including goggles and 

gloves, needed to experience what he called “virtual reality.” In the year2018, Neurable announces a 

"brain-scanning" headband with built-in electrodes that gives hands-free control of virtual reality. 

  

Some basic definition 

 “Real-time interactive graphics with three-dimensional models, combined with a display technology 

that gives the user the immersion in the model world and direct manipulation.” [1] 

http://www.mortonheilig.com/InventorVR.html
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 “The illusion of participation in a synthetic environment rather than external observation of such an 

environment. VR relies on a three-dimensional, stereoscopic head-tracker displays, hand/body 

tracking and binaural sound. VR is an immersive, multi-sensory experience.” [2] 

 “Computer simulations that use 3D graphics and devices such as the Data Glove to allow the user to 

interact with the simulation.” [3] 

  

Types of Virtual Reality 

 Virtual reality is a digital experience which gives a real world experience. Virtual reality is close to 

our eyes. It experiences the sound of music at the time of instruments of a song were being composed but 

it doesn‟t exist in real world. There are different types of virtual reality technology and they include: non-

immersive reality, fully immersive, augmented reality, web based, collaborative/ hybrid reality. 

1. Fully immersive 

 One should experience this virtual reality with the help of powerful computer. The powerful 

computer can only detect the surround sound loudspeakers, sight and movements. The viewer should 

have a Head-Mounted Display (HMD) with sensory gloves. To achieve this fully immersive virtual 

reality, the device consists of two monitors and a sound system. 

 

Figure 1.1 Example for Fully immersive VR 

 

2. Non- immersive 

 A high realistic flight simulator with a widescreen PC with a surround sound with accessories like 

headphones, joystick etc, are qualify for non-immersive virtual reality. The viewer does not need to be 

fully immersed in the reality. Example for non-immersive virtual reality is, an architect detailed 3D 

model for a new building to show the viewer with the help of computer. It is also used to create animated 

movie. 

 

Figure 1.2 Example for non-immersive VR 

3. Augmented reality 

 Augmented reality is an interactive experience of a real-world environment. The viewer can 

experience a real world i.e. one should connect to the real world. For example, one should visit an 
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historical site on the internet; the 3D mappings should show the landmarks, buildings, locations and 

other relevant information. One can move around the historical visit using a Smartphone‟s.  

 

Figure 1.3 Example for Augmented Reality 

 

4. Web based 

 Computer scientist developed a way of building virtual worlds on the web. The viewer have much 

more interested in the way to access real reality and also easily find and publish information, share 

thoughts, ideas, etc with friends through social media. Some scientist discovered a new way to use virtual 

reality is VRML (Virtual Reality Mark up Language). With the help of VRML, the people can interact 

and have real experiences with their friends on social media. Face book, is one of the best example. 

 

Figure 1.4 Example for Web based VR(Mozilla launches) 

 

5. Collaborative/ hybrid reality 

 Collaborative reality is in the form of virtual reality games. It is not fully immersive. It means to 

share their experience with other people in virtual world. It usually gives the viewer an interactive 

experience. It is one of the main important features in VR. 

 

Figure 1.5 Example for collaborative VR 

 

Advantages and Disadvantages of VR 

Advantages 

 Virtual reality creates a new environment. It provides a realistic world and enable user to explore 

place. In virtual reality the user can experiment in an artificial environment. In education field, the VR 
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make the education much easier and practical, which provide easy learning to all viewers. The viewer 

can see and even feel the shaped surface under their fingertips. 

Disadvantages 

 The equipments which is used for the virtual reality is very expensive. There are lot of new virtual 

technologies are arrived, and it also revealed some new problems. It is a complex technology.  

Applications of Virtual Reality 

 Nowadays, Virtual reality plays a vital role in research environment. It provide a virtual 

environment and the viewer can see and feel it through their fingertips [6]. It is used in different 

applications such as Health care, Education, Military, Fashion, Entertainment, Business, Media, Sports, 

Film, Construction, Programming language, scientific visualization, etc. 

VR in Military 

 Military is a professional organization that are armed and trained to fight. It includes 3 services such 

as army, navy and air. These are used for training soldiers. In VR, immersive VR give them a better 

training for our soldiers and can do it more efficiently. It includes flight simulation, battlefield 

simulation, and medic training and vehicle simulation. The soldiers suffering from battlefield and other 

psychological conditions can learn how to deal with their symptoms in a „safe‟ environment. In military, 

the training program is conducted using head mounted displays (HMD) with an inbuilt tracking system 

and data gloves to enable interaction with the virtual environment. They also used virtual reality glasses 

to wear which create a 3D depth of illusion. 

VR in Healthcare 

 Health care or healthcare is the maintenance or improvement of health via the prevention, diagnosis, 

and treatment of disease, illness, injury, and other physical and mental impairments in human 

beings[11]. Healthcare is one of the biggest issues nowadays. In healthcare, VR is used to learn new skills 

and also refreshing existing one in a safe environment. It is used in diagnostics system and robotic 

surgery. 

VR in Education 

 Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world. It is the base to 

transfer of knowledge. Viewer shouldlook for ways to make knowledge transfer more easily, more 

quickly, and more effectively. Here, VR is used for teaching and learning simulations e.g. creative or 

those who find it easier to learn using symbols, colors and textures. The students want to experience the 

feel of the environment about the study. VR is used for new creativity learning, develop creativity, visual 

learning, learn as practical etc.  

VR in Entertainment 

 Virtual reality is used in the multiple aspects of our day-to-day life. It gives a feel like real 

environment. In entertainment the VR can change the behavior and preferences of gaming. Nowadays 

3D and virtual reality is preferred by children. There are many kinds of virtual reality systems available 

for audience entertainment which includes CAVE systems, augmented reality systems, simulators and 

3D display platforms. 

VR in Sports 

 VR is used as training aid in many sports. It includes golf, athletics, cycling etc. Using VR, the one 

can easily measure their performance as well as analyzing technique. It brings the sport event which is 

closer to the audience. 

VR in construction 

 It is also used in construction industry. It gives a virtual environment for the construction. It also 

reduces the number of errors present in the completed building. 
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VR in business 

 Nowadays virtual reality is also used in the business. It is used to train the new employees, give a 

360 view of a product, etc. In business, fully immersive virtual reality is used with CAVE systems. It is 

also used for training courses and role playing scenarios. 

 

Challenges Faced in Virtual Reality 

 The big challenges in the field of virtual reality are developing better tracking systems, finding more 

natural ways to allow users to interact within a virtual environment and decreasing the time it takes to 

build virtual spaces. The cost of the virtual reality interface is high. The viewer should use the basic VR 

glass, which is not effective for certain reasons. It also needs 5G speed and cyber security. 

 

Conclusion 

 Nowadays, virtual reality is one of the researcher topics in the world. VR technology has been 

applied in various domain such as healthcare, military, education, entertainment, media, business, etc. 

So it is becoming more and more important simulations in all fields. This is a very exciting time to see the 

benefits VR will bring to the masses. Apart from gaming, we will also use the VR in the education 

industry, healthcare, entertainment, engineering etc. The concept of VR appeared a long time ago; 

however, it is until now when it comes into people‟s sight. Virtual Reality is arguably the next footstep 

towards a modern/post-modern era of development. In this paper I discussed about virtual reality, 

application of virtual reality and challenges faced in virtual reality. Very soon, it will overcome the 

challenges in future to use the advantages of this technology as more as possible. 
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Abstract 

 The purpose of the study is to find out the effect of data extraction of knowledge from a data ware houses and the collected 

data are used primarily for statistical analysis, market analysis, risk analysis and fraud detection management. The paper is 
prepared to introduce and study new types of multimedia data mining and also highlighted the uses of image, text, audio and 

video. Multimedia Data mining is predict behaviors and implemented rapidly on existing software and hardware platforms. 

Keywords: KDD (Knowledge Discovery Database), Data Mining, Deep learning, Applications. 

 

Introduction 

 This paper specify an introduction to the basic concept of multimedia data mining technology. It is 

supported by three technologies such as massive data collection, data mining algorithms and powerful 

multiprocessor computers. Automatic data extraction of knowledge from a data ware houses. Data 

mining is probably used in different fields here we are going to see about mining on image, text, Audio, 

Video. Data in multimedia database are unstructured or semi structured. Structured data means data 

resides in fixed within a recorder fields within a record or files is called structured. Unstructured data 

means pixel represent at for an image, text, audio, video. Multimedia database system has stores and 

manage a large Collection of multimedia objects. Image data, Audio data, Video data, Sequence data, 

hypertext data. To extract information from that data we get different techniques. A KDD process 

includes data cleaning, data integration data selection, data mining, transformation, patterns, evaluation 

and knowledge Presentation. 

 

The History of Data Mining 

 The term “knowledge discovery in database (KDD) was introduced in the 1989 is coined by Gregory 

Piatetsky-Shapiro. 1990 the term “Data Mining” was appeared in data base. Data mining is used to 

extract the information from the huge amount of data. 

 

Difference between Database and Data Warehouse 

Data Base Data Warehouse 

It is used for Online Transactional Processing 

(OLTP 

It is used for Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) 

The database orientation is on Transaction. The data warehouse orientation is on Analysis 

View of the data is flat relational. View of the data is multidimensional. 

High performance and availability High flexibility and end-user autonomy 

Optimized for Operational Processing. Optimized for Informational Processing. 

It is based on write operation It is based on read operations 

 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Online_transaction_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Online_analytical_processing
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Multiple Kinds of Knowledge (Data Mining Techniques) 

There are several data mining techniques are  

 

 

Architecture for Multimedia Data Mining 

 The multimedia data mining is classified into two categories as static and dynamic media. Static 

media contains text and image. Dynamic media contains audio and video. Multimedia data mining 

implementing the extracting data for multimedia content, such as text, images, audio, video and 

combination of several types of data set. 

 

 

Text Mining 

 Text mining is used to process of instructed data, extract meaningful information from the text. To 

study the relationship between areas like information retrieval (IR), information extraction (IE) and 

computational linguistics with text data mining. Text mining is part of the IE process. Text clustering is 

another important task of text mining. Web content mining mostly concentrates on text mining, textual 

content in the web can be in an unstructured, semi-structured or structured form.  

 

Image Mining 

 Image mining can extract meaningful information or image patterns from large collection of images. 

Search engines are using this concept for image extract (searches).It has digital image processing, image 

understanding, database and so on. It includes medical imaging (OCR, Face recognition system, 

Management of Earth‟s resources, Weather forecasting. Image contents are shape of objects, patterns, 

texture, histogram color, image topology. 

 

Video Mining 

 Video mining plays an important role in multimedia applications. It is generally used to find the 

interesting patterns from huge amount of video data warehouse. This processing are automatic 

segmentation, indexing, classification, content-based retrieval and detecting triggers. Video has several 
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kinds of multimedia data such as text, visual, audio and meta data.JPEG, MPEG for video compression 

schemes. It is a technique by which content of an video signal, Can be analyzed and searched etc. Video 

mining used in many applications like entertainment, medicine, education, security and so on. 

 

Audio Mining 

 Audio mining is essentially an extension of frequent pattern mining. Audio mining commonly 

referred to as large volume of audio are searched for occurrences of specific words or phrases. Effective 

content based retrieval and data mining methods for audio. Audio mining is used in the field of 

automatic speech recognition, which to find any speech within the audio. It is divided into two groups 

such as Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognizers (LVCSR) and Phonetic Recognition. User 

can search audio information to the way of search engines to search the internet. Audio mining is a 

speaker independent, automatic speech recognition techniques, that is used search audio files for 

occurrences of spoken words. 

 

Deep Learning 

 Deep learning is a new area of machine. Deep learning is a machine learning techniques. Deep 

learners are a type of artificial neutral networks with multiple layers. Multiple layers representations by 

increasing the levels of abstraction from one layer to another. It contains multiple hidden layer. Decision 

making. The more abstract features you learn. Fixed size input and creates fixed size output. 

 

Conclusion/Summary 

 A multimedia data mining is the interesting field of computer science. This paper discussed 

multimedia data mining system prototype to extract patterns and derive knowledge from large collection 

of Image, audio, video. Multimedia data mining is used for image linking (tagging). In the future, data 

mining will determine the most interesting characteristics in the data and include more complex data 

types. So that data mining techniques can be applied in the post –processing application such as 

visualization, explanation, generation, etc. This paper discussed the multimedia data mining basic 

concepts, characteristics, architectures and applications. 
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Abstract 
 In the digital world, the art of concealing the messages is an important one. Mostly, the messages can be disguise in a visible 

media like image for high security. QR Code is the efficient one for encoding the messages. Hence, the image compression is the 
necessary one for storing and transmission in the cloud. The aim of this paper is to reducing the size without affecting the quality of 
the image. The image is compressed by using Block Truncation Coding method. The BTC algorithm is an efficient one which 

acquires the less space and also the speed is increased on cloud by showing the experimental results and comparison of the QR Code 
images.  

Keywords: QR Code, Cloud, BTC, Compression 

 

Introduction 

 Image Compression is an essential procedure in the modern world where there is a requirement of 

storing large amount of data using as much less storage space as possible. Image compression can be 

achieved using various algorithms which may be divided into lossless and lossy categories. In lossless 

compression scheme, the reconstructed image after compression is numerically identical to the original 

image whereas in lossy compression techniques the compression ratio is high [21]. Removal of redundant 

data is a very important part of image compression [15][23][21]. 

 In this paper, the techniques block truncation coding has been presented. The performance 

measurement and complexities of algorithms has also been analysed.  

 

QR Code 

 Denso Wave developed a code called Quick Response (QR) code which is similar to barcode. It is a 

two dimensional barcode and it is a square which consists of black square dots arranged on a white 

background. It encodes the information in both horizontal and vertical direction that stores more data 

than a barcode. It can encode numeric character, alphanumeric character and kanji character [14]. 

 It is a machine-readable code consisting of an array of data for reading by the camera on a reader. 

The maximum capacity of a QR Code varies according to the content encoded and the error recovery 

level. The maximum capacity is 2,953 bytes, 4,296 alphanumeric characters and 7,089 numeric digits 

[13]. Only a part of each QR barcode contains actual data, including error correction information. A 

large area of the QR code is used for defining the data format and version as well as for positioning, 

alignment and timing purposes. The smallest square dot or pixel element of a QR code is called a 

module. QR Codes have an empty area around the graphic. This quiet area is ideally 4 modules wide [9]. 

 

Structure of QR Codes 

 It consists of the following areas having specific significance. 
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 Finder Pattern 

 Alignment Pattern 

 Timing Pattern 

 Quiet Zone 

 Data Area 

 Each QR Code symbol consists of mainly two regions: an encoding region and function patterns. 

Function patterns consist of finder, timing and alignment patterns which does not encode any data. The 

symbol is surrounded on all the four sides by a quiet zone border. A QR Code can be read even if it is 

tilted or distorted. The size of a QR Code can vary from 21 x 21 cells to 177 x 177 cells by four cell 

increments in both horizontal and vertical direction. The code area delimited by finder patterns is 

denoted as the encoding region, where data, parity modules and decoding information is stored. This 

area is divided into code words consisting of blocks of 8 QR modules. Two dimensional shapes of these 

code words depend on the version of the code and are designed to optimize area coverage [16][14]. 

 

Finder Pattern 

 This pattern can be used for detecting the position, size and angle of the QR Code. These can be 

determined with the help of the three position detection patterns which are arranged at the upper left, 

upper right and lower left corners of the symbol. Alignment patterns are used to determine the sampling 

grids from which code words are extracted and they are easily identifiable as concentric square structures 

evenly distributed along the code area. 

 

Alignment Pattern 

 The alignment pattern consists of dark 5x5 modules, light 3x3 modules and a single central dark 

module. This pattern is actually used for correcting the distortion of the symbol. The central coordinate 

of the alignment pattern will be identified to correct the distortion of the symbol. 

 

Timing Pattern 

 The timing patterns are arranged both in horizontal and vertical directions. These are actually having 

size similar to one module of the QR Code symbol. This pattern is actually used for identifying the 

central co-ordinate of each cell with black and white patterns arranged alternately. 

 

Quiet Zone 

 This region is actually free of all the markings. The margin space is necessary for reading the bar 

code accurately. This zone is mainly meant for keeping the QR Code symbol separated from the external 

area [10]. This area is usually 4 modules wide. 

 

Data Area 

 It consists of both data and error correction code 

words. According to the encoding rule, the data will be 

converted into 0‟s and 1‟s. Then these binary numbers will 

be converted into black and white cells and will be arranged 

accordingly. Reed-Solomon error correction is also used 

here [17][9]. 

 

Advantage of QR Code 

 Stores the more information as compared to the other 2D barcode 

 

Figure 1 Structure of QR Code 
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 Stores the information in two sides such as horizontal and vertical 

 Allows error correction method [5] 

 High density information 

 No magnetic tape is used to store information so cost is reduced [4]. 

 

Applications of QR Code 

 It is used in various fields such as 

 Storing URLs 

 Business Cards 

 Public transport vehicle 

 Signature 

 Logistic management 

 Ticketing system 

 Authentication 

 Catering orders 

 Security application, etc. [4] 

 

Cloud Computing  

 A cloud can be defined as a place for users to create or store files. The cloud computing is a 

collection of server delivering resources that can be accessed remotely via the Internet in real-time. These 

servers are housed in a bunker like structure called a Data Centre and data, software applications are not 

housed on the computer; they are on a service‟s cloud of web servers (often virtual servers) usually 

accessed by users through the Internet using a browser like chrome or IE [10]. 

 

Deployment Models 

 The NIST definition for the four deployment models are as follows:  

 Public Cloud: The public cloud infrastructure is available for public use alternatively for a large 

industry group and is owned by an organization selling cloud services.  

 Private Cloud: The private cloud infrastructure is operated for the exclusive use of an organization. 

It may be either on or off premises.  

 Hybrid Cloud: A hybrid cloud combines multiple clouds where those clouds retain their unique 

identities but are bound together as a unit.  

 Community Cloud: A community cloud is the one where the cloud has been organized to serve a 

common function or purpose [7]. 

 

Block Truncation Coding 

 Block truncation coding is well known technique for image compression, It (BTC) divides the 

original image into small sub blocks of size n x n pixels and after the division of image, it reduces the 

number of gray levels within each block, reduction of gray level is performed by a quantizer. Threshold 

reconstruction values are calculated for each block and a bitmap of the block is obtained for that values. 

We replace all the pixels whose values are greater than or equal (less than) to the threshold by a 1(0), in 

this bit map. Then for each segment (group of 1s and 0s) of the bitmap, reconstruction value is calculated 

[18]. 
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Merits of BTC 

1. It is very fast encoding method. 

2. BTC requires low memory space and less complexity. 

3. Implementation is easy. 

4. It is low transmission errors [6][24]. 

 

BTC Algorithm 

 Step 1: Input images divide into several non 

overlapping block of size n x n. For example 4 x 4 or 8x8 and 

so on.  

 Step 2: Compute the two statistical values 𝑥 (mean) and 

σ (standard deviation). Both values are calculated for each 

block of Image by using following equations.  

  A x=1/n  

  B)  

 Here xi represent the ith pixel value of the image block and n is represents total number of pixel in 

particular block  

 Step 3: The 𝑥 and σ are termed as a quantizers of this technique.  

 The 𝑥 is the threshold value of presenting bit plan and obtained by comparing each pixel value of 

image with defined threshold value.  

  Here block of pixel is represents as a B “1” to represent a pixel whose gray level is greater 

“0” to represent a pixel whose gray level is less By this process each block reduce the bit plan.  

 Step 4: In decoding phase encoded block are reconstruct by replacing 1 as H (high intensity) and 0 as 

a L (low intensity) which are given by as follow. 

  

  Where p and q are the number of 0‟ s and 1‟ s in the compressed bit plane respectively 

[24] [6] [26].  

 The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the outline of the related works, Section 3 

point out the Educational QR Codes, Section 4 presents the image quality measure which includes 

PSNR and Compression Ratio, Section 5 provides the experimental results and Section 6 concludes.  

 

Related Works  
 Jain,A. and Chawla, S., have published [7] a research article entitled “E-learning in Cloud”. In this 

paper, Cloud based e-learning will enable people to build their learning around their specific needs with 

the cloud allowing relevant, tailored content to be created for the users without any dependence on IT to 

update delivery platforms accordingly. 

 Tambe, M., et.al., have published [15] a research article entitled “An E-learning System with Image 

Compression”. In this paper, focused to provide an e-learning platform, mainly deals with the provision of 

storing the hand written notes in digitized form and also storing the images, Diagrams, Audio-video 

lectures etc., on Cloud. The data will be stored by reducing its size which would be beneficial as it 

acquires less space on cloud, thus data manipulation speed will be increased. The paper is achieved to use 

the various algorithms like Thresholding, Grayscaling.  

 Mohammed, D. and Abou-Chadi, F., proposed [11] “Image Compression using Block Truncation 

Coding”. In this paper, two algorithms were selected namely, the original [20] Block Truncation Coding 

 

Figure 2 Diagram for Block Truncation Coding 
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(BTC) and Absolute Moment Block Truncation Coding (AMBTC) and a comparative study was 

performed [22][20]. Both of two techniques rely on applying divided image into non overlapping blocks. 

They differ in the way of selecting the quantization level in order to remove redundancy [19][20]. 

 Gupta,P., Bansal, V., and Purohit, G.N., have published [6] a research article entitled “Block 

Truncation Coding for Image Compression Technique”. In this paper investigated of gray-scale images by 

using Block Truncation Coding Technique. The technique is to achieved better quality image 

reproduction. It is comparative study of BTC technique and proposed a method that is based on Block 

Truncation algorithm for image compression [24].  

 Vimala, S., Uma, P. and Abidha,B., have published [20] a research article entitled “Improved Adaptive 

Block Truncation Coding for Image Compression”. In this paper proposed a method called the Improved 

Adaptive Block Truncation Coding based on Adaptive Block Truncation Coding. The feature of inter-

pixel redundancy is exploited to reduce [25] the bit-rate further by retaining the quality of the 

reconstructed images.  

 Shashikumar, S., Parakale, A. and Mahavir, B.M., have published [17] a research article entitled 

“Image Compression using Absolute Moment Block Truncation Coding”, In this paper, Absolute Block 

Truncation Coding technique is used for image compression. AMBTC algorithm is a lossy fixed length 

compression method that uses a Q level quantizer to quantize a given region of the image. This 

technique rely on applied divided image into non overlapping blocks [19][20].  

 Almrabet, M.M., Zerek, A.R., Chaoui,A. and Akash, A.A., have published [1] a research article 

entitled “Image Compression using Block Truncation Coding”. In this paper, the Block Truncation Coding 

algorithm uses a two-levels (one bit) nonparametric quantizes that adapts to local properties of the image. 

The quantize that shows great promise is one which preserves the local sample moments. The quantize is 

compared with standard (minimum mean-square error and mean absolute error) one bit quantizares. 

 Kapde, S.K. and Patil, S.V., proposed [8] “Image Compression Using BTC and AMBTC”. In this paper 

the Absolute Moment Block Truncation Coding is used for image compression. AMBTC is a lossy 

compression that uses higher mean and lower mean are used for Q level quantizer which requires less 

number of computations and yields high quality of reconstructed images. 

 Sau, K., Basak, R.K. and Chanda, A., proposed [16] “Image Compression Based on Block Truncation 

Coding Using Clifford Algebra”. In this paper the Clifford Algebra is used to express a positive integer as a 

sum of largest perfect square of positive integer.  

 

Educational QR Codes 

  S.No. Subject Name Website Link Android QR Code 

1. HTML http://rdselearning.netne.net 

 

2. C++ http://rdselearningcpp.netne.net 

 

3. Database http://rdselearningdb.netne.net 
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Image Quality Measure 

 There are various parameters present which are used to measure the performance of different 

compression algorithm. Some examples of the performance parameters of image compression are given 

below: [18] 

 

Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) 

 PSNR is an important parameter for image compression. It is measurement of the peak error present 

between the compressed image and original image. For better quality of image PSNR should be as high 

as possible. [18] 

𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10  
𝑀𝐴𝑋2𝑖

𝑀𝑆𝐸
  

       = 20𝑙𝑜𝑔10  
𝑀𝐴𝑋  𝑖

𝑀𝑆𝐸
   

       = 20𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝑀𝐴𝑋 𝑖 − 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝑀𝑆𝐸   

 

Compression Ratio  

 Compression Ratio (CR) is the ratio of size of compressed image to the size of original image [18]. 

Compression ratio should be as high as possible to achieve better compression [18].  

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =  
𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑  𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑  𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
    

 

Mean Square Error 

 Mean Square Error (MSE) is cumulative difference between the original image and compressed 

image. MSE should be as minimum as possible for better quality of image [18]. 

 

Experimental Results  

 Performance of the BTC has been evaluated for a set of standard test of QR Code. All the images are 

of size 256x256. IBTC is compared with Block Truncation Coding. Table 1 shows the reconstructed 

images of BTC.  

Table 2 Comparative Study among K-Means, BTC and K-

Means-BTC Methods 

Image Name and Size Method 
Compression 

Ratio 

PSNR 

Value 

HTML Android QR 

Code  

Image Size – 11 KB 

BTC 1.38 21.08 

C++ Android QR Code  

Image Size– 769 KB 
BTC 19.23 21.76 

Database Android QR 

Code  

Image Size – 16 KB 

BTC 1.6 14.62 

 

Table 2 shows the compression ratio and PSNR value for the 

QR Code image is compared with BTC. The performance is 

measured based on two parameters PSNR and Compression Ratio. From Table 2, it is seen that 

performance of the BTC algorithm on the basis of the two parameter measures. 

 

Conclusion 

Table 1 Original Images and Reconstructed Images 
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 In this paper, the BTC algorithm that is dealing the image compressions are compared and analyzed. 

Then the compression ratio and PSNR value of BTC are calculated. This algorithm compressed the QR 

Code images and occupies less space for storage and low bandwidth while transmitting over the public 

cloud.  
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Abstract 

 "The Internet of Things (IoT) is a system of interrelated computing devices, mechanical and digital machines, objects, 

animals, or people provided with unique identifiers and the ability to transfer data over a network without requiring human-to-
human or human-to-computer interaction."- Internet of Things represents a system which consists of things in the real world, and 
sensors attached to or combined to these things, connected to the Internet via wired and wireless network structure. The Internet of 

Things sensors can use various types of connections such as RFID, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and ZigBee, in addition to allowing wide-
area connectivity using many technologies such as GSM, GPRS, 3G, and LTE. Internet of Things-enabled things will share 

information about the condition of things and the surrounding environment with people, software systems, and other machines. By 
the technology of the Internet of Things, the world will become smart in every aspect, since the Internet of Things will provide 

means of smart cities, smart healthcare, smart homes, and buildings, in addition to many important applications such as smart 
energy, grid, transportation, waste management and monitoring.  
 In this paper, we will review about Internet of Things standardizations, protocols and future possibilities of Internet of Things, 

in addition to the challenges that are faced on the implementation of the Internet of Things. 

Keywords: Internet of Things Applications, Future Technologies, Smart Cities, Smart Environment, Smart Energy and Grid, 
Smart Manufacturing, Smart Healthcare, future possibilities, challenges on implementation. 

 

Introduction 

 The Internet of Things includes a wide variety of "smart" devices, from industrial machines that 

transmit data about the production process to sensors that track information about the human body. 

Often, these devices use internet protocol (IP), the same protocol that identifies computers over the 

World Wide Web, and allows them to communicate with one another. The goal behind the internet of 

things is to have devices that self report themselves in real time, improving efficiency, and bringing 

important information to the surface more quickly than a system depending on human intervention. 

 

Internet of Things Standardizations and Protocols 

 By 2020, around 50 to 100 billion things will be connected electronically by internet. The Internet of 

Things (IoT) will provide a technology for creating smart-acting machines to communicate with one 

another and with many different types of information. The success of IoT depends on standardization, 

which provides interoperability, compatibility, reliability, and effective operations on a global scale. 

Today more than 60 companies, in communications and energy, are working with standards, such as 

IETF, IEEE, and, ITU to specify new IP-based technologies for the Internet of Things. 

 The design of the IoT standards is required to consider the efficient use of energy and network 

capacity, as well as respecting other constraints such as frequency bands and power levels for radio 

frequency communications. As IoT evolves, it may be necessary to review such constraints and to 

investigate ways to ensure sufficient capacity for expansion, for example, in case of additional radio 

spectrum allocation as it becomes available. 
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 There are number of standards developed for the environment needed for an IoT. The main focus of 

the standardization activities are Physical and MAC layers. They provide a standard for short-range low-

power radios, typically operating in the industrial, scientific, and medical band in addition to use of 

ZigBee technology. There has been an over 900 active standards and more than 500 standards under 

development which are designed to include the existing standards and projects that are relevant to the 

IoT. 

 Globally applicable standards for information and communications technologies (ICT), including 

fixed, mobile, radio, converged, broadcast and Internet technologies. These standards are considered as 

one of the basic standards of IoT, because it is associated with M2M technology which is one of the basic 

techniques related to IoT. 

 Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is concerned with the evolution of the Internet architecture 

and the smooth operation of the Internet and it is open to the international community of network 

designers, operators, vendors, and researchers. IETF provides its own description of IoT which provides 

a recognizable enhancement to support IPv6 with 6LoWPAN. The 6TiSCH Working Group is being 

formed at the IETF to address the networking piece of that unifying standard. Based on open standards, 

6TiSCH will provide a complete suite of protocols for distributed and centralized routing operation over 

the IEEE802.15.4e TSCH MAC. ITU's Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) is 

considered as the first organization of standards for development and coordination of the Internet of 

Things. 

 

Future Possibilities of Internet of Things 

1. Hackers will continue to use IoT devices to 

facilitate DDoS attacks. 

2. More cities will become "smart". 

3. Artificial intelligence will really become a 

"thing". 

4. Routers will become more secured and 

"smarter”. 

 

Internet of Things Challenges 

 The fact that Internet of things applications 

and scenarios outlined above which provide 

technologies for “smart every things”, but there are 

some challenges exist on the application of the 

Internet of Things and regarding the cost of their 

implementation. The expectation is that the 

technology must be available at low cost with a 

large number of objects. IoT is also faced with many other challenges, such as: 

 Scalability: Internet of Things has a big concept than the conventional Internet of computers, 

because the things are cooperated in an open environment. Basic functionalities such as communication 

and service discovery need to function equally and efficiently in both small-scale and large-scale 

environments. The IoT requires new functions and methods in order to gain efficient operation for 

scalability. 

 Self-Organizing: Smart things should not be managed like the computers that require their users to 

configure and adapt them to particular situations. Mobile things, which are often only sporadically used, 
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need to establish connections spontaneously, and able to organize and configure themselves to suit their 

particular environment. 

 Data Volumes: Some application scenarios of the internet of things will involve infrequent 

communication and gathering information to form sensor networks, or form logistics and large-scale 

networks. They will collect huge volumes of data from the central network nodes or servers. The term to 

represent this phenomena is called big data, which is requires many operational mechanisms in addition 

to new technologies for storing, processing, and management. 

 Data Interpretation: To support the users of smart things there is a need to interpret the local 

context determined by sensors as accurately as possible. For service providers to profit from the disparate 

data that will be generated need to be able to draw some generalizable conclusions from the interpreted 

sensor data. 

 Interoperability: Each type of smart objects in Internet of Things have different information, 

processing, and communication capabilities. Different smart objects would also be subjected to different 

conditions such as the energy availability and the communications bandwidth requirements. To facilitate 

communication and cooperation of these objects common standards are required. 

 Automatic Discovery: In dynamic environments, suitable services for things must be automatically 

identified which requires appropriate semantic means of describing their functionality. 

 Software Complexity: A more extensive software infrastructure will be needed on the network and 

on the background servers in order to manage the smart objects and provide services to support them 

because the software systems in smart objects will have to function with minimal resources, as in 

conventional embedded systems. 

 Security and Privacy: In addition to the security and protection aspects of the Internet such in 

communications confidentiality, the authenticity and trustworthiness of communication partners, and 

message integrity, other requirements would also be important in an Internet of Things. There is a need 

to access certain services or Prevention of communication with other things in IoT, and also business 

transactions involving smart objects would need to be protected from competitors' prying eyes. 

 Fault Tolerance: Objects in internet of things are much more dynamic and mobile than the internet 

computers, and they are changing rapidly in unexpected ways. Structuring an Internet of Things in a 

robust and trustworthy manner would require redundancy on several levels and an ability to 

automatically adapt to the changed conditions. 

 Power Supply: Internet of Things typically move around and are not connected to a power supply, 

so their smartness needs to be powered with a self-sufficient energy source. Although passive RFID 

transponders do not need their own energy source, their functionality and communications range are 

very limited. In future low power processors and communications units for embedded systems that can 

function with significantly less energy would be developed. Energy saving is a factor not only in 

hardware and system architecture, but also in the software, for example, the implementation of protocol 

stacks, where every single transmission byte will have to justify its existence. 

 Wireless Communications: From an energy point of view, established wireless technologies such as 

GSM, UMTS, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth are far less suitable; more recent WPAN standards such as ZigBee 

and others still under development may have a narrower bandwidth, but they do use significantly less 

power. 

 

Conclusion 

 The next wave in the era of computing will be outside the realm of the traditional desktop. In the 

Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm, many of the objects that surround us will be on the network in one 
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form or another. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) and sensor network technologies will rise to 

meet this new challenge, in which information and communication systems are invisibly embedded in 

the environment around us. With the growing presence of WiFi and 4G-LTE wireless Internet access, the 

evolution towards ubiquitous information and communication networks is already evident. However, for 

the Internet of Things vision to successfully emerge, the computing paradigm will need to go beyond 

traditional mobile computing scenario that uses smart phones and portables, and evolve into connecting 

everyday-existing objects and embedding intelligence into our environment. 
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Abstract 
 Computer networks rules world to run smoothly and successfully in communication part. With the help of computer 
networks, the information reach people immediately from one end to other. Network Resource Allocation is basically the recovery 

process which stores data at remote sites efficiently and fairly. To speed up this process, the backup data must be stored as close to 
the original node. This paper, discusses about the network load and restoring time and how it should be minimized with high speed 
access. 

 

Introduction 

 A computer network is a group of computer systems and other computing hardware devices that are 

linked together through communication channel to facilitate communication and resource sharing 

among a wide range of users or it is a digital telecommunications network which allows node to share 

resources. 

 To achieve the above objectives, the following approaches can be used. 

1. Energy Based Method 

2. Cost Based Method 

Scheduling resources has following phases.  

 Resource Discovery 

 Resource Filtering 

 Resource Selection 

 Scheduling Policy 

  

Existing Methods 

Papers Technique Used Findings 

Energy Balanced Heuristic for 

energy Efficiency 

Three phase approach to achieve energy 

Efficiency 

Lifetime of network is 

enhanced 

Multiple Sink Deployment in 

WSN 

A multi sink deployment technique is 

used to enhance energy efficiency 
Delay time is reduced 

Lifetime optimization with QoS Swarm based optimization is used 

Quality of service 

ensured energy 

efficiency 

Optimal base station mobility 
Mixed integer programming framework is 

utilized 

Higher network lifetime 

is ensured 

Energy efficient routing scheme 

using sink nodes 
MSA algorithm is utilized 

Better performance is 

observed 

A data gathering scheme using 

partitioning algorithm 

Data gathering scheme is utilized through 

zone partitioning 

Better latency is 

observed in terms of 

energy efficiency 
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Efficient data collection in WSN Maximum amount shortest path 
Energy conservation is 

achieved 

Energy efficient schemes for 

wireless sensor network with 

multiple base station 

Integer programming 

By the application of 

this model lifetime of 

network is enhanced 

Exploiting sink mobility for 

maximizing sensor node lifetime 
Linear optimization Model 

Lifetime of network is 

improved 

A major research challenge in resource allocation problem, which concerns how the limited 

resources in a network should be allocated or scheduled to minimize cost and maximize the network 

capability. 

The capability of each resource allocation method is calculated using a profit formula. Each resource 

allocation method tend to maximize the profit, by using a profit ceiling based on the total available 

bandwidth. Each allocation scheme is compared to the others by means of the profit percentage attained 

which is based on the total available bandwidth. We use a heuristic, weighted profit scheme for the 

above two approaches. 

Suppose that each node has a bandwidth requirement (br) which is fulfilled provides a particular 

value or utility to the Base Station (pi).The total profit of the BS is calculated by adding the profits of 

those nodes times the percentage their requirements are met. Denote bi as the bandwidth assigned to user 

i. The total profit P=   pi ∗ bi/br 𝑛
𝑖=1 .This approach is a Energy based approach. If we want to value 

some nodes higher than other nodes, we can assign that those 

nodes have a higher energy. 

 The following two methods are used for assigning energy. 

 Energy-based approach: pi = 1 for all nodes. Hence, the 

maximum P - Pmax = n. In this approach all nodes are treated 

equally. 

 Cost-based approach: pi is assigned using an increasing 

function related to bandwidth; fulfilling the requirements of higher-

cost nodes will allow higher profit. 

 Self Organizing Resource Allocation (SORA)in sensor 

networks provides a useful set of primitives for controlling the 

aggregate behavior of sensor networks despite variance of 

individual nodes. This concept present the SORA paradigm and a 

sensor network vehicle tracking application based on this design, as 

well as an extensive evaluation demonstrating that SORA realizes 

an efficient allocation of network resources that adapts to changing network conditions. 

 Artificial Intelligence is the theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks 

normally requiring human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition and decision 

making. So, AI can be used to optimize resource allocation dynamically. In dynamic resource allocation, 

resource pools encompass all of the system resources that are available for consumption by applications. 

In this type, a resource of single, Even CPU can be used. 

 

Conclusion 

 The more complex hybrid algorithms provide the best tradeoff between network and service 

performance, often obtaining service-wide performance close to those of service-aware algorithms. 

However, they are more sensitive to network connectivity, VM density and disk distribution. Indeed, low 

network connectivity, large VM density and non uniform disk distributions negatively influence their 

performance. 
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Abstract  

 The 21st Century has undergone a significant technological revolution in education by introducing new pedagogies like ICT 

andother teaching methods. The latest trend in educational technology is virtual reality, often abbreviated as VR. Virtual reality 
was initially considered to be a science fiction concept for many years. When the first virtual reality headset came into existence, it 

proved that almost everything couldbe possible. VR applications hold tremendous promise in the manufacturing, engineering, 
medical, educational, architectural, and military fields, among many others. Despite numerous uses in entertainment and gaming, 
virtual reality technology has found its way into modern classrooms. The study done was to explore and highlight the efficient use 

of virtual reality in classrooms for enjoying the efficacy of education. 

Keywords: Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality, Oculus Rift, VR headset, Google Cardboard 

 

Introduction 

 Virtual Reality is the computer-generated simulation of a three-dimensional image or environment 

that can be experienced by a person using special electronic equipment, such as a helmet with a screen 

inside or gloves fitted with sensors. Unlike other user interfaces, VR places the user within a realistic 

experience. Users are immersed in the environment and able to interact with 3D worlds instead of 

merely viewing a screen in front of them. It combines virtual animation and virtual space to externalize 

abstract concepts, to create highly open, interactive, and immersive 3D learning environment. Virtual 

reality is evolving into new folds in the field of games, music, radio, fine-art, motion pictures and 

learning.  

 Virtual Reality (VR) has been making great influence in the marketplace. Till date, the factor that 

constrains the use has been the size and cost of headsets that have kept the technology out of reach for 

the common man. VR needs a wearable piece of hardware and VR products are not widely used. Those 

issues began to change as tech companies started releasing headsets at more affordable prices. The 

affordability has allowed for experimentation and introducing the technology to large audience, 

including students in educational institutions. 

 Virtual reality (VR) is one of the trends to emerge in the technological arena over the past few years. 

Its applications are vast, including in the field of education. When we use VR in the field of education, 

students and professionals have new forms of visualization by having visual representations, and it 

provides an alternate way for presenting information. It motivates and encourages active participation 

and interaction from students rather than being passive listeners. Moreover, kids and teens love gadgets 

and they easily acquaint themselves to technologies. They will be curious about the usage, and this 

curiosity easily leads to an enhanced desire to learn. Wide access to virtual reality (VR) or augmented 

reality (AR) is moving the technology out of research labs and making entry into classrooms. From 

primary education to higher education, teachers are to embrace VR and AR as mechanisms to immerse 

students in realistic simulations which were unavailable in the yesteryears. 

https://www.useoftechnology.com/virtual-reality-history/
https://www.useoftechnology.com/pc-backpack-perfect-solution-vr-gaming/
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History of VR Technology  

VR in the 1930s 

 In Pygmalions Spectacles, Stanley G. Weinbaum explains a game in which people can watch a 

holographic recording of virtual stories including touch and smell. While it's difficult to introduce touch 

and smell into the average virtual-reality experience, these are visions that creators had in mind for the 

near future of virtual-reality experiences.  

 

VR in the 1960s 

 VR headsets started their development in the 1960s. Ivan Sutherland created the very first VR 

headset for use with military applications. An immersive experience is required to train military 

personnel to prepare them for their profession in a safe environment before they enter into the original 

war zones.  

 

VR in the 1990s 

 VR headsets began to make entry into a few simulation games, and Nintendo announced the first 

home VR system. Virtual Boy was one of the first home systems available for use with a widespread 

demand. In the year 1993, Sega also introduced a Sega VR headset for the Sega Genesis console.  

 

VR in 2014 

 The latest revolution in VR technologyis Oculus VR. When Facebook officially used the Oculus VR 

system, this showed that virtual reality was becoming a huge concern around the world. Oculus started a 

VR renaissance by creating immersive and simulated experiences for the ordinary consumer. Previous 

VR headsets were very technical and inaccessible for the average computer user, but with plug-and-play 

facility and many supported applications, Oculus gave the consumer hope that they too can experiment 

and enjoy VR. 

 

VR in 2016 and Beyond 

 With the initial surge after Oculus Rift, companies around the world began building their own VR 

headsets and producing fantastic new technologies. With so many new devices coming out from many 

top manufacturers, huge developments happened when it comes to apps, 360° cameras, inexpensive 

headsets, VR glass experiences and more. As many smartphones have the accelerometer data, advanced 

soundcards and graphic cards for 3D rendering, users can now watch 360 videos and try virtual-reality 

apps with home devices like Google Cardboard and their smartphones.  

 

Virtual Reality in Education 

 The potential of VR in the field of education is enormous. These could even “take” students to 

another planet or the Earth‟s core. Educators and entire educational systems can potentially change their 

teaching methods and enjoy a new era of personalized learning. With the world focusing on and 

analyzing more and more data for improvement, VR allows to discover new pedagogical approaches to 

revolutionize the classroom. 

 From early education to graduate level programs, VR has been providing new learning experiences. 

The educational community is embracing VR with enthusiasm, with applications ranging from virtual 

field trips to hazard training. Students, wearing the Oculus Rift headset, can even explore the Amazon 

without leaving home. Google, meanwhile, developed an extensive library for their Google 

Expeditions program, which provides virtual tours of physical locations.  

https://edu.google.com/expeditions/ar/#about
https://edu.google.com/expeditions/ar/#about
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 The educational possibilities do not end with high school alone. Even colleges and universities can 

use VR in the learning environment. For example, we can use VR in medical training, assisting 

instructors in applying various techniques such as catheter insertion. Another benefit is in distance 

learning, providing the same experience to students as in class rooms. We can have college campus 

tours virtually now with VR technology.  

 

Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality for Teaching and Learning 

 Besides virtual reality, there is another technology that can be used in classrooms to aid in teaching 

and learning - augmented reality (AR).Soon after, Thomas P. Caudell, a former Boeing researcher 

coined the term “Augmented Reality” (AR), it has become a separate new direction of virtual reality, 

which become a distinct branch in its own right. Unlike virtual reality, augmented reality does not 

replace the real world around us entirely, but enriches and augments it by adding layers of information 

on top of the things that surround us. The difference between VR and AR is AR helps study external objects, but 

VR teleports students. 

 A VR classroom consists of hardware terminals, educational software, and educational resources. 

Based on educational resources, teachers can control students‟ VR devices to learn the educational 

content via PC terminal and VR educational software. With AR, students can use their mobile phones to 

superimpose a computer-generated image onto any surface, which is visible only on the screen. AR is 

more suitable where we want to bring external learning objects into our environment whereas VR is 

more about virtually teleporting students to another environment. AR has an advantage of being more 

financially viable than VR because of the cost of equipment. 

 Wide access to virtual reality (VR) or augmented reality (AR) is moving the technology out of 

research labs and into classrooms. From entry level to higher level learning, teachers are embracing VR 

and AR as mechanisms to immerse students in realistic simulations which were not possible in the 

past.The proliferation of smartphones gave virtual and augmented reality a big push. These portable 

devices come with positional sensors and enable practical applications in both virtual reality and 

augmented reality.  

 

Ways to Use Virtual Reality Efficiently in Education 

 To have an insight on how VR will facilitate learning, few examples of how virtual reality can be 

used by educational institutions are given below 

 

Virtual Field Trips 

 A field trip is a powerful educational tool, and Virtual reality technology simplifies the process of 

taking students on a field trip. The Virtual field trip is one of the most popular applications of VR 

technology for learning. VR headsets make it possible for students to “visit” all kinds of locations – 

museums, world heritage sites and even industrial facilities. Google Expeditions can be used to transport 

students to even inaccessible parts of the world. In some instances, the places will be located far away, 

making it impossible for an actual field trip to take place. In other cases, students may be physically or 

financially incapable of joining a field trip. A virtual reality field trip delivers an authentic experience due 

to the immersive nature of the technology. Virtual field trips are safer, and teachers will be free from 

ensuring that all students have come back safe after the trip. 

 

Anatomy Classes 

 VR technology will be very much useful in the medical field, particularly in anatomy studies. It 

provides an in-depth view of critical biological systems of the human body such as the circulatory system, 

https://medcitynews.com/2016/06/case-western-reserve-holograms/
http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-vr-college-tours-20150320-story.html
https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2013/09/study-students-really-do-learn-stuff-on-field-trips/279720/
https://edu.google.com/expeditions/#about
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2452301116300281
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digestive system, respiratory system and others. It allows for precise dissection and study of animals at a 

level previously not possible.  

 

Learning New Languages 

 One of the best ways to learn a new language is to listen to and speak the language they‟re learning. 

Since most of us can‟t afford to go to another country for this, virtual immersion is the solution. Virtual 

reality simulations can trick the brain into thinking that the experiences are real. Many language learning 

apps that use VR are available now which can be used together with the Oculus Rift headset. The apps 

allow learners to connect with people from all over the world and hone their language skills. 

 

Skills Training 

 One aspect of using virtual reality in education that deserves mentioning is practical training. We 

can use VR headsets not only for simple observation, but they are also ideal for teaching new skills and 

testing out practical concepts. In the classroom context, we can use VR training in many different ways. 

Students may join archaeologists and participate in excavation work. They could conduct a surgical 

procedure in an operation theatre or land a spacecraft on Mars. One of the benefits to train students this 

way is that students can learn from realistic situations without the risk of practicing unknown skills in 

uncontrolled environments. 

 

Architecture and Design 

 Virtual reality has countless possibilities in architectural design. VR technology is a great way to 

spark students „creativity and keep them engaged. The Oculus Rift hardware makes it possible for 

architects to have computer-generated 3D models and keep viewers into those 3D models to bring their 

plans to reality.  

 

Special Education 

 Use of VR technology for the education of students with special needs such as autism will help spark 

students‟ imagination and give them a visual insight they wouldn‟t otherwise have. Structured lessons 

with a meditative virtual reality that explore planets and stars tend to have a calming effect on students 

and induce learning. 

 

Distance Learning 

 Virtual reality technology also has potential in the distance learning industry. VR technology 

can improve the learning outcomes for online students. A VR social application called VR Chat provides 

virtual online chat spaces where students with a VR headset can project themselves and interact with 

lecturers and other students. 

 

Game-Based Learning 

 Virtual reality will completely change the way games can be used for learning. Game-based learning 

works because it increases motivation and engagement, and virtual reality can take this to the next level. 

A lot can be achieved in a virtual environment that would not be possible in real life. Also, the visual and 

aesthetic experiences in virtual worlds contribute to increase our ability to learn. 

 

Virtual Campus Visits 

 Technology is changing the way students select their learning environment. Many schools and 

colleges have started virtual reality campus tours as a way to connect with the new entrants. These visits 

allow students to see what it would be like to attend universities in other cities and countries even if they 

http://newsroom.drury.edu/dunews/tag/virtual-reality/
http://www.missionv.ie/
https://coil.psu.edu/blog/using-virtual-reality-enhance-distance-education-additive-manufacturing/
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cannot visit in person. The virtual tours use photos and videos of campuses and their surroundings that 

help students to explore them at 360-degree angles.  

 

Advantages of Acquiring VR in Education 

Better Collaboration 

 Virtual reality technology has the inherent capability to enhance collaboration between teachers and 

students, both in classroom teaching and distance learning. Virtual and augmented reality 

simulations increase student motivation, instigate knowledge construction, and improve collaboration. 

 

Improvement in the quality of Education 

 Virtual reality, by allowing a three-dimensional view of educational content, improves the learning 

experience. This results in better grades and better application in real life. VR helps students to 

understand lessons better and catch mistakes they would not be able to find usually.  

 

Increased Learner Participation 

 VR is fascinating and hence useful in today‟s classrooms. This simulation technology has helped to 

improve student-teacher interactions. Traditional pedagogies are plain, simple and somewhat boring to 

learn. Entering technology into teaching revamps the whole experience.  

 

Improved Retention Rates 

 VR technology helps students to retain the knowledge better for longer duration of their studies. For 

instance, instead of using traditional textbooks, presenting the content in interactive 3D form has a 

massive impact on how much of the content the learners can recall. 

 

Enhanced TechSavviness 
 Techsavviness is important for ensuring professional competitiveness in the years to come. If 

students master new technologies earlier in their life, they will enjoy better employment opportunities in 

the future. Children have the amazing ability to get acquainted with new technologies incredibly fast. 

Exposure at an early age can be used to identify their technical skills and interests that could be life-

defining for a student. 

 

Disadvantages of Deploying VR in Education 

Cost Concerns 

 VR gear is somewhat costly to buy. For instance, the most common VR equipment Oculus Riftis 

available for a five hundred US Dollars. Other models cost a few hundred dollars more. The quality is 

directly related to the price, and so cheaper models will have poor quality. So institutions may have to 

spenda lot of money in VR accessories and computing equipment to incorporate VR in classrooms. 

 

Deterioration in Social Connections 

 While technology and virtual reality, in particular, can be vital in education, its main disadvantage is 

that it reduces human interaction. The conventional pedagogy of teaching relies on interpersonal 

communication. But virtual reality makes the learning environment different byeliminating personal 

interactions. The lack of good interactions and communication skills will result in poor interpersonal 

skills which can cause problems later inthe professional life. 

 

Glitches and Functionality Issues 

 VR gadgets also may malfunction at any timelike any other technologyand this presents the need for 

tech support which increases the amount of money necessary to keep the equipment functioning. 

Repairing VR gear is expensive that may limit its procurement in educational institutions. 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0360131513001322
http://www.ohsu.edu/xd/education/student-services/education-diversity/student-access/academic-success/memory-tips.cfm
https://www.useoftechnology.com/how-to-play-oculus-rift-games-on-htc-vive/
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Addiction 

 If not used responsibly, Virtual reality is gripping and addictive. Young learners get hooked on to the 

virtual world very easily and lose touch with reality. The consequences are similar to drug addiction 

which makes VR and education a dangerous match. 

 

Conclusion 

 Though there are a few disadvantages, the benefits of VR in the classroom are numerous. The 

human brain remembers visual information more than text. Immersive experiences make students pay 

attention to the details, learn faster and grasp complex concepts easily. It‟s very crucial to understand the 

fact that students today are very much different from earlier generations. They have grown up having 

technology at their disposal from an early age. They are familiar with many electronic gadgets such as 

smartphones, gaming consoles, and tablets. As a result, traditional classroom teaching methods are 

somewhat out-dated and insufficient for the explanation of certain concepts. 

 Virtual reality is making its initial steps, but the potential for growth is immense. While the 

technology is still expensive today, it is expected to become more affordable in the future. VR for 

educational use will also increase when teachers become more acquainted with the technology and 

capable of producing relevant educational materials. 

 Although in theory VR technology should be a very good tool for teaching and learning, the reality is 

that it is slow to take off in educational settings, because it is still so costly to implement. Some of the 

major players including Google and Facebook are already pursuing applications for the classroom and 

so, it is predicted that VR will become mainstream. 

 Concepts such as Artificial Intelligence, Machine learning, Deep Learning, Robotics, Big Data, etc. 

are rampant and it is the need of the hour to integrate them with the everyday learning of modern 

students. As educators, it is imperative for us to equip ourselves with these shifts in conventional 

practices to have a great impact on shaping the Education Revolution. 

 “If we teach today as we taught yesterday, we rob our children of tomorrow.” John Dewey & “Technology will 

never replace great teachers, but technology in the hands of great teachers can be transformational.” -George Couros 
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Abstract 

 Information Communication Technology has introduced lots of communicative tools to promote the firm’s products and 

services. Some open source products helps the non-profit organizations like libraries has adopted and successfully promote their 
services through this modern technologies. The overwhelming information in the web makes the users to waste their time, so the 

libraries used the content curation tools to help them to save the time and share the authenticate information to the user 
community. In this paper has discussed about the book marking sites and content curation tools especially used in the Fatima 
College, Madurai. 

Keywords: Book Marking Sites; Content Curation Tools; Scoop. it; Feedly 

 

Introduction 

 In the fast growing technological world all the firms and organizations has faced the economic 

constraints. They are affected by budget, copyright, licensing, change of user behaviour and their 

expectations. Academic libraries are the one most affected by this problem; they are forced to store the 

materials in the digital format. The librarians are stored the resources with the help of latest mechanism 

and tools. All ready the librarians are curated the data in the traditional methods, now they invest their 

trained knowledge to curate the data with the help of emerging curated tools. 

 Due to the revolution of Open Access, it has played a vital role to establish institutional repository, 

which makes the archives to store in one place, provide service to unrestricted access to their patrons. 

Librarians has played a vital role to support the researchers to choose and arranged the materials 

according to their research area. This is not the one time practice; they curated the information for their 

future users also. This is referred as “data deluge” by Hey and Trefethen, 2003. The academic librarians 

has played a imperative role to accumulate the information from various open access and stored in the 

centralized place with proper metadata and disseminate the information to the needed users. 

 The economic constraints have leaded the libraries to make collaboration among likeminded persons 

and share the knowledge and resources. The electronic resources have played a major role to share the 

resources. The overwhelming of knowledge explosion, the librarians has channelized the way to 

disseminate it. There are various Curation tools are available to organize the library and information 

science. Curation tools has helped to promote the current awareness service among the user community 

especially in Fatima College.  

 

Social Book Marking Tools  

 Bookmarking means just simply marking the like pages with sticky note paste in the books, same as 

this practice has followed in the web browser through the bookmarks tools. You can share, mail the 

pages with your friends. Social book marking tools has helped to retrieve the accessed content whenever, 

and wherever possible. It has stored not only in the web browser, it also stored in the web. So it is easily 

accessible by the user at right time and right place. 

 Here are few social book marking tools available for knowledge management. They are: 
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 Evernote, is the ultimate marking and archiving tool for gathering information, classifying properly 

and pooling the resources from other sources. It is a cloud-based software service planned for creating, 

building and storing various files like text, photos, videos, audio files and even a web pages. Through 

everyone‟s personal Evernote account all the stuff has stored up in the cloud and accessed anytime, 

anywhere. (https://evernote.com) 

 Pinterest has helped to collect the visual images as a separate boards and pin it in the online 

noticeboard. Users can create as many as boards as possible according to their interest and the needs and 

name it according to the collections. Pinterest has helped the users to interact with each others just 

clicking the like, suggest the comments and repin the other‟s image. It is the latest social bookmarking 

tool. (https://www.pinterest.com/) 

 

Content Curation Tools 

 Due to the technological revolution, the overwhelming of content makes the users to find the 

authenticated one with great difficult. Content curation tools have facilitated to filter the genuine 

information from the web. Content curation has shared the content of other sources through their own 

web pages. Rather than creating and promoting the content, it has lend a hand to promote the structured 

of tailored content. Here are few customs the vendors can use the content curation tools: 

 To find the most shared and discussed information from other sources and linked it 

 To locate top sources to link the content 

 To get inspired by best news 

 

Feedly 

 It is a great alternative for Google Reader, it provides RSS feed to curate the content about 

keywords, topics, domains and so on. It has helped to organize the content into the boards and pennon it 

to read shortly. It has helped the user to reduce the strain to curate the content manually. 

 

Scoop.It 

 Scoop.it: It has founded in 2007 as Goojet, a widget platform for mobile phones, by Guillaume 

Decugis and Marc Rougier. Through Scoop.it has enabled its users to find out the content relevant to 

their subject of interest and curate the information and publish it to their own webpage and share it to 

their friends with the help of social networks. It has received the attention of bloggers to identify the need 

for web content curation. 

https://evernote.com/
https://www.pinterest.com/
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 Scoop.it Organizing Online Content into an Online Magazine: It is a content marketing software 

company based in San Francisco, California. The company operates the Scoop.it platform, a content 

curation service, and markets its content marketing software to businesses. The website enables its users 

to discover content on their topics of interest that they can curate and publish to their own web page and 

share to their social networks. The active bloggers uses Scoop.it for their web content curation. It allows 

the users to organize the gathered content in a smoothly magazine format. It allows their users to search 

information by keyword which can be connected to the user‟s Twitter and Blog. And they also get 

information from their Google Reader. To create a customized Scoop.it magazine the user simply scan 

the information pulled from the various sources specified in the users‟ account, and then sort, and 

arrange the content provided to engage the user‟s targeted audience.  

 Fatima college has used the content curation to design the newsletter and feed according to their the 

users starving.  

 

Fatima College 

 Fatima College is one of the leading institution in Madurai City, Tamil Nadu. The college has 

started in 1953. The college has equipped the students to meet the demands of higher learning platform 

in India. The Rosa Mystica Library has implemented the emerging technologies to provide a world class 

service to their patrons. The library has served the users through blog, facebook, YouTube and so on. For 

Data Curation, it has published E-Newsletter Scoop.it for their patrons. 
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Conclusion 

 In earlier days it has very difficult to find the appropriate content from online due to shortage of 

availability. Now the trend has changed there are numerous contents are available in the web, but the 

retrieve method is very critical, to help in hand the content curation tools has served the best service to 

retrieve the information within a fraction of seconds. In the fast growing environment it is necessary to 

adopt the emerging technologies and implement it and attract the users. 
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Abstract 
 Movement-related diseases, such as Parkinson's disease (PD), gradually affect the motor neuron function, many times leading 
to severe motor neuron impairment and dramatic loss of the patients quality of life. Human motion analysis techniques can be very 

useful to support clinical assessment of this type of diseases. The proposed system investigates the application of digital image 
processing techniques to the detection of neurological disorder. Visual information extracted from the postures and movements of a 
human gait cycle can be used by an experienced neurologist to determine the mental health of the person. A prototype has been 

developed in this work that is able to capture the subject’s gait on video in a relatively simple setup, and from which to process the 
selected frames of the gait in a computer. In this the machine learning techniques are employed to classify and recognize the PD 

using Image Processing. 

 

Introduction 

 Gait analysis is frequently performed by a specialist, such as a podiatrist or physiotherapist, although 

it is now becoming more extensive and readily available with numerous whiz running and sports shops 

now gaining the equipment and staff who are skilled in gait analysis. Gait analysis typically absorbs 

walking or running on a treadmill. In some cases the trained professional will purely watch the way that 

moves, looking in fastidious at your feet, ankles, knees and hips. In additional specialist situations, a 

video recorder will habitually be set-up after the treadmill, which will record film of gait cycle. This can 

then be relayed to a laptop where slow motion and freeze frames can be process carefully for assess 

running or walking style. This variety of gait analysis generally focuses on the feet and ankles. 

 When we perform a gait analysis, your feet are only one small piece of your biomechanical dilemma. 

What happens to your feet is merely 

part of a holistic, whole body, 

integrated movement prototype 

Running, like most other whole-body 

activities (such as swimming or many 

field sports), is in actual fact for a 

unique way of moving. 

 The process of walking merges 

complex interactions among muscles, 

tendons, ligaments, bones and 

neurons in the body. Pain free motion 

can sometimes be taken for decided 

but can also be jeopardised and indeed lost as a outcome of inactivity, accident or illness. As the 

population ages, the loss of pain free motion is rapid becoming a momentous factor in the excellence of 

 

Figure 1 Gait Parameter for Analysis 
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life of individuals and therefore is of high medical and social consequence. Clinical gait analysis 

facilitates a rapid and quickly practicable method which combines well with the daily clinical schedule 

in: 

1. Diagnostics 

2. Therapy 

3. Documentation 

 

Parkinson's Disease 

 Parkinson‟s disease (PD) is a progressive circumstance marked by a loss of nerve cells neurons) in 

the brain (known as neuro-degeneration) . The accurate origin of neuronal loss in PD is unknown. 

However, many of the symptoms of PD can be clarified by the loss of cells that surround the 

neurotransmitter „dopamine‟. Dopamine, like all neurotransmitters, is a chemical released by nerve cells 

to converse with other nerve cells. It has a mixture of key functions in the brain, including significant 

roles in behaviour, cognition, voluntary movement, motivation, punishment and reward, sleep, mood, 

attention, working memory, and learning. In the case of PD, the dopamine – producing neurons of the 

„substantia nigra‟, a hub of nerve cells in the brainstem, slowly die. This diminution in dopamine levels 

causes an imbalance with other neurotransmitters resulting in an array of both motor (movement) and 

non-motor symptoms that become worse over time. What triggers this fairly discriminating death of 

neurons is a point of debate, but numerous different theories have been proposed. The most common 

theories are : 

 Environmental toxins (exposure to a range of metals and chemicals); 

 Oxidative stress (cellular processes that are a natural part of aging); 

 Genetic predisposition; 

 

Review Literature 

 Aging is an unprecedented, pervasive, profound and enduring process for humanity, and it is 

currently a global phenomenon [1]. One major challenge associated with aging is the degenerative 

conditions of the neuromusculoskeletal system (e.g. osteoporosis, arthritis, Alzheimer‟s disease [2], 

stroke [3], and Parkinson‟s disease [4]). Any dysfunction of the central nervous system, spinal cord, 

peripheral nerves or muscles can result in an abnormal gait [5]. At the age of 60, 85% of people have a 

normal gait, while at the age of 85 or older this proportion drops to 18% [6]. As a result, an increasing 

number of people suffer from walking difficulties, and the demand for gait rehabilitative therapy has been 

increasing rapidly. Significant research efforts have been reported to provide more objective gait 

assessment. A variety of sensory devices have been employed for gait analysis and impairment diagnosis. 

For instance, encoders, inertial sensors, and camera-based motion capture systems have been employed 

for kinematic analysis of human motion [7], [8]; force sensors [9], [10] and electromyography (EMG) 

sensors [11] have been widely used to study the ground contact forces (GCFs) and muscle activities 

during walking; electroencephalography (EEG) sensors have been employed to analyze brain signals 

[12], [13] and better understand neurological mechanisms of walking. Advanced signal processing 

methods have been designed and applied on the data recorded from such sensor platforms [14], [15], 

[16], [17], [18]. The patients suffering from movement disorders such as Parkinson‟s disease (PD), 

Huntington‟s disease (HD), and Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) can best be diagnosed by gait 

analysis. For these reasons, analysis of the above said diseases are taken into consideration. In the paper 

[19] propose an effective method for detection of movement disorders using multi SVM technique. Gait 

can be obtained by cameras on real time. There is various researches are available on this consent. The 

emotional intelligence is very much influenced the gait. 
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Motivation 

 A lack of motivation is a disabling condition making patients feel that they “just can‟t be bothered to 

do things”. Apathy is very common in Parkinson‟s disease, affecting up to 70% of patients and causing a 

significant health burden to patients and their care givers. Variations in brain areas that practice how 

much we value rewards may give to lack of concern. However, exactly how is poorly understood, 

limiting treatment options. Despite apathy being a very big problem for patients, we know very little 

about the underlying mechanisms and have limited methods of objectively measuring it. Daily life 

monitoring of gait parameters may help to identify motor alterations in order to  

 Obtain a better diagnose 

 Adjust the medication optimally 

 

Proposed Methodology 

 Parkinson's disease (PD) is persistent and progressive movement disorder, which means that 

symptoms maintain and degenerate over time. Nearly a million individuals within the us reside with 

Parkinson's syndrome. The cause is unknown, and though there's presently no cure, there are treatment 

choices like medication and surgery to manage its symptoms. Parkinson‟s involves the malfunction and 

death of significant nerve cells within the brain, referred to as neurons.  

 Degenerative disorder primarily affects neurons within the area of the brain referred to as the neural 

structure. a number of these vanishing neurons produce dopamine, a compound that sends messages to 

the a part of the brain that controls movement and coordination. As Parkinson disease progresses, the 

number of dopamine created within the brain decreases, effort an individual unable to regulate 

movement usually. 

 

Dataset 

 Dataset A (former NLPR Gait Database) was created on Dec. 10, 2001, including 20 persons. Each 

person has 12 image sequences, 4 sequences for each of the three directions, i.e. parallel, 45 degrees and 

90 degrees to the image plane. The length of each sequence is not identical for the variation of the 

walker‟s speed, but it must ranges from 37 to 127. The size of Dataset A is about 2.2GB and the database 

includes 19139 images. 

 Dataset B is a large multiview gait database, which is created in January 2005. There are 124 

subjects, and the gait data was captured from 11 views. Three variations, namely view angle, clothing 

and carrying condition changes, are separately considered. Besides the video files, we still provide human 

silhouettes extracted from video files. 

 

Video Acquisition and Processing 

 To evaluate the effectiveness of video object classification for determining object species, the video 

collection from video has been utilized. The dataset contains predefined training and test splits for image 

frames. Individual samples in the dataset are obtained from a wide variety of videos containing diverse 

backgrounds. 

 The input video file is processed for better resolution and clarity of the object vision for the 

identification process. Available video datasets generally consists of videos of various postures. It 

proceeds with various video sequences; each one contains a single or number of objects. Videos are not 

of the same duration. 
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Pre-Processing 

 In video technology, the magnification of digital material is known as up scaling or resolution 

enhancement. When enhancing a vector graphic image, the explicit primitives that construct up the 

image can be scaled using statistical transformations, with no loss of image quality. Filtering is a 

technique for modifying and enhancing an image. Various filters are used for image preprocessing. The 

primary purpose of these filters is a noise reduction, but filter can also be used to emphasize certain 

features of an image or remove other features. 

 In this work, the process of de-noising the image frames acquires Bilinear Filter de-nosing technique 

to enhance the image. The bilinear de-noising is known to be Hybrid Filtering of Mean and Median 

filter. This enhancement algorithm combines Mean and Median Filters to smoothen and eliminate noises 

from the images. This filter is categorized by the following:  

 Statement: Signal and preservative noise are still linear with identified Spectral characteristics or 

known autocorrelation and cross-correlation.  

 Condition: the filter must be actually attainable. 

 Performance criterion: minimum mean square error. 

 

Boundary Detection 

 Shape may be a dominant illustration cue for recognizing objects in images, segmenting images into 

regions similar to individual objects, and, more typically, understanding the 3D structures of scenes. 

However, to be able to exploit shape information, we want reliable ways in which of detection fragments 

of object boundaries, a tough drawback in itself. during this project investigates potential solutions to 

those issues. Specifically, it explores ways in which to dependably observe occluding boundaries by 

specializing in the question of combining motion cues with look cues for higher detection of occlusion 

boundaries. 

 

Outer-Boundary Region Detection 

 The key intention of the edge detection is essential to attain the object boundary regions that 

minimize the quantity of inadequate data whereas defending significant formation attributes in an image 

and after it facilitates to aids in image segmentation. Edge detection methods require a balance between 

detecting accuracy and noise immunity. If the intensity of detecting precision is moreover high, blare 

could carry in fake boundaries building the sketch out of images difficult and if the level of blare 

exception is too unnecessary, some component of the image outline may get unnoticed and the spot of 

objects may be incorrect. This algorithm explains improvement of edge detected image with SOBEL by 

specifying and estimating the gradient mask The SOBEL operator performs a 2-D spatial gradient 

measurement on an image and so emphasizes regions of high spatial frequency that correspond to edges. 

Typically it is used to find the approximate absolute gradient magnitude at each point in an input 

grayscale image. The gradient of the image is evaluated for each pixel position in the image. 
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 Thus, edge detection methods are appropriate for images that are simple and noise-free as well often 

produce missing edges or extra edges on complex and noisy images. In this proposed methodology has 

integrated two phases for edge detection to obtain quality edge detection by with SOBEL method. This 

technique includes SOBEL algorithm together because the results provided using this algorithms 

separately which shows broken edges for the images. Thus to find the strong edges with complete region 

detection is handled in this work. 

 

Inner-Boundary Region Detection 

 The objective of segmentation is to make simpler and transform the illustration of an image into 

impressive that is further significant and easier to evaluate. Image segmentation is classically used to set 

objects and restrictions in images. More accurately, image segmentation is the technique of assigning a 

label to every pixel in an image such that pixels with the similar label split definite image distinctiveness. 

In this work, morphological features and color features (RGB features) are essential to be extorted. So 

the image must retain the shape information of the varieties when segmentation is processed. 

Otsu technique is global thresholding selection technique, that is wide used as a result of it's easy 

and effective. The Otsu technique needs computing a gray level bar graph before running. However, due 

to the one-dimensional that only think about the gray-level information, it doesn't provide higher 

segmentation result. So, for that two dimensional Otsu algorithms was probable that works on each gray-

level threshold of every piece also as its spatial correlation data among the neighborhood. thus Otsu 

algorithm will acquire satisfactory segmentation results once it's applied to the clattering images. 

Image Segmentation Based on Improved Otsu Algorithm 

This algorithm is wide used due to its easy calculation and stability. Here the algorithm works 

on only gray value of the image. The 1D Otsu algorithm only think about the pixel‟s gray-level data 

while not considering the pixel‟s spatial neighborhood info , therefore it's tough to get satisfactory 

segmentation result. This algorithm fails, once the global distribution of the target and background vary 

wide. additionally it provides sensible segmentation result however never work on image once the 2 

categories are terribly unequal. during this system authors projected a replacement methodology 

supported Entropy which provides higher result compare to 1-D Otsu algorithm. 

This method starts with a pixel and develops the region by accumulation the adjacent pixels 

based on automatic threshold value. When the growth of a region stops, another pixel which does not fit 

in to every other region is preferred and the process is repeated. This segmentation is stopped when all 

pixels belongs to some region. In the proposed segmentation technique, that segments the entire image 

from the inner boundary region and doesn‟t require any threshold value and doesn‟t take more iteration 

for the segmentation. This inner and outer region detection increases the accuracy of a feature extraction 

process. 

6. Results and Analysis 

Performance evaluation of the enhanced identification and classification models is the most 

important step in any research. Different researchers use different parameters for analysis. In this study, 

the performance of the proposed Identification and Recognition system for PD is tested using datasets. 

By using this sample dataset the machine learning techniques to identify and classify the disease 

identified images. Table 1 represents the dataset extracted and stored in the separate folder by processing 

the input video of the patient. 
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Table 1 Sample Dataset for Parkinson Gait Pattern 

 

 

Segmentation Result Analysis 

 The various segmentation techniques are applied to the sample dataset mentioned in the Table 2 to 

extract the object from the image frame. In this system, the Improved Otsu‟s Method is applied to the 

image frame that provides good region detection over this sample dataset. The following table illustrates 

the various segmentation results. 

 

Table 2 Segmented Output for Various Segmentation Techniques 
 

S.No. Segmentation Technique Segmented Output 

1 Watershed 

 

2 Improved Otsu‟s 
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3 Quad Tree 

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3 (a) Input RGB Image (b) Enhanced Image using Bilinear Filter 

 

  Figure 3 (a) and (b) illustrates the input RGB image from the Image frame set and the enhanced 

image by applying bilinear filter.  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4 (a) Outer-Boundary region Detection (with weak and strong edges) (b) Segmented Image 

using Improved Otsu’s Method 

   

 The region boundary detection for outer and inner region is processed using the SOBEL and Otsu‟s 

Method respectively is depicted in Figure 4 (a) and (b). Figure 4 (a) represents the outer boundary region 

detection of the input image by evaluating strong and weak edges of the image. Figure 4 (b) depicts the 

segmented image of the identified strong edges using Improved Otsu‟s Method. 

 

Conclusion 

 This research investigated the effect of using gait features for an early detection and monitoring of 

PD. A variety of features were obtained from the data collected from the gait video and further analyzed 

using machine learning techniques to find the most significant features that would best distinguish 

between the two groups: objects with PD and healthy object. To obtain the features to predict the 
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parkinson's affected object the segmented results are used. The segmented image is further processed to 

select the best features with classification to recognize the disease. 
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Abstract 

 Rising interest in Big Data, analytics leads the society to make major decision in the twenty first century. There are three 

major key points to organize the library resources without imparity to our user community, they are the first one is user the second 
one is economy and the third one is interest of the particular Domine all this three factors are interrelated with each other. To 

measure and utilized the library services in all the areas with actually available resources we need data analysis to take appropriate 
decision. The progress of technology lies at the heart of human history. Without a pervasive use of technologies, we cannot achieve 
the overall users’ satisfaction in now days were we are talking about the digital environments. 

Keywords: Data, Data Analytics, Data Science, Users, Social Media,  

 

Introduction 

 In earlier 1990 a library offers a open access to a user that the library might be a good services 

providers, but the few years gone now a days no libraries are there with closed access these are the 

revolution brought the libraries form traditional to digital libraries the present trend brings out the data 

analytics with data science to betterment the library services to their clients at their door steps. Data 

science and Data analytics are tied with the fulcrum wire to identify the right user with right way to 

assess the user‟s thoughts and their interest. 

 

Methodologies 

Data Science and Trend Determination 

 Data Science was used by statisticians and economist in early 1970 and defined by Peter Naur in 

1974. Data Science has gained popularity in the last couple of years because of the massive data deposits 

usage of Big Data technology to explore data used in large corporates, government and industries made 

the term data science catchy. Data Science is a discipline which groups techniques and methods from 

various domains to study about data and data analytics is a component in Data Science. The data 

Analytics is a process of analyzing the dataset to find deep insights of data using computational 

algorithms and statistical methods. Understanding & Providing Library-wide and unit specific 

understanding of topical and collection trends There exists no common procedure to analyze all datasets. 

Now days the social media occupies all the library uses with smart technologies like facebook, twitter 

whatsapp etc.. Overview of all the data analytics we will make some task or creating of groups with 

interesting or a hot news of the present trends. These are the trends determinates with the help of Data 

science. 
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Big Data Analysis of 4 (Vs) 

  

Data Analytics and User Preferences 

 Library function specifics dashboard such as collection or web resources, by applying the data 

analytics methods in digital revolutions with the help of data analysis we can able to provide the 

betterment of library services to the users in excellent way. The available resource of data and it is 

required by the users are matching the user to available data is lacking in earlier days. But today with the 

help of Big Data analytics and Data Sciences concepts provide the root way to link the users and 

resources. 

 The ICT revitalize the todays library in each and every point of access specially the library users 

coming to the library for usage of available resources such starts from the Dailys, books, periodicals, 

online resources and references etc. In the ancient days the collection development policy must be 

maintained in all libraries, but now days the collection development policy may be followed for a certain 

limits. The open sources software such as Koha, Dspace, Green stone digital library are plays a vital role 

in services providing sector. 

 Now a days librarian may understand easily to identify the user behavior on information seeking. 

This will satisfy the fifth law of our library and information science professionals. It is right time to our 

professionals to update our knowledge as IT oriented staffs. It will reduce the staff requirements at the 

same time IT staff can be utilize in all the areas to connect the information to user Preferences. In the 

digital library set up we will create the Dash board and give the link to the available resource so it will 

help many users. Understanding users‟ information seeking behavior and information discovery patterns 

and assessing the usage of the Library Gateway, unit web pages and other web-based services. Reduce 

staff time and resources so assessment and IT staff can utilize expertise in other areas, streamlined 

reporting and data intelligence of user preferences  

 

Data Analytics - Initiative Hierarchy 

 A centralized library wide dashboard can be created covering most functional areas in the library 

 Library "shows value" runs correlation studies etc, Student preferences collections Vs CGPA  

 Library ventures into predictive analytics or learning analytics 

 Many academic libraries are at Level 1 or 2 and a few leaders are at level 3 or even level 4. 

 

Resource Analytics and User Needs 

 First of all the librarian should be very aware of their holdings in their own libraries then only they 

can able to provide the information to the right users. Now days most of the libraries are reengineering 

their libraries from traditional to digital with the help of open sources software and so on. This is really 

appreciation practices in our profession. Organization of traditional Library is different and digital library 

is different we should not eliminate the best practices which was followed in ancient days we have to run 

parallel to completed the user needs. 

 

 

 

Data Data Types 

Volume Data at Scale 

Variety Data in Many forms 

Velocity Data in Motion 

Veracity Data Uncertainty 
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Conclusion 

 Lack of team expertise is the major setback for our library professional it leads the knowledge gap 

among the library users. Due to lack of technology knowledge the management and funding division 

supports very least. The Govt. of India, ministry of human resource development provides an 

opportunity to the Lis Professional to develop their knowledge or update with the help of swamy 

platform. Data analytics and implementation in libraries are the fourth coming technology in the digital 

library environments. 
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Abstract 
 Augmented reality systems permit doctors to integrate data visualization into diagnostic procedures to improve work 
efficiency in surgical training. However, the awareness of the possibilities of augmented reality is generally low. Augmented reality 

systems are useful techniques during surgery of organs with slight movement and deformation (i.e., skull, brain, pancreas, etc.). 
Augmented reality techniques in the medical field are discussed in this paper. Surgery can be done with the help of augmented 

reality techniques. Clinical problems can be identified accurately. 

Keywords: Augmented reality, Virtual reality, Mixed reality, Head mounted display, Image-guided therapy, Lumpectomy, 
Neurosurgery. 

 

Introduction 

 Augmented reality, mixed reality, and virtual reality devices enable technologies that facilitate good 

communication in healthcare between specialists and patients. AR may compensate for the lack of 

concrete feedback usually experienced during laparoscopic surgery by presenting the surgeon with visual 

clues. Thus hand-eye coordination is improved. Many studies proposed using augmented reality in 

laparoscopic procedures with success. The first experiments with medical images date back to the year 

1895 when W. C. Rontgen discovered the existence of X-ray [5]. This makes the preliminary point for 

using medical images in the clinical practice. The growth of ultrasound, computed tomography, and 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques allow physicians to use two-dimensional (2D) images and 

three-dimensional (3D) reconstructions in diagnosis of many health problems. Medical technology gives 

a better opportunity to mingle anatomical and functional imaging in diagnostic procedure. The image 

guided therapy permits doctors to understand the anatomical features of a target area. 

 The recent medical imaging technology concentrates on the acquirement of real-time information 

and data visualization. Accessibility of real-time data is becoming increasingly significant as their usage 

makes the diagnosis faster and reliable. The real-time access to 2D or 3D reconstructed images during an 

ongoing operation is possible. This access is improved by the introduction of augmented reality, a fusion 

of projected computer-generated images and real environment. 

 The broad range of possibilities offers to a surgeon for the diagnosis of diseases. In future, AR may 

replace many items required to perform a successful surgery today. Those items are navigation, displays, 

microscopes, and much more, all in a small wearable piece of equipment. The awareness of AR 

implementation is generally low in the current state. It is not possible to replace the long-established 

surgical methods. The objective of this work is to focus on the current trends of quickly developing 

connection between augmented reality and surgery. 
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Background 

 Precision is the primary key for reconstructive surgery. Augmented reality provides the necessary 

data within preoperative computed tomography angiography (CTA) images. It allows the surgeon to see 

through the patient‟s skin and the underlying anatomy without making a single incision. AR supports an 

accurate identification and dissection during reconstructive surgery. The vascular, skin, soft tissues and 

relevant vascular perforators are outlined from preoperative CTA scans to generate 3D images. 

 HoloLens, an AR device is developed and marketed by the Microsoft Corporation (Redmond, WA, 

USA) [2]. It aims to test the ability of wearable system to aid the identification of surgical landmarks. 

Three-dimensional virtual reality is useful in the identification of suitable perforators in deep inferior 

epigastric artery perforator flaps.  

 The HoloLens is one of the important advantages in wearable systems. It is used without negotiating 

the environment sterility. It is operated with hand gestures and voice commands instead of touch. With a 

self-contained computer, a broad range of information can be accessed in real time. New methods are 

used to project the reconstructed computed tomography (CT) data that benefit in the localization of 

lymph nodes. The reconstructive surgery gives an opportunity for AR in the visualization of tissues 

following injury when anatomical landmarks are distorted. Also, the complex vasculature is easily 

detectable. AR enables detailed unambiguous visualization to avoid errors. The lower limit permits the 

use of geometrical structures which help to solve the main registration constraint of tissue deformation. 

 AR gives a solution to the problem of accurate and rapid perforator localization by allowing an 

image overlay on patients. Appropriate information can be built into the rendered hologram with varying 

degrees of complexity. Thus, multiple perforators, and their source to the underlying skeleton and 

surrounding wounds are accurately identified. This enables the surgeon to modify their approach. 

 The authors used a set of optical markers and a camera to detect problems. The camera positions 

and the patient are established by measuring distances between individual trackers and markers. Several 

studies reported using a set of infrared markers [1]. A newer technique suggested by Wild et al. using 

fluorescent markers during laparoscopic procedures. The main advantage of markers is the apparent 

visibility even in tedious conditions and remains in the patients after the surgery. This requires an 

endoscopic system which detects the emitted light. Konishi et al. proposed an electromagnetic tracking 

system with an infrared sensor for laparoscopic surgery. An issue of magnetic tracking is the distortion 

caused by the equipment. It can be minimized by using a calibration technique. The passive coordinate 

measurement arm (PCMA) method furnishes high precision and navigates without a line of sight by 

using a robotic arm. The other technique of registration is the tracking of laparoscopic camera and proper 

alignment of captured video with a 3D reconstruction. Inoue et al. proved that using affordable 

equipment, a set of regular web cameras and 3D reconstruction software, are used to create a registration 

system. All medical institutions may purchase such systems.  

 

Basic Principles 

 An augmented reality system grants the specialists with system processed images via hardware and 

software. The projection of AR is possible by using projectors, cameras, and trackers. The principle of the 

basic AR system is presented in figure 1. The important method is to superimpose a CG image on real-

world imagery captured by a camera. All the images are displayed on a computer. A portable video 

projection device is also intended. The doctor is not forced to look away from the surgical site as resisted 

to visualization techniques. 
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 Another prospect is to use a special head-

mounted display (HMD), which looks like 

eyeglasses. The special projectors, head tracking, and 

depth cameras are used to display CG images on the 

glass. It creates an illusion of augmented reality. The 

applications of AR are restricted by the requisite of 

preoperative 3D reconstructions of medical images. 

It is feasible to create these reconstructions by using 

commercial software from the Digital Imaging and 

Communications in Medicine (DICOM) format. 

The quality of reconstruction depends on the quality 

of input data and the accuracy of the system. This can be used for virtual examination of target areas. 

This is used to plan an effective surgical method, in advance, and for better navigation [2]. 

 The amount of visual data relies on the requirements of the procedure and the preferences of the 

surgical team. AR is useful to visualize critical structures such as major vessels, nerves, or other tissues. 

These visualized structures are projected onto the patients. AR increases safety measures and reduces the 

time required to complete the procedure. AR is capable to control the opacity of visual objects. It is 

possible to utilize voice recognition and creates voice commands which enable hands free control of the 

device. This is significant in surgery and it allows surgeons to control the device without the need for 

assistance. The use of gesture recognition allows the doctors team to interact with the hardware even on 

sterile surfaces. The surgeries mark the deformable structures, which change significantly during the 

tissue removal process. This issue needs to be addressed by continuously monitoring the operative field.  

 

Breast-Conserving Surgery 

 Lumpectomy or breast-conserving surgery becomes the standard surgical treatment for early-stage 

breast cancer [4]. It is tedious to locate the tumor during a lumpectomy when the lesion is small and non 

palpable. It escorts to either incomplete removal of tumors or very long surgical time. It effects in high re-

operation rates (~25%) and increased surgery costs. The fiber optoacoustic guide (FOG) with AR is 

preoperatively implanted in the tumor. The FOG broadcasts acoustic waves through the optoacoustic 

effect by composite layer at its tip. The acoustic wave is captured and three ultrasonic sensors on the 

breast skin triangulate the position of tip with 0.25-mm accuracy. An AR system measures the 

coordinates of the ultrasonic sensors and transforms the position into feedback with <1-mm accuracy. It 

provides surgeons directly visualizing the tumor location and performing the removal of tumors 

accurately. A towards clinical application, a surgeon successfully deployed the FOG to excise tumors in 

a female human cadaver. With the high-accuracy, tumor localization by FOG and the intuitive surgical 

guidance by AR, the surgeon performed accurate and fast tumor removal, which will significantly reduce 

re-operation rates and reduce the surgery time. 

 

Treatment for Lung Cancer 

 Virtual reality (VR), mixed reality (MR) and augmented reality (AR) are new ways of interacting 

with three-dimensional (3D) elements. Video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS) and robotic VATS 

(RVATS) anatomic pulmonary resections benefit from the 3D understanding of the patient‟s anatomy. 

These procedures demand precision and planning for improved outcomes. Display of patient‟s 3D data 

through VR, MR, and AR is a useful tool for surgical planning by providing the surgeon with a spatially 

accurate representation of the patient‟s anatomy. 

 

 

Fig.1. Principle of augmented reality 
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 3D interfaces such as virtual reality (VR), mixed reality (MR) and augmented reality (AR) create 

models that allow visualizing and interacting with the objects produced [9]. This facilitates 

multidimensional information on the reality-virtuality continuum. This technology is expensive and not 

available in many hospitals. The platform composes of mobile (M3DMIX) and desktop (M3DESK) apps 

that allows to see, rotate, manipulate and rotate the anatomic model of target areas [6]. 

 The virtuality continuum relates to the mixture of classes of objects presented in any particular 

display situation as illustrated in figure 2. The real environment is shown at one end of the continuum, 

and virtual environment is at the opposite extreme. 

 
 At the extreme left of the 

continuum are real objects that can be 

observed directly. On the other side, at 

right of the continuum, are virtual 

objects and need to be generated by a 

computer. Everything between these 

two ends is on MR spectrum. 

 

 VR provides a fully digital environment. The virtual world exceeds the limits of reality. Users are 

disconnected from the real world. AR brings the virtual world into the real world. Users stay in the real 

world while experiencing a digital layer of information. The digital content never connects to the real 

world. MR is a position in the middle of Virtuality continuum. There is a complete blend between the 

real world and the digital world.  

 

Neurosurgery 

 Neurosurgery relies fully on imaging. The computed tomography and magnetic resonance images 

are important for the successful surgery. An augmented reality application [3] in neurosurgery has the 

capacity to revolutionize and perform surgical procedures in a perfect manner for the neurosurgeons. 

Nowadays, researchers test, augmented reality system prototypes to determine the barriers before 

implementing in hospitals. 

 Neurosurgery deals with the surgical and non-surgical management of patients with the problems 

affecting the brain, spine and peripheral nerves. Examples of neurosurgery procedures include brain 

tumor resection, spinal fusion, and cerebral aneurysms.  

 

Neuro-Oncology 

 Neuro-oncology deals with the treatment of brain tumors. The American Brain Tumor Association 

reports that the Central Brain Tumor Registry of the United States, which estimated 69,720 new cases of 

primary brain tumors diagnosed in 2013.  

 The clinical practice involves the neurosurgeon relying fully on image-guided neurosurgery (IGNS) 

to achieve the maximum resection of brain tumors. AR system prototypes are tested specifically for brain 

tumors. An AR system prototype with a web camera is used by superimposing the image of the brain 

tumor in the patient‟s skull. An AR neuronavigation system is used for perfect surgical planning. It 

integrates the patient‟s magnetic resonance and computed tomography images into the surgical field to 

improve the surgeon‟s orientation. 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2.Simplified representation of a “Virtuality continuum” 
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Neurovascular Surgery 

 Neurovascular surgery diagnoses and treats patients with cerebrovascular disease. It depends on 

imaging. The surgeons rely fully on images and take good decisions. The cerebrovascular disease is an 

arteriovenous malformation (AVM). AVM is characterized by an irregular knot of vessels in the brain or 

spinal cord. These vessels have a thin wall that ruptures and bleed. It causes stroke and death [8]. 

 An AR system prototype provides mixed reality visualization during AVM surgery. This AR system 

incorporates chromadepth rendering and color coding of blood vessels. The chromadepth feature 

supplies information on the distance of the blood vessels from the brain surface. The color coding feature 

helps for the surgeons to identify the blood vessels being visualized under the microscope. It is really 

helpful during the surgery since arterial and venous blood vessels look similar. It has the capacity to 

control the alpha blending of the images and gives the user to adjust the transparency of the virtual 

image. 

 

Spinal Surgery 

 Spinal surgery is a subspecialty of neurosurgery. It manages, and treats spinal disorders. Spinal 

disorders include degenerative conditions, spinal tumors and spinal injuries. A virtual protractor with an 

augmented reality (VIPAR) system is designed to visualize the vertebroplasty in three-dimensional space 

during the procedure. Percutaneous vertebroplasty is a procedure to treat a damaged spinal vertebra. It is 

used to solve the problem of pain. The surgeon injects medical-grade cement into the fractured vertebra 

during the procedure. This persistent procedure fully relies on the use of C-arm fluoroscopy to determine 

the needle trajectory. The VIPAR system can guide neurosurgeons to obtain an entry point and needle 

trajectory [7]. 

 In neurosurgery, AR technology is mostly applied and used for training and simulation of 

neurosurgery patients and surgeons [10]. Computer-based surgical simulators craft a no-risk virtual 

environment where surgeons can develop and refine skills. The simulation-based training in 

neurosurgery provides benefitted neurosurgeons since neurosurgery carries a tiny margin of error during 

surgery. 

 The Immersive Touch system has created AR 

simulation-based surgical training systems for healthcare. It 

provides high fidelity simulators and replicates a good 

surgery experience for patients. The IT system is loaded with 

the applications for cranial and spinal procedures. The recent 

IT cranial and spinal applications are ventriculostomy, bone 

drilling percutaneous treatment, pedicle screw placement and 

vertebroplasty. Figure 3 shows a three-dimensional CT image 

which contains postoperative sagittal (A), axial (B) CT and (C) postoperative reconstructed three-

dimensional CT image. A small tunnel window is shown on the right side of the C7 vertebra. 

 

Conclusion 

 The AR system becomes equivalent to conventional navigation techniques, with precision and safety 

sufficient for routine clinical practices. Augmented reality is a powerful tool and capable of 

revolutionizing the field of surgery. In future, AR will act as an advanced human-computer interface, 

working in symbiosis with surgeons and allow them to accomplish healthier results. Further 

advancement is really needed to achieve maximum potential and cost-effectiveness. An application of 

AR provides simplification and accurate performance of procedures. It results in the reduction of 

 

Fig.3. Three-dimensional CT image 
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anesthetic time. Moreover, it can facilitate preoperative planning and surgical training, as well as provide 

three-dimensional telemedicine support. 
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Abstract 
 In the emerging trend of network security wireless conceptuality paid more in the sensor based applications. A variety of 

contributions were given in the Wireless sensor network (WSN). The spatially distributed autonomous devices use sensors 
to monitor the environmental conditions. The use of such sensors and the possibilities of organizing them into networks have 

revealed many research issues and have highlighted new ways to cope with certain problems. Due to its novelty it is necessary to 
analyse more application of this WAS to propose more efficient methods. In this paper a study on its applications were made. 
Based on the study; the consequence of engineering increasingly smaller sized devices, which enable many applications. Also 

different applications areas where the use of such sensor networks has been proposed are surveyed.  

Keywords: WAN, SABER, ASHAR4, HVAC, ALERT 

 

Introduction 

 In the present scenario designing of Wireless Sensor Network has become a leading area of research. 

A Sensor is an electronic component which responds and detects different types of input from the 

environmental conditions, viz., pressure, heat, light, etc. The output is may be of an electrical signal that 

is transmitted to a controller for further processing. 

 A Wireless Sensor Network communicates the information together from a source field through 

wireless links. The data is passes through multiple nodes via gateway, the data is connected to other 

networks like wireless Ethernet 

 

.  

Figure1 Wireless sensor network 

 

 The technology represented from the above figure 1 is the data sensed by the smart sensors can be 

transferred to a Gateway, and transmitted through different types of networks (such as Internet) toward 

https://www.elprocus.com/what-is-ethernet-and-different-types-of-ethernet-networks/
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computer systems. Nodes have the capacity to perform on the dynamic environment. WSNs are mostly 

applied in, low bandwidth and delay tolerant. It meet the requirements of autonomy, low power 

consumption, low cost and robustness. 

 Huge number of applications are stressed to send data acquired by the sensors, to users may of in 

different locations where the sensors are located. Due to this necessity, hardware and protocols were 

allowed to transfer data to remote terminals. Smart sensors; allow remote reading of measured 

parameters and to do changes in the setup of the sensor if it is required. Initially, the data is send from 

one node to a sink node. The easiest way to establish a connection is the point to point link, where two 

nodes can communicate directly. A restriction in WSN comes from the basics of radio communication 

and is the inherent power limitation of communication, which results in a limitation on the feasible 

distance between a sender and a receiver. 

 WSN based research efforts in the areas of communications (protocols, routing, coding, error 

correction etc), electronics (energy efficiency, miniaturization) and control (networked control system, 

theory and applications). These recent applications and trends will be useful for identifying new 

applications, or relevant research problems, especially from the point of view of control and systems 

science. 

 

Existing Works 

 Various implementations of wireless sensors is made in number of sectors, there is no exact standard 

defining a “mote”. The term “mote” implies a small sized platform, but no absolute separation can be 

done. Regardless of the exact type of platform, already known applications such as military applications, 

environmental monitoring, commercial or human centric applications and applications to robotics. 

 Wireless sensor networks are also applied in numerous types of sensors such as low sampling rate, 

seismic, magnetic, thermal, visual, infrared, radar, and acoustic, which are crafty to monitor a wide 

range of ambient situations. Sensor nodes are used for constant sensing, event ID, event detection & 

local control of actuators. The major applications of wireless sensor network includes health, military, 

environmental, home and other commercial areas. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.Wireless applications 

 

A. Military applications 

 It is very difficult in the development of military applications whether they were invented 

independently and were subsequently applied to army services. Regarding military applications, the area 
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of interest extents from information collection, generally, to enemy tracking, battlefield surveillance or 

target classification [1], [2]. Classification algorithms were applied, for instance, input data that come 

from seismic and acoustic signal sensing. Mines may be regarded as dangerous and obsolete in the future 

and may be replaced by thousands of dispersed motes that will detect an intrusion of hostile units. Then, 

the prevention of intrusion will be the response of the defence system. An application related to this 

scenario, developed by the University of Virginia, is presented in [3]. 

 Ohio State University has also demonstrated an application of this kind. The name of this project is 

“A line in the Sand” [4] and refers to the deployment of ninety nodes which are capable of detecting 

metallic objects. The ultimate objective was the tracking and classification of moving objects with 

significant metallic content and specifically the tracking of vehicles and armed soldiers. Other beings (e.g. 

civilians) were ignored by the system. 

 Finally, Palo Alto Research Centre also tries to spot “interesting” vehicles (that is vehicles marked 

by a specific way as important) using motes equipped with microphones or steerable cameras [5]. The 

objective is to coordinate a number of this kind of sensors in order to keep sensing the track of a chosen 

moving object minimizing any information gaps about the track that may occur. In spite of the fact that 

the above research refers to wartime scenarios, its results can also be used during peace time. Peacetime 

applications such as homeland security, property protection and surveillance, border patrol, etc. are 

activities that perhaps in future sensors networks will undertake. 

 

B. Environmental monitoring 

 In this area research centres, like SABER (Sensors and Buildings Engineering Research Centre), 

have already focused on this type of application [6]. The capability of sensing temperature, light, status of 

frames (windows, doors), air streams and indoor air pollution can be utilised for optimal control of the 

indoor environment. Moreover, a major waste of energy occurs through unnecessary heating or cooling 

of buildings. Motes can help in using heaters, fans and other relevant equipment at a reasonable and 

economic way, leading to a healthier environment and greater level of comfort for residents.    

 Motes are used to improve the environmental conditions inside buildings has also preoccupied the 

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE). A wireless 

network was deployed in an office building at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, Richland, 

Washington, to survey the advantages and drawbacks of wireless technology in operation of heating, 

ventilation and air condition (HVAC) systems [7], [8]. 

 Sensor networks may also be useful after an earthquake. In addition to this civil engineering research 

has shown that the inspection of structures based on vibrations is possible [9]. Based on this observation, 

the incorporation of wireless sensors inside cement blocks during construction, or their attachment to 

structural units makes sense. The recording of vibrations during the life of a building can function as the 

identity of the building; as associate professor Steven D. Glaser says “smart buildings admit their faults” 

[10]. 

 

C. Logistics Support 

 Inventory control is a major challenge for corporate companies. Management of assets (pieces of 

equipment, machinery, different types of stock or products) can be a predicament. The problem is highly 

distributed, as these companies expand all over the world. A promising way to achieve asset tracking and 

cope with this problem is believed to be the use of RF ID tags and wireless sensor networks. British 

Petroleum (BP), participating in CoBIs program and Accenture Technology Labs have invested in 

research in this area. BP in [11] describes smart surrogates. 
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 A much earlier implementation of sensor networks was ALERT (Automated Local Evaluation in 

Real Time), [12], a system developed by National Weather Service in 1970‟s. ALERT is a precursor of 

modern sensor networks and it is used in monitoring of rainfalls and flooding prediction in California 

and Arizona. For that reason, the system is equipped with temperature, water level and wind sensors. 

This application uses sensors nodes; these cannot be regarded as motes strictly speaking, because they 

lack processing capabilities. Raw data are collected and accessed through GUIs. However, the 

application is currently operational and could be upgraded to use motes. 

 Electric energy systems deploying motes to households and, generally, to consumers of electric 

power. Such a scheme is being investigated in CITRIS [13]. “Electric economy” always deals with 

maximum values of electricity consumption. This value has to be kept as low as possible for economic 

reasons relevant to production. In a program envisioned by CITRIS, Smart Energy Distribution and 

Consumption is deployed in three stages. First, the end user monitors their appliances and finds out 

defective or energy exorbitant-consumers. Feedback is employed between end user and supplier (real-

time pricing). Finally, measuring of environmental parameters slips into the system operation. In this 

phase the indoor environmental monitoring application described earlier is encountered. 

 

D. Applications to robotics 

 In many applications coupling motes and robots have been used, Robot mote is a tiny robot 

developed by the USC Center for Robotics and Embedded Systems to promote research in large-scale 

sensor network where robots participate [14]. 

 Intel contributed in mobile robots that act as gateways into wireless sensor networks. Actions that 

aim to serve and support the operation of a sensor network are described in [15]. Various tasks are: 

sustaining the energy resources of the sensor network indefinitely, maintaining and configuring 

hardware, detecting sensor failures and appropriate deployment for connectivity among nodes. 

 Virtual keyboard developed by U.C. Berkeley is a system of wearable motes sensing acceleration. Six 

motes are attached to a glove, one for each finger and one at the wrist. The objective is the understanding 

of the relevant movements of fingers so that gestures can be recognized. Applications could be a wireless 

wearable mouse/keyboard, or a pointing device, hand motion and gesture recognition for the disabled, 

virtual musical instruments and work training in a simulated environment. 

 

Conclusion 

 In the emerging trend in the area of security especially in the domination of Wireless network the 

potential use of wireless sensor motes and networks encompasses over a vast area of human activity. 

Most of the applications are still under research and few completed products or services have become 

available for public use, there is remarkable effort and progress. New scientific fields like pervasive 

computing have already appeared. As most of the applications are attentive on monitoring, the 

distributed sensing seems to enable the parameterization of the physical environment and the integration 

of it to established forms of information propagation (like the internet). Apart from these, adding the 

parameter “mobility” creates another dimension to the information system. Based on this study various 

application are analysed with its technologies and it provides a valid path in the successful move towards 

the research in the field of Wireless Network Security. 
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Abstract 
 Cloud computing is the platform where the end users are allowed to gain access to the network of computer resources and 

storage based on the method of subscription. A vast amount of data and resources are stored in the cloud. These data are both 
public and private. The public data can be accessed and utilized by all users where a private cloud accepts only authorized users. 
The data stored in a private cloud can be accessed only by the permitted users. The data can be consumed and manipulated by the 

legal users. This paper describes how the data can be stored and retrievedusing the process called authentication. Authentication is 
a process where a third-party authenticator remotes all the activities carried out in the system. The third-party auditor checks the 

user with a valid authentication process. This is achieved with the help of a key seed mechanism. A convincing fake file is created 
in order to avoid intrusion. 

Keywords: Authentication, Cloud computing, Code Verification, Key Seed Mechanism, Security.  
 

Introduction 

 Cloud computing is based on the sharing of the virtual and the physical resources than using the 

local software and hardware. Cloud computing is used for the easy storage and retrieval of data that are 

needed by the users and these data meets the requirements of the endusers (A.Tharma Jeyaseeli,IJPT| 

Dec-2016 | Vol. 8 | Issue No.4 | 5227-5233).These data can be accessed using the authentication 

technique. Users must be allowed to access the cloud storage as if it is a local storage, without the need of 

verifying the integrity. Thus the enabling of the public accessing of cloud storage has the importance of 

providing a third-party authenticator for inspecting the wholeness of the data. In order to use a third-

party auditor in an effective way, the method of using an auditor should not bring any changes in the 

data and the user's privacy, making it difficult for the online users. Security plays a major role here (C. 

Wang, S.S.M. Chow, Q. Wang, K. Ren & W. Lou, 2013). In order to make it effective and safe from 

data theft and loss,we allow a third-party authenticator for checking the data periodically and also 

returning the data when needed by the users. The data used here are privacy-preserving so that the details 

are not even known to the auditor (M.A. Shah, R. Swaminathan, and M. Baker, 2008).Because of the 

occurrence of the threats in security in the cloud, most of the mechanisms allow the users to access the 

data using the public key of the owner of the data. The selection of the public key in the previous 

methods is based on the certificates and public key infrastructure. Even though the traditional methods 

are used in creating the public key still a number of problems are being faced related to security, mostly 

while managing the certificates. In this paper, a certificate-less accessing method is being used in order to 

avoid security issues. Using this method the viewer cannot retrieve the whole data but can view it (B. 

Wang, B. Li, and H. Li, 2013). It is can be achieved with the data related to the data owner, for example, 

the owner's mail address. This is the first certificate- less accessing or auditing which has been proved 

practically. 
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Methodology/ Experimental 

 A confidential way of accessing the data stored in the cloud is the usage of code certificate. In order 

to make this possible various methods, algorithms and encryption method are used. Code certificate is 

one of the effective methods used to access the data privately. In the already existing methods Data 

Encryption Standard, Attribute-Based Encryption algorithms are used. Even though these algorithms are 

safe and secured, security cannot be assured hundred percent. In order to overcome this Advanced 

Encryption Standard and Rivest-Shamir-Adleman Algorithms are used.  

 Generation of the code certificate: This is the phase where the key is generated. A random key is 

generated here, which helps the users to access the data in private. The key is a bit paired key. The third-

party auditor generates the key and sends it to the original user. By using the key the original user 

decrypts the message and gains access over it. 

 Binding of Code Certificate: The key that is generated will bind with the message during encryption 

and then is separated during decryption phase. In order to do this process, the code certificate will be 

stored in an index table. The index table is the repository of the data which contains database. 

 Data Precipitation: This phase is where the data when encrypted is precipitated or forwarded to the 

private cloud. After this process, the original user uses the key to decrypt the data. 

 Working with Code Certificate: In this phase, the code is either added or removed from the data. That 

is, this phase is where the encryption or decryption takes place where security of the data plays a vital 

role. 

 Data Consumption or Access: Data manipulation or consumption is a component where the user 

obtains a secured environment (ie) the private data are secured and maintained confidentially and the 

user can anytime download or upload data in a secured way.  

 Third-party Authentication: The third-party authentication is a component where the third party 

authenticator gets the track of all the activities carried out in the private and public network. The 

authenticator monitors all the activities and blocks the unwanted activities carried out in the network. 

The third party auditor is also responsible for generating the key and sending it to the original user. 

 Convincing file: A convincing file is created in order to divert the intruders from snooping. In order to 

achieve this, a fake file replacing the original file is being uploaded in the cloud and the fake file is of 

same nature as the original file. 

  

Results 

 In this paper encryption and decryption of the data using a bit paired key is proposed and the key is 

being generated by the third party auditor. First, the data is encrypted using encryption algorithm such as 

AES and then it is decrypted using the key in the same way using decryption techniques.  

 The key is sent to the original user i.e. an authenticated user so that the privacy is highly maintained 

here. A fake file is being created, which is of the similar pattern of the original file so that the intruder 

may think that as the original file. The original user then downloads the file by entering the key whereas 

the others receive a convincing fake file. 
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Figure 1 Working of the system 

 

Discussion 

 In the already existing paper, data from the cloud has been retrieved and used by all users who ask 

for the data. This resulted in the misusing of data and the data owners had been facing the problems that 

becomes a threat to security, as their data are being used easily. This questions the security of the services 

provided by the cloud. Sometimes the personal data of the data owner are being misused resulting in 

chaos. Even though a public key is used it doesn‟t control the security problems. In order to avoid these 
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issues, a private key is used. The private key can be generated using particular means. The key that is 

generated is given only to the authorized users and it is one time. Even the owner of the data cannot 

view the key. This paper helps in avoiding the eavesdropping of data with the help of the code certificate 

mechanism. This is achieved with the help of a third party auditor who takes care of all the activities in 

the system. The third- party auditor generates the key and sends to the original user who is supposed to 

get the original data. This is done by checking whether the user is an authorized user or not. A 

convincing fake file is created which is similar to that of the original file and the users other than the 

original user who requests for the data will end up receiving the fake file. 

 

Conclusion 

 The third-party auditing is considered a successful factor, only when the server fails to view the data 

without the client‟s permission. In order to achieve this, a key seed mechanism is used here. The third 

party auditor generates a bit paired key and this key is sent to the original user after the authentication 

process with which the original user downloads the file and others receive a convincing fake file.Thus the 

third party audition plays a major role in maintaining the privacy of the users and provides security to the 

data. 
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Abstract 

 The main structure of the mobile augmented reality application (MARA) is used to mobile based components and reality 
based components are deliver reality-based services and functions. It means that the hardware required to an implement by MARA 

technologies. The portability is used to move from one place to another relatively access from anywhere any place any time fast 
response. A laptop computer is even more portable. If the batteries are charged user can carry it easily from place to place. The user 

can even operate the laptop while to be walking, but it is awkward and not something user wants to do on a regular basis.  

 

Introduction  

 People, more so than any other time in history, are on the go, and while they are on the go, they 

carried out the technology with them. The notion of having to a specific place to do something that could 

potentially be done via the technology they carry is very unappealing to people today, especially young 

people. Augmented reality (AR) exists in the world, and people are in the world wherever they are. 

Consequently, there is a very useful trend toward mobile augmented reality applications that can be used 

to anytime, and anyplace via the internet. 

 There is another class of devices that need to be considered. Handheld gaming consoles and e-

readers are easy to carry around. They may or may not provide the technological support for AR at the 

current time, but these and portable tablets seem to be encroaching on each others‟ territory regarding of 

the applications they run. That is, tablets are running e-reader applications and games, and game 

consoles are evolving toward doing more things another games. E-readers are doing more things than 

just serving as e-readers and are becoming more tablet-like. The distinction between these types of 

devices and smart phones and tablets comes down to whether people would likely be carrying the devices 

with them anyway or not. That is, many people would carry a Smartphone whether or not it had 

anything to do with augmented reality. Some people might carry a gaming console on a day-to-day basis, 

and some would not. These are clearly portable devices, but the real win in mobile augmented reality 

comes when the participant is not required to carry anything more than he or she would have been 

carrying anyway 

 Even though personal projectors are available for around $300, and some phones have built-in 

projectors, portable projected augmented reality systems are not commonplace. However, it will not be 

too long before mobile projection becomes a practical reality and, along with it, portable projected 

augmented reality applications. Projection systems are especially sensitive to ambient lighting conditions 

where they are deployed due to the possibility of bright light “washing out” the projected image. It is also 

possible for bright lights to wash out the display on smartphones and tablets, but it is an especially 

serious consideration with mobile projectors. 
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Merits and Demerits of Mobile Augmented Reality  

 As with most things, there are advantages and disadvantages to using mobile devices for mobile 

augmented reality applications. The advantages are related primarily to the fact that AR applications can 

be experienced anywhere and at any time. The disadvantages are related primarily to constraints that are 

imposed in exchange for mobility, although there are sometimes advantages to using a permanent or 

semi permanent installation at a particular location. There are also other special considerations for those 

planning to create mobile augmented reality applications.  

 

Advantages of Mobile Augmented Reality Applications  

 There are many uses to using mobile technology to support AR applications. Many of them are 

obvious, but some are less obvious. First and foremost is the fact that augmented reality, as seen in 

earlier chapters, exists in the real world, wherever that might be. That is, in general it does not make 

sense to house the AR application in a purpose-built facility much like a virtual reality CAVE, video 

teleconference facility, or other major infrastructure. By using mobile technology, the AR application can 

be experienced at the location where it makes the most sense. This is not to say that, for example, there is 

never an occasion for an AR application to be limited to a specific geographic place. Indeed, if one builds 

an AR application around the (real) Eiffel Tower, then the participant(s) would need to be at the Eiffel 

Tower. However, mobile augmented reality allows people to bring the required technology with them. In 

fact, in many cases of mobile augmented reality, they would already be carrying the required hardware 

with them whether or not they were planning to experience augmented reality at any given moment.  

 Mobile augmented reality is especially well suited to ideas such as “ubiquitous learning” in which 

the plan is that every person learns all the time, wherever they are, when they need to. One example 

might be that if someone is visiting Gettysburg and wants to learn more about the Battle of Gettysburg 

that (assuming the fields have been AR enhanced) user mobile phone or tablet to gain additional 

information about the battle, perhaps to see the field as it was at a historic point in time, to see the battle 

taking place, and also to see overlays on the fields to show how the terrain was used in the battle 

strategy.  

 One main advantage of mobile technologies that might not be obvious on first blush is that they are 

often very low cost compared to more permanent or special-purpose technologies. In this case, I am 

referring specifically to smartphones and tablets. These technologies are gaining power and features on a 

daily basis, while at the same time their costs are dropping. 

 Some AR applications are only possible with mobile technology. For example, if one wants or needs 

to see simulated airflow over the wings of a (real) jet airplane, it is reasonable to take a tablet to a parked 

jet, but it is not possible to bring the airplane to an AR facility. 

 At the same time, however, as shown in an earlier chapter, it is sometimes advantageous to have a 

semi permanent “kiosk” at a point of sale in order to use the AR experience as an enticement to bring 

customers into a retail setting. In this case, it might be advantageous to have something that can be done 

with mobile AR but also something important that can only be done at the point of sale. Perhaps, there 

could be an AR application that could be used anywhere to see an example of a product in three 

dimensions, but only by coming to the point of sale could you see the interior of the product, and when 

you see the interior, you see an image of the prize you won.  

 Probably the key advantage of mobile AR is that in addition to being inexpensive, many people 

already own the necessary hardware. Current smartphones and tablets already contain the sensors, 

processing, and displays necessary for mobile AR applications. Having a large number of potential users 
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already in possession of the required hardware is a very compelling attribute. As AR software improves, 

it is likely that there will be a handful of “master” AR client software programs. 

 

Cons of Mobile Augmented Reality Applications  

 Of course, along with advantages, there are a number of disadvantages with mobile augmented 

reality and using mobile technology to implement augmented reality applications. The most serious 

disadvantages are those related to constraints that must be placed on mobile AR applications due to the 

mobile technology itself, as well as the lack of control over the environment in which the mobile 

application will be experienced.  

 

Constraints of Mobile Augmented Reality Applications  

 There are a number of constraints that limit what can be done with mobile AR applications and/or 

additional things that the application developer must address to overcome those constraints. The primary 

constraints fall into two broad categories: (1) technological and (2) environmental. These are clearly 

interrelated. The constraints are generally related to the limited capabilities of mobile devices, and that 

the application must be workable in a very wide variety of environmental conditions.  

 

Technological Constraints  

 One of the key constraints on mobile augmented reality applications is that the resources on most 

devices are limited. These are manifested primarily as limited memory and limited computational 

capability, as well as limited graphics capability, limited input and output options, and, especially in the 

case of nonprojection environments, limited screen real estate. Even if the mobile system includes some 

type of head-based, display such as glasses, they often have a limited field of view and limited resolution. 

Memory is a separate limitation on the amount of content that can be resident on a mobile device at any 

given moment. In real-world, practical terms, this means that there is an upper limit on the number 

and/or complexity of graphical and/ or sound objects that can be kept on the device. There are two 

unique ways to overcome the limited memory available on a device. The first is to use clever schemes to 

limit the amount of memory that the content occupies. One way to do this is to limit the number of 

polygons and size of textures that are associated with visual objects and to limit the applications in the 

number of objects that are expected and/or required. The other way to overcome the issue of limited 

memory is to create a scheme by which content is loaded onto the device when needed and off-loaded 

when not needed. In this scenario, though, there is still a maximum amount of content that can be 

resident on the device at any given moment. There is more detail on this issue later in this chapter in the 

Architectures for Mobile Augmented Reality Applications section. 

 

Environmental Constraints  

 Beyond the technological constraints imposed by the devices themselves, there are often 

environmental constraints that the mobile AR application developer must consider. It is often the case 

that there is no way a priori for the application developer to know what lighting, humidity, noise, and 

other environmental conditions might exist where the end user will experience the application. 

 Likewise, if an application is used outdoors, in particularly sunny areas, it is important to use screens 

that can be seen even in harsh glare if screens are used. Shadows in sunny spaces can also be 

problematic, especially when using vision-based tracking. Bright spaces are particularly difficult for 

projection AR environments.  

 For AR applications that rely on any kind of client server architecture or other means for 

downloading content or relying on a server system in any way, there must be an adequate network 
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available in the area in which the system is planned to be deployed. If the system relies on the network, 

the end users must be made aware of this constraint, as otherwise they may take the application to an 

area with no network available and be disappointed when the application fails to perform as expected. 

One could question whether this is an environmental constraint (something essential is missing in the 

environment) or a technological constraint (no network available), but the presence or absence of a 

network can make or break the success of an AR application if a network is required.  

 Ambient sounds and noise are also a concern for the mobile AR application developer. If the 

application generates sounds, it is necessary that the participant is able to hear those sounds. Conversely, 

if the application is to be deployed in an area where extraneous sounds are not welcome (e.g., a church 

or funeral service), then it is important that the application not create unwanted sounds. Sound can be 

controlled more or less by a volume control and/or using headphones or earbuds, but it may be that 

neither of those tools can solve the sound problem in certain circumstances.  

 If an AR application requires sound as an input to the system, then it is important that there not be 

extraneous sounds in the environment that might mask those signals.  

 In some circumstances, such as perhaps in medical applications that will be run in a hospital, 

electromagnetic interference can be problematic. Many hospitals insist that cellular phones not be used in 

certain areas because of the possibility of interference with medical testing and/or treatment systems. 

Hence, if an application requires use of a cellular telephone for communication, network, or other 

functions, then it is prudent to learn any appropriate restrictions or technical specifications that the 

system must adhere to.  

 Other locations might restrict the types of devices that you are allowed to carry/use. For example, 

many devices are restricted in some courthouses. Some industrial facilities limit the types of devices or 

emissions (such as radio frequency emissions) that are allowed. Computer rooms in data centers often 

have restrictions on the types of equipment that can be used in them. Virtually all devices are restricted 

on commercial air flights during takeoff and landing, and only certain devices are allowed while the 

plane is at altitude. 

 

User Understanding  

 In fixed location augmented reality, it can be made obvious that there is AR content at the location 

and what to do with it. There can be signs pointing this fact out, personnel who make it obvious to 

visitors what to do to make the AR work, etc. Mobile augmented reality presents the challenge that there 

could potentially be content anywhere. In one scenario we can imagine people walking through the world 

pointing their AR device at everything and everybody they see just to see if they happen to be “activated” 

for AR. It is likely that every person will have more than one AR application available to them at any 

time. How do they know which application they need for content that they may or may not know exists 

at any specific location? What about multiple, different competing sets of content at any given location? 

One could consider a scenario much like over-the-air radio and television in which one “tunes in” to 

different “channels” of information. Much like over-the-air broadcasts, such a scenario would require 

coordination and the ability of participants to make informed choices of what content they want to tune 

in to. 

 

Architectures for Mobile Augmented Reality Systems  

  learned that there are different architectures that an AR application can use. As a review, these 

included:  

1. Application run on handheld system such as smart phone  

2. Application run on handheld system connected to remote server(s)  
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3. Application run on desktop/laptop computer  

4. Application run on desktop/laptop computer connected to remote server(s)  

5. Application run as a web application  

6. Application run on a cloud with a thin client  

7. Other combinations of local and remote systems  

 The same can be said basically for mobile augmented reality applications [except for #3 (application 

run on a desktop/laptop computer) and #4 (application run on a desktop/laptop computer connected to 

remote server(s))]. However, there are (as seen earlier) certain constraints that a mobile AR application 

must consider. Except for architecture #1 (application run on handheld system such as smartphone), 

each of the other mobile architectures requires some type of network connectivity. Does this mean that 

there is no possibility for mobile AR applications that require more resources than are on your mobile 

device if the Internet is not available? Of course not. There are some applications that need to be 

connected to the Internet at large, and some that only need to be connected to a server system for the 

purpose of additional computational power and/or additional memory for content and content 

management.  

 In the event that you need to deploy a mobile AR application in an area that has no network 

coverage, and if you need to be connected to a server, but not the Internet at large, you can install a 

network [most likely wireless for maximum mobility of the participant(s)] for the express purpose of 

connecting the mobile devices with the server.  

 It is not a very significant hurdle to set up a wireless network that will communicate within an area 

you would like to allow the mobile AR application to communicate with a server. In order to do this you 

only need power, the server(s), and some basic networking equipment. If you need to extend the range of 

the network, purpose as well. If the area you are working in is outdoors and/or accessible by the public, 

you will need to take precautions to protect all of the equipment from weather and vandalism/thievery.  

 An example application that might make use of such a network and server is one where a public park 

(that is not covered by the Internet) might provide an AR application to show how the park looked in the 

past or to assist visitors in identifying flora and fauna in the park. The possibilities are endless.  

 This solution (building a network to allow the mobile AR application to communicate with a server) 

is very useful for mobile applications that take place in a specific area, but that area is not necessarily too 

mobile itself. That said, though, it is possible to install a network as described earlier on a bus or on a 

truck such that the bus or truck could travel from school to school to allow schoolchildren to experience 

that particular AR application. There would need to be provisions made to provide power to the server(s) 

and network hardware. As long as there is power available, there is no reason that such an application 

could not be made functional on a bus or on a train while it is in motion. Such an AR application might 

be considered a “mobile mobile augmented reality application.” 

 

Summary 

 Mobile augmented reality is one of the most explosive growth areas for AR applications currently. 

Mobile AR takes advantage of the widely distributed base of hardware such as smartphones and tablets. 

Because AR exists in the world, it makes sense for AR applications to be mobile and that people can 

experience them wherever makes the most sense in the world, whether it is at a specific exhibit in a 

museum or in an open field in Africa. Mobile devices that can support AR are becoming more powerful 

and less expensive at a very rapid pace. Additionally, new hardware possibilities are emerging, such as 

mobile projection devices that will allow new types of mobile AR applications to function and make 

sense. There is a difference between “portable” and mobile augmented reality applications. Some people 

are more willing to accept the requirements of carrying additional technology for AR applications than 
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others. Some mobile technology is very obvious to others in the environment, whereas some is stealth in 

the sense that others in the area might not even realize that someone is engaged in an AR experience. If 

necessary, a computer network can be deployed if there is not already suitable connectivity in the area 

that the mobile AR application is intended to be used in. As computer vision algorithms become better, 

there will be less need to set up an area to be AR enhanced ahead of time in any way by utilizing natural 

features of the area, such as skylines or famous landmarks, to aid the AR application to determine where 

the device is in the environment 
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Abstract 

 Data mining is a powerful and a new field has various techniques. It converts the raw data into useful information in various 
research fields. It helps in finding the patterns to decide future trends in the medical field. 

Keywords: Data mining, information prediction, raw data. 

 

Introduction 

 Development of information technology has generated a large amount of data-base and data in 

various research fields. To research in knowledge mining has given rise to store data and manipulate 

previously stored data for further decision-making process. 

 

Data Mining Process 

 Data mining is used to extract implicit and previously unknown information from data. Data mining 

is the process which provides a concept to attract the attention of users due to the high availability of bulk 

amount of data and needs to convert such data into useful information. So, many people use the term 

“knowledge discovery device” or KDD for data mining. Knowledge extraction or discovery has been 

done in seven sequential steps used in data mining: 

1) Data cleaning: we remove noise data and irrelevant data from collected raw data, at this step. 

2) Data integration: At this step, we combine multiple data sources into a single data store called target 

data. 

3) Data Selection: Here, data relevant to analysis task are retrieved from the database as pre-processed 

data. 

4) Data transformation: Here, data is consolidating into standard formats appropriate for mining by 

summarizing and aggregated operations. 

5) Data Mining: At this step, various smart techniques and tools are applied to extract data pattern or 

rules. 

6) Pattern evaluation: At this step, strictly identify tree patterns representing knowledge. 

7) Knowledge representation: This is the last stage in which, visualization and knowledge 

representation techniques are used to help users to understand and interpret the data mining 

knowledge or result. The goal of knowledge discovery and data mining process is to find the patterns 

that are hidden among the massive set of data and interpret useful knowledge and information. 
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 Fig 1 Data Mining Process 

In the diagram data mining is the major part of the 

knowledge discovery process. 

 

Data mining applications 

 Marketing: Customer profiling, retention, identification of 

 the potential customer, market segmentation. 

 Fraud detection: Identify credit card fraud and intrusion 

 detection. 

 Scientific Data Analysis: Identify the research decision 

 making data. 

 Text and web mining: used to search text or information on the web or given raw data. 

 

Data Mining Techniques  

 There are various foremost data mining techniques that has been developed and used in data mining 

projects recently including association, rule classification, clustering, prediction , Evaluation pattern , etc. 

are used for knowledge discovery from the database. 

 1. Association: It is one of the most popular data mining techniques. In this technique, we mine 

patterns lead to the finding of attractive association and correlations within data. 

Example 

 Association technique is used in marketing analysis to identify items which are frequently purchased 

within the same transactions. An example of such a rule, mined from the All Electronics transactional 

database, is buys(X; “computer”)) buys(X; “software”) [support = 1%; confidence = 50%] where X is a variable 

representing a customer. Confidence, or certainty, of 50% means that if a customer buys a computer, 

there is a 50% chance that she will buy software as well. A 1% support means that 1% of all of the 

transactions under analysis showed that computer and software has been purchased together. As single-

dimensional association rules. Dropping the predicate notation, the above rule can be written simply as 

“computer) software [1%, 50%]”.  

 2. Classification: It is the process of finding a model or function that describes & distinguishes data 

classes or concepts to be able to use the model to predict the class of object whose class label is unknown. 

In classification, we make software that can learn how to classify the data items into the group. Derived 

model can be presented as classification or rules. So, Classification techniques: 

 Regression 

 Distance 

 Decision 

 Rules 

 Neural networks 

 3. Clustering: Process of grouping a set of a physical or abstract object into classes of similar objects 

is called clustering. 

 A cluster is a collection of objects which are “similar” between them and are “dissimilar” to the 

objects belonging to other group. 
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  Fig 2 Clustering 

A cluster is a collection of data objects that are similar to one 

another within the same group and are dissimilar to the objects in 

other clusters. By clustering, we can identify dense and spare regions 

in object space and discover distribution patterns and exciting 

correlations among data attributes. It means data segmentation. In 

earth observation, it helps in identification of areas of similar land 

use and identifies a group of houses in a city according to house type 

and geographic location, etc. 

 Prediction: The classification predicts categorical (discrete, unordered) labels, prediction models 

continuous-valued functions. That is, the prediction is used to predict missing or unavailable numerical 

data values rather than class labels. But, the term forecast may refer to both numeric prediction and class 

label prediction. 

 Example: Regression analysis is a statistical methodology that is most often used for numeric 

prediction, although other methods exist as well. Prediction also encompasses the identification of 

distribution trends based on the available data. 

Applications of prediction: 

 Credit approval 

 Target marketing 

 Medical diagnosis 

 Treatment effectiveness analysis 

 

Evaluation Pattern 

 Data evolution analysis describes and models regularities or trends for objects whose behavior 

changes over time. Although this may include characterization, discrimination, association and 

correlation analysis, classification, prediction, or clustering of time-related data, distinct features of such 

an analysis include time-series data analysis, sequence or periodicity pattern matching, and similarity-

based data analysis. 

 Example: Evolution analysis. Suppose that you have the major stock market (time-series) data of the 

last several years available from the New York Stock Exchange and you would like to invest in shares of 

high-tech industrial companies. A data mining study of stock exchange data may identify stock evolution 

regularities for overall stocks and the stocks of particular companies. Such regularities may help predict 

future trends in stock market prices, contributing to your decision making regarding stock investments. 

 

Selected data mining techniques in medicine 

 There are various data mining techniques available with suitable dependent on domain application. 

By using mining we can examine a large amount of routine samples collected in disease prediction. Best 

results are achieved by balancing knowledge of experts for describing the problem and goals with search 

capabilities. Hospitals must also want to minimize the cost of clinical test. It can be achieved by 

employing appropriate computer-based information and decision support system. Here, data mining 

plays an important role to give many results faster and accurate by using various algorithms. There are 

two primary goals for data mining prediction and description.  

 Prediction involves fields or variables in the data sets to predict unknown or future values of other 

diseases possibilities. On the other hand description involves a finding of pattern describing the data that 

can be present in knowledge base provided for disease prediction. We can predict diseases like hepatitis, 
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Lung cancer liver disorder, breast cancer or heart diseases, diabetes, etc. We can use the Naïve 

algorithm, Robin Karp algorithm, K-NN algorithm and a decision tree are most popular classifier which 

are easy and simple to implement. They can handle a huge amount of dimensional data. 

 Example: we can use naïve algorithm to predict attributes like age, sex, blood pressure and blood 

sugar, changes of diabetes patient getting heart disease. Naive algorithm is used to analyze alpha 

hemoglobin or beta hemoglobin in test of hemoglobin red blood cells. And it can be used for DNA test. 

Decision tree can be used to represent results in the form of a tree. Leaf nodes or internal nodes are 

labeled with values of attributes. Branches coming out from internal nodes are labeled with values of 

attributes in the node. This technique is best suited for data mining in medicine or diseases prediction. 

Example: The finding of a solution with the help of decision trees starts by preparing a set of solved 

cases.[5 ] The whole set is then divided into 1) a training set, which is used for the induction of a decision 

tree, and 2) a testing set, which is used to check the accuracy of an obtained solution. Each attribute can 

represent one internal node in a generated decision tree, also called an attribute node or a test node (Fig-

3). Such an attribute node has exactly as many branches as its number of different value classes. The 

leaves of a decision tree are decisions and represent the value classes of the decision attribute – decision 

classes (Fig-3). The decision tree is very easy to interpret. For example, from the tree shown in (Fig-3) we 

can deduce the following two rules: 

1. if the patient has inter-systolic noise and MCI and heart malformations then she/he has a prolapsed, 

and  

2. if the patient has inter-systolic noise and MCI and no heart malformations then she/he does not 

have a prolapsed. 

 Here, the MCI and Pre-cordial Pain are attributed (test) nodes in a growing decision tree and leaf 

nodes are the decision nodes. 

 

Fig 3 An example of a (part of a) decision tree.[5] 

It is built from the set of training objects with “divide and 

conquer” approach. If all objects are of same class decision tree 

consist of a single node or leaf node. Otherwise, attribute node 

has at least two leaf nodes as growing decision tree. For branch 

from that node the inducing procedure is repeated upon the 

remaining objects regarding division or output as leaf node 

comes. There are many other techniques used to represent data 

in analyzing the results. Such as: 

 Genetic algorithms. 

 Fuzzy sets. 

 Neural networks. 

 Rough sets. 

 Support vector machine(SVM) 

 We can implement these techniques to classify member sets of objects as either +ve or –ve results of 

test performed to check fitness or illness of patient, these techniques are used to extent the purpose to 

analyze the diseases with multi-class decision making algorithms. 

 

Conclusion 

 Data mining is a “decision support” process in which we search for patterns of information in data. 

Data mining techniques such as classification, clustering, prediction, 
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Association, sequential patterns etc. The commercial, educational and scientific applications are 

increasingly dependent on these methodologies. Decision trees are a reliable and effective decision 

making technique which provide high classification accuracy with a simple representation of collected 

KDD. It helps experts to validate and classify the results and outcomes of tests and analyze various new 

symptoms of diseases based on data. Thus, data mining can help to play an important role in the field of 

medicine or health care and disease prediction. 
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Abstract   
 Wireless Ad-hoc Network or MANET is a decentralized network which does not rely on pre-existing infrastructure, such as 
routers in wired networks. The United Nations Consultative Committee has defined the quality of service (QoS) for the 
International Telephony and Telegraphy (CCITT) recommendation E.800, “The collective effect of service performance which 

determines a degree of satisfaction of a user of the service”. The QoS of ad-hoc wireless networks depends on the resource 
availability and mobility rates. The three major factors related to the quality of service are bandwidth, the dynamic topology of 

networks, limited processing and storing capacity of mobile nodes.  

 

Introduction  

 All nodes in a MANET rely on batteries. In this situation, energy conservation is the most essential 

system design criteria for optimization. Bandwidth is also a challenging factor. Wireless links have 

significantly lower capacity than their hardwired counterparts. The wireless links have low throughput 

because of multiple access, fading, noise, and interference conditions. 

 The fixed network security issues are very less than wireless ad-hoc networks. Due to the frequent 

topology changes in the wireless networks. 

The problems with routing protocols are as following:  

 Energy consumption is the key issue.  

 First, the rapid change of topology of the network leads to the loss of packets. 

 Second, modification of each node‟s routing table within the communication distance will effectively 

improve the consumption of the bandwidth and the overhead of the networks.  

 As routing protocols create redundant routes, overhead of the whole networks increases and 

periodically sending routing tables will waste network bandwidth. 

 Table-driven routing protocols attempt to maintain consistent up to date routing information from 

every node. In the table-driven routing protocols, each node maintains one or two tables to store 

routing information and also it updates the table according to if any change of nodes in the network. 

The disadvantage of table driven, it requires the additional control traffic for continuously update 

route entries. Some of the proactive routing protocols are: 

(a) DSDV (Destination Sequenced Distance Vector)  

(b) WRP (Wireless Routing Protocols)  

(c) DFR (Direction Forward Routing)  

(d) HSR (Hierarchical State Routing) 

(e) IZRP (Intra Zone Routing Protocols) 

(f) AWDS (Ad-hoc Wireless Distribution Service)  

(g) CGSR (Cluster Head Gateway Switch Routing) 

 Reactive protocols generate routing table only whenever needed. Initiation of the route discovery 

process within the network is done when a node requires a route to a destination. Reactive protocols are 

more suited for ad-hoc networks. On-demand routing protocols do not require the periodic updates and 

use low bandwidth than table-driven protocols. Some of the reactive routing protocols are:-  
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(a) AODV (Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector)  

(b) DSR (Dynamic Source Routing)  

(c) ABR (Associativity Based Routing)  

(d) LAR1 (Location Aided Routing)  

(e) ACOR (Admission Control Enabled On-demand Routing) 

 A hybrid protocol is the combination of both proactive and reactive protocols. In these routing 

protocols, link is initially established with same proactively prospected routes and then serves the 

demand from additionally activated nodes. Some of the hybrid routing protocols are:-  

(a) ZRP (Zone Routing Protocols)  

(b) OORP (Order One Routing Protocols)  

(c) HWMP (Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocols)  

(d) HRPLS (Hybrid Routing Protocol for Large Scale) 

 

Novel Reliable Dynamic Optimized Routing Scheme for Ad-hoc Networks 

 

 

 

Get Router List 

Detect Link Failure & Update Routing Table 

Detect Traffic and Find Various Best Path 

Verify Reliable Node and Path 

Sent Invigilation Packet and Confirm Begin 

Transaction 

Choose Dynamic & Best QOS Path 

Routing with Our Novelty Algorithm 
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 Develop a model for link prediction using routing information.  

 Use link prediction for advance route discovery.  

 Evaluate the performance of the link prediction model. 

 Modification of the existing power optimization protocol to save energy and maximize the network 

throughput. 

 

Conclusion 

 We can extend bus-bus communications by introducing virtual spots to locate the physical contact 

spots and to bound their number to make the running time of algorithms remain feasible. 
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Abstract 
 Privacy is the most often-cited criticism of ubiquitous computing and barrier to its long-term success. However, developers 
currently have little support in designing software architectures and in creating interactions that are effective in helping end-users 

manage their privacy. To address this problem, we present Confab, a toolkit for facilitating the development of privacy-sensitive 
ubiquitous computing applications. The requirements for Confab were gathered through an analysis of privacy needs for both end-
users and application developers. 

 

Introduction 

 Over the past decade, there has been an increasing trend towards integrating sensing, 

communication, and computation into the physical world. No longer restricted to the office desktop, 

computers are becoming embedded in all aspects of our everyday lives, varying from electronic toys to 

smart cars, from augmented classrooms to homes. These computers are also becoming increasingly 

aware of the environments and situations in which they are used, using factors as simple as the current 

humidity and light level to as complex as who is using the computer and where it is being used. This 

push towards ubiquitous computing offers tremendous gains in coordination, safety, and efficiency in 

domains as diverse as real-time monitoring of soil conditions, helping patients with Alzheimer‟s disease, 

and support for emergency responders. 

 The fundamental problem, however, is that these same technologies also introduce many new 

privacy risks, often at a rate faster than legal mechanisms and social norms can adapt. Ubiquitous 

computing technologies change the privacy landscape by dramatically lowering the cost of collection, 

making it easy to gather and share a wide range of data about individuals, all in real-time and in a 

manner that is machine-readable and searchable. This roadmap for privacy research in ubiquitous and 

pervasive computing for the next decade highlights some key challenges and opportunities focus on 

providing anonymity or on keeping personal information and messages secret from hackers, 

governments, and faceless corporations. While anonymity and secrecy addresses a relatively narrow 

aspect of privacy and do not cover the many situations in everyday life where people do want to share 

information with others. For example, one could imagine sharing one‟s location information with friends 

to facilitate micro -coordination of arrivals at a meeting place, or sharing simple notions of activity to 

convey a sense of presence to co-workers and friends. It is important to note here that the parties that are 

receiving such information already know one‟s identity are not adversaries in the traditional sense, and 

that the privacy risks may be as simple as wanting to avoid undesired social obligations or potentially 

embarrassing situations. 

 

Confab System Architecture 

 Confab provides a framework for ubiquitous computing applications, where personal information is 

captured, stored, and processed on the end user‟s computer as much as possible. This gives end-user‟s to 
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control and choice than previous systems over what personal information is disclosed to others. In this 

section, we describe this framework, the built-in privacy mechanisms for Confab, as well as specific 

extensions for location privacy built within this framework. An important issue to address here is 

whether this kind of architecture is feasible, a capture of personal information in a privacy-sensitive 

manner. We believe that there will be a useful and non-trivial subset of ubiquitous computing 

applications built along these lines, for two reasons. First, over the past few years, the research 

community has been moving from centralized location-tracking architectures to decentralized location-

support ones for reasons of scalability and privacy. We believe that future research will continue this 

trend in providing privacy protection in the physical sensor layer for other forms of personal contextual 

information. Second, there is already a large market for items in which sensors can be cheaply 

embedded, for example, PDAs, home security systems, and cars. 

 Although Confab could be used in cases where data is initially captured by others (e.g., smart rooms 

or surveillance cameras), we do not explicitly address those cases. 

 

Challenges in Building Privacy-Sensitive Ubicomp Applications 

 In this section, we examine why privacy-sensitive ubicomp applications are difficult to build and 

deploy. From a computer science perspective, the primary difficulty lies in the fact that privacy is not a 

purely technical issue, but also involves aspects of legislation, corporate policy, and social norms. 

Furthermore, privacy is a malleable concept in practice, based on individual perceptions of risk and 

benefit. 

 For example, many people routinely use a credit card to buy goods and services on 

 The Internet because they believe that the convenience of online purchases outweighs the potential 

cost of such transaction data being misused. On helping people manage their privacy empowering them 

with choice and informed consent so that they can choose to share the right information, with the right 

people and services, in the right situations. This approaches the problem of ubiquitous computing privacy 

regarding providing a more solid technical foundation for building applications, as well as better user 

interface widgets and user interface design guidelines to help end users manage privacy, giving end-users 

greater control and feedback over their personal information than previous systems. From an application 

development perspective, though, there are still several difficulties with this approach. First, it is hard to 

analyze end-user needs for ubicomp privacy. While there is a great deal of speculation , there is not a 

great deal of meaningful information that can be used to inform the design of such systems. Second, it is 

difficult to design effective user interfaces for ubicomp privacy. It is not clear what kinds of user interfaces 

work well and what kinds do not. 

 Third, it is difficult to build privacy-sensitive ubicomp applications. It is not clear what abstractions 

and mechanisms are useful for application developers in managing ubicomputing privacy. Furthermore, 

it takes a high level of technical expertise to design and develop ubicomp systems in general, even 

without addressing the privacy needed. 

 

Ubiquitous Computing’s Need 

For End-User Programming 

 With large amounts of money and expertise, some form of intelligence could be added to any space. 

Today's commercial systems are human-intensive, requiring large amounts of custom software 

development and con_guration. Commercial systems are controlled by the vendor using proprietary, 

rather than open, standards. This prevents end users from extending their environment; instead, users 

have to go through the seller for any changes. This approach is fundamentally awed as it is unlikely that 
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any single company could provide every sensor/actuator necessary for the diverse ubiquitous computing 

applications worldwide. 

 There are many academic approaches that aims to make ubiquitous computing a reality. We can 

place these approaches on a spectrum based on the amount of human involvement. To one extreme is 

machine learning, which places decision-making entirely in the hands of the system the other extreme is 

end-user programming, which asks the user to personally program" the environment. Machine learning 

can eliminate the need for humans in the loop by automatically learning an inhabitant's routine. CASAS 

provides a framework to automatically learn behaviors but also provides the user with basic feedback 

abilities. The user involvement is wonderful, but there are additional needs to accommodate the full 

needed range of expressiveness. Early activity recognition schemes were imprecise, with prediction 

accuracies as low as 25%. Other approaches have improved accuracy to at least 47% and now achieve 

roughly 80% accuracy|a _ne _gure, but still lacking concerning satisfying end-users. These machine 

learning approaches also require preset information that may be too detailed for users to provide and 

limits the open-ended and extensibility ubiquitous computing environments requires and believed that 

these machine learning approaches must be deployed in conjunction with end-user programming that 

can bolster the correctness and usability of the system.  

 

Conclusion 

 This concludes an extensive analysis of architecture and end-user needs for privacy-sensitive systems. 

The end-user needs These needs led to the high-level requirements of decentralized architecture, a range 

of control and feedback mechanisms for building pessimistic, optimistic, and mixed-initiative 

applications, plausible deniability built in, and exceptions for emergencies. 
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